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Paris, 1 February 1923.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

Lleraorancium for 1.:r.

I have just read 1:r. `3tron-ls con.-.ent of lovember 2

last on the memorandum which I haci ,,renared on the iussian situation.
I quite ai:ree th strong that any aevelopment under what he calls the

"automatic plan" must almost inevitably mean the facilitating of German
penetration into itus sta. 1:y own opinion is thA such paietration is high-

ly desirable for two reasons:

first. The Germans, as the result of lon-: experience
in Russia, are in a better position to play the direct and
active role in Russian reconstruction; they know the country
z...nd the people, and have long established, thouLh at present
interrupted, connections there more fully developed than
those of any other _.eoi)les of Lurcoe or ienerica; and

6econd. Gerr.14-n industrial penetration backed, as I pre-
therc: is no doubt it ',zuld have to be, by Lnerican and

Brit ish credit would furnish an outlet for the.rioducts of
Geri-1Ln industry in a direction in which they 'o not compete

..rith already established markets of the .idlied and ..:scocia-

ted Powers. such a development mi.ht .easily go a long way
toward putting Germaw into position to pw reparations, -.7:11e

at the same time inflicting a minimum of injury on the export
industries of -Imeri ca o r Eu2oI)e 
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JAMES A. LOGAN

Personal sad Oonfi dent Lal.

icy dear ,en:-

Paris, 2 February 1923.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

,,Ve enclose Annex 1731 A, B, and C, of the Reparation
Commission concerning the we rk of the League of nations as .,eleards the
revivae of Austria and the results obtained to date. B and C reports
are, respectively, "The General Austrian Situation At The Bef4nning of
January" and "Remarks On Austrian Paper Currency'', prepared by ie. Pierre
euesney, a erench economist who until. recently has been the ,'issistant
()hi et' of the Intellience Service o f the Rep arat ion Joel: mission.

Special attention is invited to t hat portion of the cover-
ing letter (1=04 1733. A) of ie. 'Ielaurioe erere, Chief of the Intelligence
Service, to the Secretariat General of the Reparation Commission, as fol-
lows:

"I believe that the knowledge of these preliminary
results in regard to Austin may be of great use in
the examination of the measures adopted with a view
to the revival of Germany and to the imerovernent of
her financial s ituation."

As concerns Austria, the immediete euestion is wl-ether the
Auhr episode is not going to make iupossible the raising of the money which
ell had evidently felt uite sure of raising before the entry into the Ruhr.
It will perticularly mike it more hard for them to get any part of it in the
United States. 'de un uer st end that the plan is dependent on very c onsiderable

can financial support, and that pas t ne otiations with ereerican banks heel
indicated a willingness on the part of the latter to support the plan. It is
worth ;Mile to report that the parties concerned seemed to feel sure that the
lo an is safe un de r any and all c ircmstances. it is understood that the fin-
al and conclusive negotiations are to be carried on in London the iva ek begin-
ning February 5 with the bank of ngland and the British Treasury. In our
judgment, if the Bank of :england gives its approval and in turn the London
banks effectively support the plan, and if there is any willingness of our
home bailks to take part our ,eoverneent oueht not to be afraid to let them do
it, though probably no t offering any positive encouragement.

ehe operation of the plan in eustria. to date, as shown in the
attached reports, places particular emphasis on the effect of the substitu-
tion of hope for despair in governmental finare e. When you think of :that :ns-
tria is and what it has one through, when you consider how inert end passive
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J. A. L. Jr. To: Benjamin - Personal z_Incl Confid 2Page

it has al-Aays seemed and when, in spite of this, you see vigorous olitical
and economic action develop _.a.pidly under the st i ulus of a bit of hope , you
get an idea of what a difference hope would have caade earlier and might even
now make on L:Ternun,y's attitude to ards the payment. of reparations her pow-
er o f payinent, and realize that the ecaaomists are right in making the funda-
mental factor in Liermexrils restoration and in the reparation problem the res-
toration of e r many s o oat*/ dence in itself and the outside dorl di s confidence
in c'erat.n;y-. zran this latter aspect the ..,..ustrian operation deserves particu-
lar attention.

Faithfully yours,

1.44, / tit.

r c--

Jncl s .

'she honorable Benjamin Strong,
ove r , Federal 3e serve Bank of Yo4,

liew York City.
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JAMES A. LCGAN J R.

saris, 18 rue de Tilsitt
2 February 1923.

Personal

dear Ben,

On November 2nd you wrote me a letter containing
certain comments on Dr. Hutchinson's memorandum on the .aussian situation
which I had sent you. I have not been able to reply before as I could
not fret hold of Dr. Hutchinson. However he has just returned and gives
_me the enclosed specific replies to your questions. I personally am
inclined to agree with Hutchinson as I have never been one of those who
fear Germany's penetration into Russia. In my judgment the more trade
that can be encouraged even between ex-enemy Powers and Russia, the better
it is for the whole economy of the world and incidentally for 1,merica.

I enclose copy of an article which jr. Hutchinson has
prepared for publication on the Russian situation which I find most inte-
resting. It has not yet been published but Hutchinson has authorized me to
send you a cop'.

Jr. Hutchinson is leaving Paris within the next few
days to make a further economic study of about six months in Russia for
Hoover. When he comes out I will see that you get a copy of his report.

For certain reasons which have probably occured to you,
I have not been mailing you my weekly letter the last few weeks. However
they have all been prepared and I will send them along by the first safe
messenger.

Faithfully yours,

JAL/BD
2 encls.

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, New York City.
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17. in oasts of default larsaiw la tts iorfOseanos of
any obligation under this "art of the palliest ":reaty, the GOkaldaw
sioa will forthwith give Iv) tine of s Windt to sew ef the
inter)sted /ewers and rag oaks ouch raDasseattatioas as to tale no-
tion to be teiosn in on:league:nos of east default as it may think
noaeg

Para. 11., The aoasures mien tam Allied and Aut000loted `crfors
shall ham tins ri,iht Is trae, in ease of soluatasy default by r-
ams asi whisk aorsaw agrees not to regard as mots of lost. sq
Laslurito 000assate ad flannelal proltibitioss est meleala ad in
Moral s llnle nalearea as the rem pea tive ;overoillata aiq
doatelolOO to be neeeesar, in the otrounistensoo

.......mrammew.RWOOPM

Ms exult lessen g of these pumas et' the ?met/ haqs

new become a mattsr of international impostures It a theseiNre

be useful to attempt a Olltion.

k'renoti offloin1 Valois is to time effect tout onoe

tho l';omfilission, noting un4er ..orespit 1? of %anon II, ;7;ivon n4t100

to 'Mash of the interested ;'oars" of Iattaitailir default on the part

of rlesassr it is open to oeoh of the ailed aolosucarts notified to

thico snob !iesangss as* *Atm in the pleaituils of Ito ova sovors34,nty,

it nay Osten:Mot to he nalassair, of whatever charpeter those meneures

um be asii even if they involve tan invasion ant ow tap st jou oither of

the Alar or of cav other -part of (boseary 4M/on hes noy (February 1923)

boon to:ten on Lola toasts, the efteots of which 14111 he natter for

history.

la wr opiku,m, try, 1,rena4 0,7116191 vial in -urea onart,

7ee trim lasanhic of the ilea*, na of any othor doccasat, n:Li ,....urso

only be aserthlatid 'ellen it is ennolierod as a whole, ilinere is no

007:nUssion has deoldod. (46*;.11122) that the weld *default"
in Isar*:..ropli 17 Inks tm owe manias as "valuator, aofeult" Ire
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more fruitful source of misinterpretation Ursa tat tendency to

sagject this vino end to tames ono or two passages or even words

fres a lengthy dooltsent sari ive them their prinks facie aleafting

without regard to their general context. ThUe  in tnis case, the

French of fetal interpretation has seized on the words "respective

lovernmontel ( ;euvernements respeotife) anti. on a ;joint of oardinal

inrportann makes them beer the weight of a decision rhich has a

vital effect upon the character of the Treaty as a *role, ani has

determined events of uropean or world wide important*.

In ly opinion the swgestion of IrklividuaL, independent

end uncontrolled judgent rani action br each Ansa POWere which

these two words tarn b, therseelvee night Mesa to lavelve, is in-

oonsistent with the general purpo,3o of the '.'rest' as a whole asi

even with the im,Hdiate tort in union tre rrorle oonur.

anat, in relatiln to rerbarvAtiona, is tre general purpose

and nature of time Treaty? The 1:`reaty is a oontract between Germarg

on the one hand, ate the Allied ant Allsosiatod Porers (five of whom

have the special nem of 'Prinnipalt sail Associated lowers)

on tin other. It is not, arcept in so far as ray be 07)ot:daily

arreeeede cog. in =art I of the "'reaty (Covenant of the loaseue of

Jations), a contrast between the say a.rate Allied ant Assooiated %ewers

inter se. last VIII of tree "reaty establishes  reparation debt

owing by errunly to the ant l'sesociated .owers jointly; ,,rtiele

232 requires a joint oomiensation for damage a mv? to the civilian

population of ths.r Assooiated sal their property as

a whole, and. Article 233 provides that the am-ant (not "arimnits") of

the oho vs demo" is to be determined aid dealt with by a joint inter-

aliied ownn item as the e.arati.xt s.oralission whiell is tne explosive

arency of all the Allied ant Assoolated Grovernissnts interested in

reparation (Nos Annex Li parse 3 and 12). The division of this joint
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debt is no sincere of Urinary but is settlod by the

sal ,,snociated rowers theraolves (Article 237). 

'Me Treaty thin does not (Ave rise to s. series

of separate debts ing by Genseny to sash Allied ',ower,

In strictness Germany twee nothing to the JrIttigh Aspire,

Ji'rause or Serbia. t she owes is a Joint debt to

all the allied °were whose claims to reparation have

bees emitted by the reparation Commission, anti to the

rteparation Gommissi,m as their Gomm anent. :e tales an

reralor of municipal lex, if any one :.-ocfer entitled to

reparation tried to brim; an action alone ngainot .'eerreZW,

prOOleid11141 :could have to be stayed until in some form or

other the root of the -lovers entitle' to ropsration had

been se* parties.

The reparation debt is in fact very li]co a debt

owing to a partnerships the German oblV7ation is to the

partnerships :'here is no question of sot arate dobte owing

by qoanter to so; crate partners. If thereto re 114 robot ion

a-ises as to tho reamer in Ivirich execution is to be levied

on tta property of the debtor one Yould not ox-rect to find

triet each pa Amur hes an individnel unoontroliod rift to do

rant no i)loases in the natter - oven to the length of driving

the debtor into bankruptoy, nal permanently 000nlying the

engine house of his works. And on the true construction d

the Treaty, when alloradoe is mole for tee onereoteristios

which ,listingnish an in.leian-lent Power  a versions of into r-

sitional free an ori tiny individual  s persona of

mundaipal lap - this expectation is fulfilled.
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lb rurarte the shales, of a partnerships Gould awy

)ne partner, eating by himself against tno will of the others,

inane the rortaromblp property vvith the oasts of his Irdepon-

eat prooeedings? Clearly not. Ant still less aeabi he get

these oast* out of the prcrperty of the debtor favtgagord for

the joint debt, in priority to the joint debt. And yet we

knew, hen that happeend with 11111111 t 0 the oasts 0 f the

irenoh Airy Aida went to franktert, that a alai* of this Dina

is to be sslaittelt taws the i`ronon when they tale independent

&otiose It is isised well settled in .0;fish law (art. I

soviet that aortinents1 law is to the salsa effort). that if

it is ocu-ht to ooforee a joint °lain all the parties interested

mat in ono your or another be before the 1,;ourti otherwise it

is impoesible that jug tine should be knee.

,Igain, as the debt owin.K tar ;emeany is a joint debt

the object of soy individual settee oust be to recover this

joint debt and trarefore sans recovored would be held in

trust for toe creditors as a wholo. it is, to may the least

of it, enotmlows that it should be in the power of ary one

of the joint oreditors, withoot authority to constitute

himself the agent of the whole by of oroditors, to deal in

the mat which ho, not they, thin-4 best with tto property

of the debtor which, on the Ireneh oonstrvotiln of 2.rtiale

343 of the .,roaty, has been mortgaged as a socurity for the

oozonon debt, or, es the 000struotion eitioh I personally prier,
is applioeblo to the regnant of tint dal is priority to other

*lams of a similar nature.

...ring in idol twee general considerations aid

the ,loaseno)tions to wlsioh they Five rise, let is proosed to a

closer srarnillation of the lawsece of DI* la of Aosss LI.
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I.  8

'.'here are in roality two points, and not one only, at

issue as to the interpretation of this paragraph - points d
Utast, though not without a bowleg on each other. one point

is that already trilloated, nr.troly, mother each ind

lovormeent has a right to indspentiont action, aid the other point

is, what is the sphere of souk indeponient luigamet and mitten?

Do's it *stand to 1411 conceivable ronsuros such, for example, as

gamed laVallidge or is it limited by th, ejnadem peneris rule to

smeaseros similar to those specially mentioned in the -atlas,

namely, teoonordo and finanaial prohibitions sad raprinals '?

It will be convenient to tall, this latter point first.

be ejusdam genoris rule is one which, as I tannfor from

oonversatioos with nv colieagues, applies in continental as well

as in Owlish 1st (see for tip nglish sale the juSgoont of tir.

&rustics McCord'. in the case of the 3..1. 'isi71hild _.cintyre eta,

36 Timo Lsw itsports, peps 744 and 746, quoting lord Jalsbury)

as& is to the offoot that Where speoifio words wrdoh fail within

a curtain gnus poosio fmnoral words those roneral words met

be limited to that gellalle Nev here the words 10(1*nm:do ant fi-

nanoial" in themselves svggast a fleirea. And U this be thought

not enough, it nay be suggested that a goons which inoluies

4os:commie and financial prohibitions ad reprisals" is to be

found in that Glans of "forcible awes jaws molt of wars 'Ask

are dealt with b eatleite in the first chapter of Part II of

his intonation .4aw ( ar), the sails sissies of which, &word-

ing to esti:dot, ar© rei)risel Ii embargo and /metric blookads.

Against the argument trot tim Wont! "swab other measuroe"

raw include the military ocea'..!, ti,ht of territoiy motioer part

of.....
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4

the Treaty - Part XIV  "Guanuttees" suppLIOS a awe losive

ar lament, article 422 provides 

'As a guarantee for the arecution o f the present
Divot/ by Gene any the 'Allan to situated to the

nest of the Alas, tor,ether with the bridgehamisi, will be
oecupled by Allied swi Ass, elated tznops for a period of
fifteen years from the Gaming into fore* of the ptesent
c'reaty%

his is fall wed by iatiale 429 whisk provides for the

successive restriction of the ow:patios "if the eonlitt)ns of

the present Treaty ere faithfully (ferried out by lerveary". and

then oomes what is peittaps the Article that the for present pay

pose is decisive - 1/4rtiole 430 

"In case either tiring the occupation or alter
file aspiration of the tittosayeare referral to above
the iMogaritirct Omenliesion finds that 4enesicr refuses

to almerve the whole or part of her obligations under
nil! lament Treaty with mar; to reparation, the Miele
or put of the area, apeatied in Artiele 429 will be
re-secupled imediately by the Aallied and Assoolated
formes."

This language Indicates quite clearly that the !ninthly occu-

pation providedtor in this "art of the '2reatr is intended to

enforce the ro,,arati in obligations o f mumy and further es-

tablishes that this military ooeuAti el is limited to the thole

or part of the 91'095 which are defined by the ,:reety, that is

tO eV. GOMM% to on the left bank of the Aim torether

with certain bridgeheyle ,e hove thane the svbjecit of military

occupation dealt with in a special part of the 'frentyg on well

reoonised prinsiples of oonstruction tees. special provisions

dealing with a specific subject prevent the extension to that

subject of genoral wards which are found in anothor .:art of the

instrument. 'it* calefully guarded loognage of ixtiale 430 would

have no meaning if it were possible for veep ens Power on its own

initiative, eating under a easily different dart of the -.reaty,

to mow* whatever part of Geirean territory it might think fit.
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It Mt pashaps be added that this rostrioted interpre-

tation of paragraph 18 has th merit of not making nonsense of

the agrooment of gascrany not to regard hare. immures as acts

of war - an urrlertuAing relish is intallikible if the measures
oc4,

in question are of ambiguous ntaraotore (is., such that an

independent Mats ai9it or might not saki of them a cams

but not if they ascoftt to aotual me cures of hostility much as
lox.

the invasion of territory. In otter ayes it is intoill-

ROI* that a person should tvrao that he will treat what is

CM' as equivalent to white, but it is against all canon seise

to intorprot an ambiguous document as meaning that what every

orlinary man would call bine* is, for the purposes of that inp-

atrwaent, to be regarded as of the opposite

Are results of two contrary construction are indeed so

&Lansing that in themselves they raise a strong presumption

against its aolnwaoy. If Ire acoept the reneh doctrine of sopa-

rats &Ad uncontylled aotioat limited to no general alms in the

nature of reprisals, it follows that an instruraint oontaining

special and carefully limitod provisions for ailitary Tattati 12 re 8

against loamy authorises not eranse only but each aid every

Allied or Assoeiate Newer to do whatever in its own ayes seems

good.

If the gyration were whatner in n orabbod manuscript a word meant
"ass" or "mule" would not a provision that the animal was "not to be

reArded as" an ass, be a strong argument that the uncertain word
me "rails"?

00 it is true that eons **hors (eed, opponnoira, International Law,
Vol. II, ar, pa. 48) treat the occupation of a port - as for ay.

ample Oa occupation at the Nicaraguan port of t;orinte by Great tab&

in 11116 - as a measure et reprisal falling short of wan, but there ap-
pears to be no ores in Ada  M01111111 of tnis kid has been allowed
to have a peaceful dunrsator as WIMPS! PIM YIS of Maul atalkority
and olvilleati one

o.f, mitt Cobott, Cause in International Lewd 4th 'In-
tim, Pesos, pate 341, wen speaking of Panifio sloe*** he says that
"it way be treated as an sot of ar by the States on which it is im-

posed
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4, - 8 -

Useoho- aovaitia - if the report of the con:mission uzder

paragraph 17 were made to her - could invade that fart of Up-

per 31leela which is still left to emery, in spite of the pro-

tests of the other A,lliess ilalgitss, acting independently, wild march

as far into ereany as she snow, ani the dritirdi Government would

be ertitlod to Seise Bremen aid rimsburg awl perhaps detach a couple

of battalions to Nardi to Berlin. And all the tins erg German

active resisters* would be an act of German aggression. The Treaty

would true authorise general aztirohy aid chaos, aid an instrtriant

intended to promote as far as possible International co-o).eration

woad give the rein to ay oral even, form of ;.thauvinist exa era.
ea.

tion wilioh national passion might insPilee Indeed, if regard

be had to the surrounding clauses of Part TI II, to the special

provisions of art -IV sad to We whole soaps end purpose of the

Treaty, to construe the words in dirputs as suddenly authorising

independent ani uncontrolled military action 1):7 sash separate Gov-

ormsent would be alrest es shoektny as to oons'..rue ambiguous words

oeourrine in Pi marriage settlement as containing a re tortilla. to

divorce.

'ie beating art issue of the neaps* of lieveMber 23rd

1922 went so far as to nate this svagostion. It gala -

"If tin clarwan Goirerimeat does no t produce an ao-
eeytable programs the allied Powers will have nothing
to do but to help thoorsalvos to populate each for its
own part, sal dam* in order to meet the reparations
ducie tart will his to turn to eaosuat the Ionian,
'Woo which are miler her haat or within toe re oh of
hoe bar Sand%

("al lo gwavorarsai alyalisd noepporte Rana pro-
fgrairio asooptsblo, las allies nauroat qu* as fain
Tapir oaaaasoo, dams on as qui Is c onoerme.
la toms, dsvra exploiter, pour slavonir mu repara-
tions qui but sont duos, lee riehossios al]sinules qui
sont so us sa main or  polite* de sa rain").
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The orinsideration of the point as to the ejusdeat

generia rite sad of tie general scope of the Treaty noes for to

deprive of great practical importatoe tin answer to be in to

the o the/ point raised as to the eonstruotion of paragrgah 18 -

merely hat tar *oh individual fkiverneront hos a right to indepenflant

action. if tie sphere of this paracrch is restrained to reprisals,

economic aid f bimetal prohibiti ant *tier seasnes njuadem

generis, it is not unreasonable that in to last resort 7githin

this s:Aere eqoit loverturent may &mold* as to its own act ion,

or at any rate way refuse to join in action of lila& it does not

approve thoglir tie feet that the :reparation ,,eninission is authorised

to Mb to the *interested 'imps" a single resessenciatioo as

to the sett > n to be taken points at airy rate to a general

awn/option that the aotim to be talon by the -ocvners of a joint

debt owirt in prinsiple to be joint notion np-mved by all.

rows to the art foal passage in paregra/h 10 neither the Treaty

proper nor zornez II Ass dm* sly hint of arything like separate

notion by individual and it is in fact almost casual/7

and in a subordinate sentence Ostrich other treasures ass the

"respective Governments nay determine to be neoessary") that

;-erseraph 18 uses tie phrase "respeotive leverasents" on whisk

tie :rush argument lrys stress,
It certainly is startling to be told that this onsual

use in a de,endont sentence of a single phrase is to upset what

would appear to be the general schema of the Treaty, ass it is

the more strenne when it is remenbered that tie share Itsigf

IS found not in the Treaty p Toper but in an annex, tie pawn*

of which is (see article 233) to define the oanstitutioa red

powers of the .,paratiatt Oinesiesion Ism the right to tails

separate aciti-n eipilast 0enear by Individual Powers is in ao
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411

se me p art of Via aonstitution or powers of Use commission

itoelfi no await, if the 1 anivain were dear, positive and

1114T ctIOU so alai °anima In thn as in p set of a sent erase the

fact that sash a Roraima was f01206 in I/ wOol6 not be

 reason for not 4ving it what waali then be its plain ma Say

but vent eabi-moots wards are nnod tinno anstally, in a deposholi

o rates 's sal in a plan inure the motor of the Treaty has

already been told net to =peat to fiat arytitIss eneopt the

aonstitatios ant power' of tin leparatlen Oonalselat Users U

rarely a straw preemption a.,,linst the violent aro utvmpated

introduction of a power shish on It* ,:rhush oonstruetion would

:2;o to the root of international relatioes and of the 'aem

of the 7:roalw

It is however palsy. Ismseesea, toillaherate further

the answer to the paint as to the neabis et "the esepootive

4Verairatel ono* it is (gear that the military seaspatini

of territa ry is outside the scope of paling:41th 18, th3 rofor-

ease to the "nospoOtivo Oovernmentso becomes eamparativoly

Intelligible* The tonsures of econotaia reprisal, sfabarm,

eta*, install are within the so ape of this aragrh, are

ordinarar asasisal whisk a Uovonseent tars within its own

juriedlatlea ail snaisIsa of its oat laws. to measures

sash as these It is late natural and wasonahlo that oaten

tievorsOUta within t* Unite of a joint melon to to

immeasis of tida alma, shad have as absolute riOit to cott2m

it it will do and how it will do it; on these limo we mai a

vesselana interpretation of parlerrarh 10, an interpretation a oasis tent

with the Trusty as  whole and with general doctrines of law both
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munioipal and intOla tie as ,nut aot loading to the astonishing

conclusions wash the fresh official insle involves.

1.:hroughout this note it has been assumed that the

objecst of paragralh 18 of Annex I i is sours pigment of tree

reparation debt an not to punish Comer/It se an sot of verceanco

or with a view to her moral reformation, for her failure to pry.

,o are kleAling in fact with the levy of oxecution for a judment

debt mil not with the inflictial of ("baptist:rent for a crime,

41.11.10,11111ft AIIIIM/11.10,01111111.1.1M114111111111.1,. 111111111101111111101111.10........................N4..- wa//aa/m1./..0

west war be only a curious aositient, lint/uni,n not unlike
that of ,nrox II le is to be fazed In mainly document of
international significares, nanskr, one of the resolution of
the ..?ritiatt Imperial War (Infertile* whisk sat in I,ozr3on in 1917.
Ms resolutions, to quote only the relevant portion, ran as
iollowss-

"tin imperial Conference aeon it 0/air
d to plan on record their view that our rood3ustment
(Of the oonatitutional relation of the component rsrta of
the spite,) while ttoronghly TallOOPTiliff all existing powers
of eolfgovermanh and isentlete sentrol of acrostic Waive,
should be baud you a tel tetleyaition of the minion

ante nation of en leperial vommonweeitn
and *holed provido effective orreagsaeste for ocatineene
cefamiltatlea in all important matters of oar mom bepOrial
oonaern ant for auk amass eeneortoi action tousled on
ionsultatioa as the ,oevonal govormats nay determine
Canute, of prcooedin a of the imperial .ar Confe rence 1917,
4.0114 ion 14 laswells ,rit to mo.to arnz. orlL . keen, is ge

171).

Aist is lee provided for is ormaerted noti.,n based
upon Ue .1.4;oisleal of sepwato tnr et:oats-A govern:Anatol no
noi:ams Eye vernosat le to be foro4a1 Into aotio*t witlal it doss
not opprors, but tho oonoxiii;i:)4. is 'fillet tla action taken
is a 3:errata aCttn2 pursue& in 43001i5Ort 'o;v fit' ti qi rate the
me4orilir of to gcsvernnuts

202.2e,
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(Legal 'Jerrie*
;3 ritish Delegation)  

11=11 Mak-La
AS TO TM PCOITIOX0 TAM iff
dalTIOR *01/..1111Wited
TO TIM iLan310 OF TRIM. ARTIOLE4

 10.a.

In the a=roat of 1920 thy British Ievermsant mole a

ueelaratiqu that it it not /at m) to exorcise the ri,:rits Iva Joh wale

*Worrell upon It paragrark la of Anass II by ooisin?, tte property,

of :Armee natlunals ritioh territow, orttaple has sines NM

followed by 141um ant other Allied. -,--evorel. eIiie action praises'

111111,7 7ttlsUiskri traave izta the i.vvystah Cavern:semi, to the effect tbai It was
X

not own to Et TV owe: to to 42 um:Anita Doti rn wile? this paragraph, and

tt distirocished rronea juriati, the :hate ,21011aSd Olaceet, published

a most interesting artlalo in the 'wiNaria" tho 4th IllInaber 1920

supporting ghat woo tion ttlo offiolal view, whioh, it is needless

to say, has start boot entirely 04 irwriiede

(Ifi the 2itti i.147 192;?. Cluvaberlfslaa. in answer to a question

in the louse of ...;.araons, deolsrad au behalf of the .4ritish covernnont

that paramph 16 was understood as cm;Serring upon the ice:; lridnal i;ovarab.

This really in triciag the most octane view aoneoivole of the
meaning o f the liar.ttpd varegisph If treat 2ritain was wrong in swing
that eta woad not tans a partlealar form of elation it seems to fellow
that atur 'MIK V4 12.04 OA beteg to toice that &ones had the Ansa Power@
decided by a majority that this littlest.** winos ought to be talons in
othor warms a :majority of the 61 es, or et say rate of the Principal
Allies, o adAt have distated sa important step in sritfah Foreign policy.

ulon I veriest that Para, 18 was drafted by an aserlosn hard mdl
that the .Must states wen then aenseived of as parties borne by the
':reatry I mom% nee r mind fros w?rit is perhaps pre juliee against
each a oonstrnetion surely on this point it is reasonable to say that
the wand 'imslostive" must have beat intended. to safeguard tto right of
any ,locerrralnt to deollie to take tla sett, at reeemionied by the :)ora-
zujnai a r itattood ,marl ash's by a irsjorltav of the :111 as.
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routs the rinitt to tab sitiea ladoposioatly, bat tie action takes

must be of the mamas ofersamplate4 ir the psallimpli, via, scenario

nal finanoial prohibitions Ai reprisals, as la general suet In.,Inatires

as it In proper for aomoreats to tale

I think that I haws seen ',foresees is the k reach prim to

this zuply of Lin Oltszaborlain in which ba is represents' as /saving

assoptall what is new the Fvonsh o Motel view of the messing if ago

riVellinehe It is obvious that z mon interpreted/Ss errs be put on

art language,

J. 4

42.23,
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..,;0:d3T4CT1 /3 Of AMEX 12. PARAOUP113 17 18
or TS MUM Me Y. l5

(iionser Opinion of lienalelsr Cheat from
Temps`' of 4 severer 1920.)

1111MINIMMIPIONIIIIMIP

re la renenaletiou a tell* dee clones generale, du
Trait' de 'Armenia' Inv 1'w des ruissatees signstaires.

ONIIP.111101111=

tine 100,3re divergence de is ord re international, qui t rouv a ra

un prompt apalsament, vient de es pioduire entre los deux nations,

etroitemont males it alliees, 1'An4eterie it la iran099 a propos du

Traits de Versailles. 41,anglaterre aurait decide de rezioncer oar bens..

floe de ltne des clauses (nnerales du :raite flu/ peons% eventueLlement,

ens /misnames Allies, de prorate centre Vialonagne, **faille.* a sea

oneattenentat ,*tte !Lesbian

toutefols Weartnerait point du enlivenment britannique lni.estee, mats

aeralt due a 1,exotos sale as quelloss feesti Una Inn du 3oard of

.rate; of 1Angleterre rests mitt* de ass drolta,

.uoi quill ea Bolt, Vino is ent souleve une passion chat l'examein

purteent juridique pout returnir tun solution aloes it qui devisee,

an surplus, l'interat is leospecee

pirtie VIII du ',rate de 7essailles ayes 11/Allessos, entre en

vigneur le 10 Jenvier 193), est inbitnlea oBsperatiossit of sentient 14

articles (art. Zd1-244); ells oat OW/01110 de sept Annexes. par. 18

de l'Amtexe IL set lanai earstus

"4.2 merinos qua les i-uissanies &Moos et animates'
aura tit le doltde prime. re. en OMB di Inalumnont volouttd re

par l'Allenagme, et quo l'Allumesso slow/s a as As mom
(adorer ewes des antes dthoStilitest psis WSt conpreadre des
autos di proltibitions at le represailles esenamtques at fi-
narniecao et, on general, telles autres neseres qin los 0eum
vernements respeetifs pourront orating? nose sal tees pie lea
oirconstassns"
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Il s'agit la dune (dame "oonzainettoire" destines a fortifier la

resistanoe du dobiteur - oontre /is ton-

tations de .ephisto, toujours i:ret a lui su -ferer Is derbad a son

runes,

gain moll. est la nature du oontrat 4'ont relovo sotto clausal

uelles obligations rospootivos etkendro-t-elle, spoolalervant den*

les rappo rts intorieure des Parties yul en cast ioulu 19insortint?

')our ressessr le Trait.. do Versailles a an fortenle juridi.ue, on

oonstators dobord esrit d'un ocattrat oynallatanatique ocraolu

Intro dame 7,arties soulefaanti donne rt, 1' atexte oreanoiere diob-

lirrations at rltargent, at de/nitro part nano

Gloat on deux "parts" on offet quit le pre:nebula du rrsite distribue

]es Parties on pawns°.

141, prows,* "part", snoasstes, est une o al le o ti vi to sun tint Ito*

distlasteot et occivatee do IT "'.tatio indoposdasts Como lours in-

torets a out oonfontitte, ito so seraptent qt. pour una unite. 3elon is

droit Oomnan OOS ereensiore sent dog oorrel stinulandi en possession

VOW tbli:stion conjoint* ou selidaira. i.rt subtilo d.istinetion

tre is "oonjonotions at in Isolidarite% :jut  mos oonsoquonoes pro-

tiosues an droit cavil (1), est une menorahs delioate dont on eat,

tot, nouroussos at affronoltio ins 19un at l'autre earn, 1w Aroits

at derroirs dos oo-orasuoiols intro ern at erasalas diexoellont

fawn, par le droit arigladas

nArs(1111111ne promisee a its fat toft plusieurs per-
sonae eenjoisturia, encorn des ores: ere me pout pea
reehesellmir sepsasuut is debitour pour as part dais la
cream, 11101111114 Wootton se pod etre intentea qua per
nonsuch]. des scesnelers it pest is dints tout ous tars,
emit seuresties mistrals, es $ Mims qui lairs interete
respestife so silent ateelitost dletinsta." (2)

Dens yin o:sttrat - pour Is amine - "eenjoint% owe is ra its is

"ersaillqe, lee otipulsetts, fonlus OR 111411 salts person.: jurhi Iquitos*

petrient d aye a, ix /solar's:Mt pour modifier ou dosimeter tout ou partio

duo..
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dupeote oommun. Ile re pewee* le fairs quo d'asaord core lours

oe-intereseee.

En debars etas principles, itesprit Gomm le texts du Trait. de

Versailles, no pOUVea oqnauire a um sutra interpretative.

Is Trait° oentient on effet deux sorter de amasses. as we non-

siment plus partiOgiarenent lea ,:tats qui en eon ltobjet directs

_ain't on ont-11 daall la portie III  par exanple pour

Za zialgigne (art. 31-30, peer 1S lauteneourg (art. 40.41), pour Is

Iebeeew3lovaquilo (Art. 41a66), peas is Pologxe (art. d7.43), pour is

his Libre de Daateig (art. 101.408), eta.

Wautres elanses au oontraire Omit (ileum port*. Marais et 'tie

scan oorites qua dare l'interat !Iolleatif dee stipules's* de "premiere

o'eeto-a-dire des 27 :tate ''oonstituant lee puisearcea allies*

Uu S nit 30ifsee%

Oteat is oar notaaront de is artie VII du Traits, "Uenstiossq, els

is partio presentemart an oelso. (;ette derniere partie, intitu-

ve sAtparatione", Gentle nt, woo on salt, los artiales 2:31-247, ador-

n.* de Opt Aflame. Elle est divisive in deux lotions (_impositions

gesieralee, Disposition" portion/ism). 440 Far. de l' Annexe II.

anquil Is ioard of Tree aural t eu is pongee de asonoor, appartient

auX ''Dispositions fenerales% : ane ass *Dimas it lone", as wont

elusivellent lee "Gouvernesents allies et =monies,' qui parlent at

diapason an nos ds leur i,-;roupe et pour lui. ,satat aux questi4u3

nffeetant un soul de ass (ourernements, was eotion speoluio ssr. Ii)

e ennageo. It s'acit de la restitution - a la alines, des --ro-

rases et arakives 'to 1670 (art. 245) - aai 3o1 du jas, du Koran

original (art. 246) - a Pralveralte die Louvain de manneorits

ousables, eta. in remplessiont de oozes detruit0 dans leineendis a

lone par l'Allesago9 Ste.

2,-;11 eves oaf rasseltut personnels, Osage* stoat sentralte aSS evales

eluve r,o woe. La Oranoe pout Weser sex &rehires allesMedsa les
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IFpolar. polltiques prla en 1870 a es. :ouher, gnaw' elnIstre d' tat

(art. 245). Ls rel du Nedjas eat Libra dtabandoacor a Iles-ompereur

'111111atiss lloriglnal du Koran, enieve de Lied Ia., qui la a ete orfert
par lea tiros (Art. 2411). Oss largos..e ant seas lierlintas* av 1;la

0
tarot oollaatif des " nlaaanatta alliees at assatieen%

Il en *omit tout attractant sl lttate Valles deolarait taalr pear

non mynas tells disposition du ."raito qualifleo de 4generale"

pante qu'elle a pour but Vas assurer 1 'observation par

l'adversairo, au profit due tots.

lei, too derogation suppose an sword prealeble duos co-Int art + o

sea. T.'= doom, isolemett, no peat sten tanir a sea vast, Jerson-

wiles. 11 ria-porait, per unit decision unilateral., Vebrauler ratt-

torito ,les stipulations asst pow.sulvl ravantaip di tow, La

plural Ito des creamier. lifflique ms tasty, oil a pear carallairso

tan Glair devoir, maul do no point ensaorer Varna oaaassa, ins

ieviondrait la valoar dtuas *peso at l'un de otrux qui Vont forme,

pour la de f'ensel de tow, prattle:salt qu'tl ri,y a plus lien 4* Von

servir? parellle ooeurests, le eons comic= vlent a la resousso

du draft,

Jereast tattnet
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CAE RUSSIA "COLL, BACK"?

The Russia of today, that is soviet Russia plus the

various associated and federated Republics, including certain

areas of doubtful allegiance in -1sia, such as Turkestan, has

an area of approximately seven million square miles, and a

population of 150,000000.

In pre-war times this same population (there has been

little change) living in this same territory, supported itself

at a certain standard of living by carrying on various industries.

Portions of the area were devoted to agriculture, others to

grazing, others to forestry, some to mining, some to manufacturing,

some to fishing, hunting, etc., etc. -_6ach of these areas produced

a surplus of the commodities peculiar to its industry, the

agricultural region more than sufficient food for its people; the

forest, more than sufficient forest Iroducts; the mining, raw

materials which it could not use itself; the pastoral, more than

sufficient animal food-stuffs and hides. The surpluses were

shipped to other sections and to foreign countries where they

were in demand.

These regions were widely separated. The minerals of the

Urals moved 400 or 500 miles into the industrial regions about

hoscow and :Petrograd. The oil of the Caspian Sea area travelled

1000 miles or more. The great coal basin of the Lonetz shipped

its products to points in the centre and the extreme north.

she northern reion received food from the Volga basin and the

Ukraine, hundreds of miles away.

In addition to these surpluses in different sections of the

country itself, the countr;; as a whole produced many things in

excess of its requirements - food-stuffs and many raw materials

such as oil, hemp, flax, ti_ber, manganese, platinum; but it was

very short on manufactured goods. It sold its surpluses abroad

in payment for the necessary finished wares in great variety.
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This vast exchange of goods food and raw materials moving

within the country toward the manufacturing centres and manu-

factured oods fwom the industrial centres outwards over huge

distances; and the exchange with the foreign countries of food

and raw materials for wares, was possible only by the mainten-

ance of an intricate transportation system (40,opo miles of

railway with over 20,000 locomotives and 500,000 freight cars,

and many thousands of miles of well-equipped waterways), a large

circulating medium of exchange (about y6.00 per capita); and an

elaborate organisation of credit institutions (over 28,000 banks

and branches, with deposits which averaged v22.00 per capita of

the population).

It is well-known that since the revolution of 1917, a tragic

economic disaster has overtaken the country. Industries, the

trans-oortation system, the credit institutions, and the entire

economic structure of the country have been undermined. The pro-

duction and exchange of goods have dropped to a small fraction of

their pre-revolution dimensions.

In recent months, it is true, since the inauguration of the

New Economic policy (NEP) there have been some signs of improve-

ment; and the Soviet authorities are pointing more or less boast-

fully to certain augmentations in production as proof that idassia

is on the road to recovery. closer examination of the facts,

however, reveals but little cause for optimism. If soviet

figures are to be relied upon, it is a fact that production has

increased in certain lines ---

the light of day, but the growth is insignificant in comparison

with the needs of the country.

Y. T. 0.
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In 1921
Tons

In 1922
Tons.

Petroleum production has risen from 4,000,000 to 4,500,000

Coal TT 11 8,450,000 " 9,200,000

Pig -iron
11 11 102,000 " 173,000

oollen Yarn 11 11 6,800 " 12,000

Cotton Yarn 11 11 1,600 " 55,000

Linen Yarn TT TT 7,500 " 17,000

Chemicals 11 11 50,000 " 150,000

Gold 11 TT (pounds) 3,000 " 11,500

xire-bricks I? TY (thousands) 3,500 " 14,500

China & Porcelain '1 (pieces) 18,000,000 " 20,000,000

X
Assuming that production for the entire year 1922 is maintained

at the same fate as for the first seven or eight months. (definite
figures for the later months are hot yet obtainable).

Certain other less important industries also show some increase,

and there is likewise some improvement in the condition of the main

Railway lines. The percentage of disabled itcomotives has dropped

from 6720 in the early months of 1922 to 61,6 in 6eptember (this is

mainly due, however, to an importation of 2,000 new locomotives

from Germany. Beginnings have been made also in the re-establish-

ment of banks and credit institutions.

To form any judgment as to whether the Russian Authorities'

optimism in considering these and certain other signs of improve-

ment as an indication that Russia has really entered a period of

economic recovery, it is necessary first to form some quantitative

estimate of her present economic position in comparison with her

pre-revolution days and, second, to consider the means at her

disposal for recuperation.
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Food-stuffs and raw materials: In ire -war days, the

present Passia produced 32,800,000 metric tons of bread cereals

(deducting ouantity required for seed) and 17,300,000 metric tons

of fodder cereals, a total of 50,100,000. Of this quantity she

exported 11,200,000 tons, leaving for home consumption 38,900,000.

Her 1922 net crop is variously estimated at from 29,000,000 tons

to 33,500,000 and there is no surplus for export. The meat - beef,

veal, mutton, pork - slaughtered, formerly reached a total of

3,000,000 tons. In 1921 the total was only 1,260,000 tons. The

figure for 1922 is not yet available but is unquestionably much

smaller, for the number of animals has seriously decreased. The

area under cereals has steadily declined from 150,000,000 acres in

1913-14 to 68,000,000 in 1921-22. The number of cattle has

dropped from 43,400,000 head to about 20,000,000, and the average

weight of carcase from 340 lbs. to 252 lbs. Sheep have fallen from

90,300,000 to 40,000,000, with a decline from 54 lbs. to 3* lbs.

in weight. Pigs have remained fairly steady in numbers

(11,000,000 against 13,100,000) but the -eight has fallen from 205

lbs. to 86 lbs. The number of horses - important both for food

and as work animals in agriculture, has dropped from 37,000,000

to something like 20,000,000.

Surpluses of other agricultural products were also shipped

abroad. Flax-fibre production was 750,000 tons; 465,000 tons

were used by the domestic factories or in household soinning and

weaving, and 285,000 tons exported.

Hemp fibre vp4 production was 400,000 tons, of which 327,000

were consumed at home and 173,000 exported.

Flax and hemp seed were raised to the amount of 1,033,000

tons. 860,000 tons were consumed within the country and

153,000 tons exported.
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Seed cake was also shipped abroad to the extent of

approximately 650,000 tons.

To -day the flax area has fallen to less than 30iu of the

pre-war level and hemp alp has declined even more seriously. There

is no surplus for export, the greatly reduced production

falling short of filling the requirements of the domestic

mills.

6till other large surpluses were used for foreign purchases:

Manganese was produced to the amount of 770,000 tons per annum.

600,000 tons were exported. The production to-day has fallen

practically to nil, although there is an accumulated supply at

the mines of probably 1,000,000 tons, which might be available

under proper economic and political conditions. The iron-ore liro-

duction in pre-war days was 9,000,000 tons, of which 8,000,000

were consumed and 1,000,000 exported. To-day the production

has dropped to 225,000 tons, far less than requirements for home

industry.

The petroleum production which formerly reached 9,200,000

tons, of which 8,000,000 were consumed and 1,200,000 exported,

has dropped to 4,600,000, and there is no surplus for export.

The exportable surplus of lumber and staves before the war was

nearly 6,000,000 tons. This year there has been a small export

(300,000 to 400,000 tons) from certain northern sections, but

for the country as a whole there is a distressing shortage.

gold was formerly reduced to a quantity of 134,000 pounds,

nearly all of which went abroad. To-day the prwuction is about

13,000 pounds. The entire platinum output (about 11,000 pounds)

was also sold in foreign lands. To-day the production is a little

over 400 pounds.

These pre-war surpluses, it must be remembered, were sent

abroad, partly as interest on foreign capital investments but

mainly for the purchase of manufactured goods and a few raw

materials from the outside world. he loss in purchasing
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power through the reduced production of the various items

enumerated above is in the neighborhood of 050,000,000 per

annum.

But this does not tell the whole story. e must look

also at the manufacturing industries of Russia itself, indus-

tries which in pre-war days supplied a large part of the demand

of the home population for articles of clothing, household utensils,

factory equipment, railway equipment, etc., etc. The basic ones,

those which give a fair measure of the whole, are mining, the

metallurgical and textile industries, and transportation.

Lining. Russia formerly produced almost enough coal for

her own requirements. The pre-war output was 29,200,000 tons.

In addition, there was an import of 6,000,000 tons, bringing the

total annual supply up to 35,200,000 tons. The production to-day

is 9,200,000 tons.

iussia formerly used (production minus export) 8,000,000

tons of petroleum. The production today is 4,600,000 tons.

The Copper supply (including a small import) was 38,000

tons. To-day it is less than 4,000.

The Lead and Zinc supply (including imports) was 80,000 tons.

Today it is 5,600.

metallurgical industry. The basic material, a fair

measure of the condition of the whole industry, is pig-iron. The

pre-war production was 4,200,000 tons. To-day it is 175,000.

Textile industry. The pre-war supply of raw cotton (includ-

ing a large import) was 416,000 tons. To-day it is (home produc-

tion alone) not over 25,000 tons.

The pre-war supply of flax fibre (production less export)

was 485,000 tons. To-day it is not over 100,000 tons.

The hemp fibre supply was formerly 327,000 tons. it is

now in the neighbourhood of 80,000 tons.
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The Wool supply has dropped from an approximate total of

200,000 tons to under 80,000 tons.

The production of Cotton, Linen and Woollen Yarn (indicative

of the activity of the whole tex,ile manufacturing industry) has

dropped; for cotton, from 280,000 tons to 44,000; for Linen,

from 51,000 to 17,330; for wool, 96,200 to 12,000.

Many other industries show a similar condition. The

production of fire-bricks has fallen from 162,000,000 in pre-war

days to 14,500,000 now; cement, from 1,330,000 tons to

100,000; the most important chemicals, from 430,000 tons

(including imports) to 150,000; mineral fertilisers, from

164,000 tons to 37,000; salt, from 2,000,000 tons to 400,000;

sugar, from 1,700,000 tons to 50,000or 60,000.

The total supply of fuel available in pre-war days (coal,

oil, peat, wood, all reduced to equivalent in coal) was

56,400,000 tons. It is now 22,700,000 tons. The amount of

fuel (reduced to coal equivalent) used in transportion in 1913

was 29,900,000 tons. The total supply available today is

therefore only about 75;] of the pre-war transportation require-

ments alone. Industries in 1913 used 17,500,000 tons. To restore

them to their pre-war activity would use up nearly all of the

present available production and leave almost nothing for trans-

portation or domestic and other uses.

Transportation. Russia still has some 40,000 miles of

railways. The road-beds are, many of them in bad condition, but

in the main they are still useable. The rolling stock, however,

shows a critical shortage. In pre-war days, there were 480,000

freight cars in running order; there are now about 150,000.

Locomotives in operation formerly numbered between 17,000 and

18,000; there are now, including new ones purchased during the

past year from Germany, about 7,500. The production of railway

rails in 1913 was 580,000 tons, and is now about 20,000 tons.
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In
10
1913, Russia built 609 new locomotives; in 1921, 79. She

also built in 1913, 20,500 freight cars; in 1921 800.

Banking Se Credit Institutions. As we have already seen,

in pre-war days Russia had over 28,000 institutions of this sort,

including branches, with total deposits of V3,300,000,000, or

'22.00 per capita. Since the establishment of the State Bank in

Decekber 1921 and of the Co-operative Bank in the spring of 1922,

some 200 banking and creit institutions, including branches, have

been restored; but their total deposit, according to the latest

available data, reached only V11,000,000, or less than eight

cents per caput of the population.

Medium of Exchange. The total currency in circulation before

the war amounted to about '6.00 per caput of the population.

Today, in spite of stupendous issues of paper (900,000 milliards

of rubles) the total circulation, re(uced to gold, reaches only

about 75 cents per caput.

These figures - it must be remembered that with few

exceptions they are furnished by the Soviet Authorities themselves

and are tlerefore unquestionably colored with rosy exaggerations -

reveal a situation whose seriousness needs but little comment.

Before the war the people of present Russia as a whole had a

11perabundant supply of food-stuffs. They imported large

quantities of food, it is true, but ximmixx these were in the nature

of luxury goods; and the exports exceeded imports by some

V360,000,000. Now, in a good harvest year, they have barely

enou7h to meet their own requirements and the area under culti-

vation and the number of domestic animals are still declining.

Before the war they consl_med manufactured goods each year to the

value of V1,435,000,000, of which '1,250,000,000 were made at

home and 'l85,000,000 imported. Now, their imports are negligeable

and their home production barely reaches '250,000,000.
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111
To come back to anything like her pre-war conditions Russia

must therefore raise her agricultural production to nearly double

its present figure (merely to meet domestic demands) and must make

provision, either by restoration of home industries or by procur-

ing the means to purchase abroad, to increase her present supply

of manufactured goods nearly five-fold.

Can it be done? First, can she do it with her own

resources and efforts?

The Soviet Government itself has given up all hope that

agriculture can be restored until the peasants can be assured

that needed clothing, household utensils, equipment, machinery,

hardware, can be secured in exchange for any surpluses they may

produce. The prime cause of the decline in area cultivated is

recognised as lack of incentive on the part cf the farmers.

Even with restored incentive, however, although there might be

improvement, there is no hope of a return to normal production.

In the first place, equipment is too far depleted. For five

years the peasants have been without a normal supply of implements,

tools and machinery, and the number of work animals has declined

by fully 505. The pre-war supply of agricultural machinery,

etc., was about 125,000,000 per annum ('6,000,000 import and

119,000,000 home production). Now there are no imports, and

home production is almost negligible except in such small tools

as scythes and sickles. Russia formerly produced 667,000 ploughs.

The present output according to the latest figures, is about

130,000. The output of harrows in 1913 was 127,000; now, 8,000;

reapers and binders 111,000, now 11,600; threshers 110,200, now

2,300; seed-drills 68,400, now 470.

The peasants in 1913 consumed about 1410,000,000 worth of

textile manufactures. Today the total value of the textile

output of the country does not exceed 175,000,000. Similar

conditions apply to all other necessaries of normal life.
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S
What is true of the agricultural classes is equally true in

the industries of mining, forestry, and transportation. Factories

cannot operate without fuel, raw material, and machinery.

Factory operatives demand food and the normal supplies of

clothing and conveniences. Mining, forestry, and transport-

ation similarly demand equipment, food and clothing supplies.

With the best of intentions each industry must wait for products

necessary to enable it to start. These essential products can

be produced and hence procured only after some other industry has

made a beginning. It is a vicious circle.

If the decay of activity were slight, there might be some

hope that the restoration of the will to work might bring back

some approach to normal; but with industry operating today

at under 205 of pre-war capacity, and with the cultivated area

not more than 45% of normal, it is so obvious as to be admitted

even by many of the Soviet Authorities themselves, that

reconstruction from within is an impossloility.

If there is to be any salvation, it must come from without

the country, with cooperation from within; and even then the

task will be a stupendous one. Figures of urgently needed

assistance presented by certain Soviet authorities are fairly

staggering. They estimate that to restore agriculture and

transportation within five years will reauire a capital advance

for agriculture of 2,000,000,000, and for transportation

%1,500,000,000. For mining, metallurgy, and the manufacturing

industries together, their figures reach another two to three

thousand million, making a total of, say, 0,000,000,000.

But all such estimates made by the Soviet authorities

appear to be based on what they would like to get, with little

serious thought as to ways and means or the justification for

getting it. A saner method would be to estimate the

possibilities of assistance which might, under proper economic

and political conditions, be obtained, and then cut the garment

to suit the cloth.
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Russian foreign trade before the war (average 1909-13)

reached the following figures:-

Imports Exports

Food & Live Animals 107,000,000 464,000,000

Raw and partly manu-
factured materials 242,000,000 249,000,000

Manufactures 222,000,000 38,000,000

V671,000,000 V761,000,000

The excess of Exports over Imports of V180,000,000 may be taken

as measuring roughly the service on loans and foreign investments.

If we may imagine Russian production and trade restored to

its pre-war condition, we should therefore have a surplus of

V180,000,000 which would continue to be paid for the service of

pre-war loans and investments, assuming that these pre-war debts

must be recognised before any considerable amount of new foreign

capital will go into the country. We may assume, on the other

hand, for the sake of argument, that the war lo' :ns to Russia are

balanced by counter-claims made by Russia against the Allies

(according to Russian figures the indebtedness of Russia to the

Allies reaches approximately V10,000,000,000, while Russia's

counter-claims total double that amount). To cover interest and

sinking fund on a new advance of V6,000,000,000 would require under

present conditions, an increased balance of export of at least

'69,000,000 per annum.

Looking again at the total of imports and exports given

above, we note an item of 'l07,000,000 for food-stuffs and

animals. Two-thirds of this is made up of articles of quasi-

luxury character such as fruit, tea, wine, spirits, coffee, cocea
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we may imagine the Russian people under the pressure of

necessity eliminating their purchases of these articles except

probably tea, and reducing their demand for others. We may

perhaps assume a saving in this item under favourable conditions

of %75,000,000 to V80,000,000.

Of the raw and partly manufactured materials imported

(242,000,000) the chief items are raw cotton, jute, wool, silk

(100,000,000), yarns (V17,000,000), metals and ores (20,000000),

hides (V18,500,000), coal and coke (V25,000,000). These and

other items might be dispensed with as foreign purdhases, but it

would obviously be at the expense of home manufacturers, and would

involve enlarged importation of finished products, probably at

greater cost, to fill the gap. So far as they contribute to the

home manufacture and consumption of finished goods of the luxury

or less essential class, there might be some reductions; but it is

hardly likely that the total importation of such goods could be

reduced below, say V200,000,000 without economic loss. This would

effect a saving of V42,000,000 to be added to the saving on

imported food-stuffs, making a total of, say, V125,000,000. It is

not impossible that another V25,000,000 might be saved on the

importation of manufactured luxuries, bringing the total saving

up to V150,000,000, a sum which could hardly be expected, at

present to be made the basis of loans and credits higher than,

say, V1,500,000,000.

This guess - it is obviously hardly more than that - is,

however, based on the violent assumption that the economic

activities of Russia could quickly be restored to their pre-war

level. How far from possibility of realisation is any such

level, is revealed by the figures and facts given in the preceding

table, Agriculture, industry, mining, transportation, currency,

banking credit and exchange institutions have broken down in

catastrophic fashion. Russia has been set back in its economic
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status by Many decades, end is to-day almost in tie position

of a newly discovered country devoid of manufactures, devoid of

transportation and of the barest essentials of tie complicated

system and organization of exchange which ma-es -,-.,ossible the

maintenance of a dense populati..n on a reasonably hija plane of

economic prosperity. Speaking broadly, s2re has ,,othing but

her immense na,ral resources if sHe is to advance in

the rlans of economic civilisation, anus t be leveloped. tkrouCh

attracting foreign. capital. She is almost back to the

position of a century ago, except that, ur_cfortnaately, the

population developed under an economic system made necessary

by i is growing numbers is far m're dense all thus makes the

Problem far more serions than it woul(1... 71e if 1-111-!,ie were merely

a newly isoovered land in a 'oac't\-avari stage of rievelopner.t.

The obvina!7. Jig to do would appear to be to aarroach the

1.-)rob leri as if it r,7=^ 1.1y ("23z e rled a newly di sc ove red °our try

rich in natural reeau.rces. Things which could. be developed

quickly :70111a. be the first to claim attention, and these are

agriculture and the extractive ia73.us tr ie s geae Znong

these in aussia under present coalitions aariar2tur.e and forstr;

cote first: they would. respond. quic7-7.est to Tol)e r stimulus;

the physical equinrent re,laireil for their restoration is the

simplest; the retarr_s 7.'Bed not be long delayed.; they rii,;a4-,

idven the proper political conditions, (involving a charge of

heart on the part of the gnverarent toward. foreign capital) be

exaa.nded within a few years to a productiveness even greater than

before the catastrophe.

Closely c7raiected with this development, in fact running almost

pari passu -.-rith it in importan.ce, would be the restoration of a

transportation system mi a suf-Picient sole to carrj the prvaucts

to rnalrket. 72.1.e. too miji.t core quickly, for the rd 17ray rights

way e -ist untarpaired a r the road-beds are at least in useable

f
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were, except that dredging has been neglected_ for five years or

so. Tyne chief need. is for rolling stock 8,211 river craft.

The mining industry in general must lag behiaxl. In thegilitt

coal, iron and oil regions, neglect aaad misnee have reduced. toe

workings to a corslition which will requjre a long period of

rec=eratiou. Gold, platinum.., asbestos, ard a few other

minerals might be =oh more r; idly restored, but their value

was never a very large item in aus si a' s total p roduc ti on.

.s to manufactaring industries, it is cliffic-alt to see how

any quick recovery can be expected, except as they may possibly

be fostered by a government which mistakenly ima&dnes that the

egonomic -i)osition of the country is sufficiently strong to support

them. Lny capital investments that foreigners can reasonably be

expected to devote to the rehabilitation of :aus s ia will

unquestionably be inadequate, even for the pro-oer development of

agriculture, forestry alr1 transportation, and. even here the steps

must be taken gradually a..ni tentatively, just as they would be in

any newly discovered country situated as Russia is, There is

not ly to be aqr considerable inflow of capital for manufactures.

Granted. that the political aril economic policy of the

Russian Government continues to move in the direction talmr_ last

year with the inauguration of the :Taw Economic Policy, and that

the "Communist', dictators in the Soviet Administration can bringr. them-

selves to take the f final steps which w ill mark a complete return

to economic sanity and. ma,ae the countryzi attractive for foreign

investment, the qtestion propounded in the title of this article

may be ansiered in the affirmative,

The first advances of fore lop. assistance are 1 ly to be in

forestry, agriculture a-nd transportation. The mineral industry

will be given more or less attention; but it is hardly possible

that much will be done for rxtnuTactures for a time to come.

Even with agriculture, forestry and mineral development aryl the
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accompanying partial revival of transportation, however, it is

not to be expected that the standard of livj.ng of the mass of

the Russian population can be restored rapidly. It will be only

by the strictest econory and tie cutting down of consumption

to the barest necessities that surpluses will be 1Lcely to be

produced sufficient to pat ±r the capital which must be attrac-

ted in order to make even the first steps toweaals recover].

possible.

If the development takes place along the lines indicated

the conolvsion is obtrious that for a long tire to core the

exports of Russia will be of food-stuffs aid raw materials. The

imports of ca-nital ant the demands of the population to fill tire

vacuum left by the destruction of Russia's manufacturing industries

will cause her imports to be almost exclusively of manufactured

goods.

'Inat this means to the western world is also obvious. It

points to increasecl supplies of food-stuffs and raw materials,

and a large new marloat for manufactured goods. If ..tussia should

manage to mintain her manufactures at the preSent level; if the

population should. by able to economise its demands for manu-

factured. goods to so great an extent as 50;; of her nre-war con-

su.aption; there would. still remaina sap of ..;500,000,000 per

annum to be filled. In addition, if investments of foreign

capital for the rehabilitation of agriculture aitl transportation

should. reach ore-quarter only of the :Russian estimate of the sunsrequired, this wriuld call for an adaldtional import of .,;300,000,000

a year for the next five years or more, giving a total of

.800,000,000 a year. Payments for the manufactures imported

for direct consumption plus payments for interest and amortisation

on old. and new loans and credits would call for aajemport of food

and raw materials running from about 4:700,000,000 for the first

year up to more than .;800,0004:000 in the fifth.
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It is not beyond. tie range of possibility that, given the

essential firzl steps in the right about face in ..i-assian cavern-

mental policy initiated by the New LconomiC Policy, the courtry

might be able to neet these ra.-juirements. But it is obviously

highly improbable that tie recovery can be rapid: the disaster

is too complete; the sums involved too ling'. i'ven in indus-

tries giving quick returns the first steps are art to be

cautious ani slow, and the development will be in clonstait

danger of being retarded. through the mistaken efforts, not only

of the Soviet Government itself, but of capital interests of

the old regime as well, to bring about a simultaneous revival of

all industries, instead of concentrating on the few most

funlame-rital ones.

Dec./22

Is/ Lincoln Itutchinson.
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JAMES A. LOGAN JR.

Paris, 2 'flebruary 1923.

18 rue de Tilsitt.

Personal ,a Confidenti: 1.

-ay dear Ben,

ith our letter of January 26, 1923, we forwarded
as axhibits A and B, respectively, summaries of the "French proposals for
Re-Daration Program for the calendar years 1923 and 1924". After reciting
how this proposal had been informally transmitted to the various delegates
on the Commission on January 23; officially filed with the secretariat of
the separation Commission on January 45; and then after the Belgian and Ita-
lian protests, we stated in our letter that: "late last evening" (January
25) "the French proposal was withdrawn from the Secretariat and replaced
by a joint Franco-Belgian Note to the Commission asking the latter to record
a general report of default". As a matter of fact, the French proposal
which had been officially presented was not withdrawn, but consideration of
it was suspended under the following circumstances as shown by the records
of the 353rd meeting of the Reparation Commission held the afternoon of
January 26, 194a, viz:

"The Chairman" (-a. -aarthou) "recalled that he had in-
formeu his colleagues of his intention to lay on the table
of the Commission a draft of a moratorium in the name of
the French Delegation, and that he would circulate this
,raft to them unofficially beforehand so that they might be
able to examine it and, if necessary, canalunicate with their

governments. That promise he had fulfilled, and the draft
had only been officially before the Commission since the pre-
vious day. He had, however, in agreement with the President
of the Belgian relegation, noteu that Germany was taking
general steps to oppose the consequences which the giving
notice of the defaults, within the meaning of Par. 17, Annex
II, would entail upon her. They were at that moment confron-
ted by a Government which was giving formal instructions that
all reparations should be refused, both to Belgium and France,
that was to say, a Government hich was deliberately avoiding
the fulfillment of its obligations towards these two Powers.
Under these circumstances the French and Belgian Delegations
had agreed to request the Commission not to examine the con-
ditions of a moratorium which had been rendered null and void
by Germany heself, but to face the actual state of affairs
by resolving that the only logical solution was the pure and
simple reversion to the Schedule of Payments of Lay 5, 1941".
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At the same time L. Barthou stated. that the French proposals ,as "officially
before the Commission since the previous day" set forth the .brench Govern-
ment's views as to the conditions under which any moratorium granted Germany
should be based. In our judgment, this "proposal" deserves certain inter,st
not only as representing L. PoincarO's ideas as to the terms under which any
moratorium should be granted, but particularly as indicating by some of its
details the scheme of accountability to be adopted by the Franco-Belgians
over any German collections effected by them in the occupied territory.

The Commission at its meeting on the afternoon of Jan-
uary 46 concerned itself with the consideration of the Franco-Belgian request
for report of general default (For the text, see .Cxhibit C with our letter of
January 46, 194). During- the meeting ;Ai. Barthou endeavored t- secure an una-
nimous vote in support of the Franco-Belgian proposal. Sir John Bradbury,
however, declined in the following terms:

"The decision which was then before them was one which
he himself could not support, as it seemed by implication to
adopt a certain construction of certain provisions of the
Treaty of doubtful tenor to which, for the moment at any rate,
he was not prepared to give his consent. If that decision were
taken unanimously, it might at a subsequent date be alleged
that the Commission had unanimously given a certain interpreta-
tion to Paragrayh 13 of Annex II to Part VIII of the Treaty.
Sir John Bradbury did not at that moment wish to discuss either
the interpaetation of that paragraph or the preliminary question
as to whether the duty of interpreting it fell within the pro-
vince of the Commission. He desired to ,ut on record the fact
that he could not at that moment be a party to any interpreta-
tion of that paragraph either directly, by implication or
otherwise".

i. Barthou then asked Sir John Bradbury whether the latter would submit an
alternative proposal under which an unanimous vote could be secured. Sir
John Bradbury replied that he:

"was willing to indicate in general terms the kind of motion
which he considered might secure unanimity. He suggested the
following 'Having regard to the situation which has arisen
between the German Government on the one hand and the French
and Belgian Governments on the other hand, the Ireparation Com-
mission thinks that no useful purpose would be served by dis-
cussing the terms of the moratorium requested by the Germen
Government and that therefore a negative reply must be given
to the application sent by that Government in November last.'
The motion might then state baldly that, in those circumstances,
the Schedule of Payments was in operation as from January 1st
last."

L. Barthou replied:

"that that very clear reply might oast much light on the
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"discussion. It showed that two distinct questions arose.
The first concerned the moratorium and the second concer-
ned the general default by Germany towards France and Bel-
gium. On the first point, Sir John Bradbury agreed with
the Franco-Belgian Yote, as he stated that the situation
was such as to render impossible any discussion on the re-
quest for a moratorium which automatically fell and left
the Schedule of .tayments in operation. The Chairman"
(L. Barthou) "proposed_ to nroceed to a vote upon the first

?.point The attitude, however, of the French Delegation-and
he was confident that the Belgian Jelegation would agree with
him--had a double aspect: it stated, in the first instance,
that the request for a moratorium had been renderd null and
void by the act of Germany and, in the second instance, it re-
quested the Lommission to note the formal statement made by
the German Government on January 13, 1923, suspending all re-
paration both for France and Belgium and, in accordance with
the terms of Par. 17 of Annex II to Part VIII, to take note
of a general default, about which at the moment no possible
doubt could exist, as in all respects Germany was resisting
her Treaty obligations. The general character of this default
would have the advantage of not putting the French Delegation
under the necessity of seizing the Commission of a series of
specific defaults. In this connection, Sir John Bradbury,
made reserves as to the interpaetation of -Par. 18. The Chair-
man could only say once more in reply that Par. 17 belonged
to the Commission alone; if it declined to take note of the
default, the discussion was either brought to an end or ad-
journed; if it took note, it inf rmed the interested Powers
of the fact, being free either tb submit or not to submit
proposals to them. It was then that Par. 18 came into play.
The Chairman had already expressed his unwillingness, to
discuss that point, but he did not desire to avoid expres-
sing his opinion, which was, that in so far as Par. 17 came
within the province of the Oormissiom, to the same extent
Par. 18 was within the province of the Governmentt,. In

demanding that notice of default be taken, the Belgian and
French Delegations remained -ithin the terms of Par. 17."

Sir John Bradbury replied that he:

"vas bound to confess that the method by which an unanimous
decision would be taken on one question and a majority deci-
sion on the other did not seem to him to be really practi-
cable. x x; x x x x x x x x x x.

His suggestion was that the Commission should content it-
self by stating, that in the present circumstances, no use-

ful purpose would be served by discussing the moratorium
and then that it should leave the situation to uevelop it-
self. If that suggestion were not accepted, he must leave
his colleagues to take whatever steps they thought most

desirable without him".
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Barthou replied that:

Page

"as Erench Delegate, it aas to his great regret, quite
impossible for him to accept Sir John Bradbury's proposal.
He was obliged formally to maintain his request 'hat note
of the default be taken".

4.

Finally, after prolonged debate on the issues above raised, the following major-
ity decision of the Commission was taken with Sir John Bradbury "abstainingflo

"The Reparation Commission decided:
1. That by its declaration of January 13 the German
Government cancelled its request of lovernber 14 for a
moratorium and that no action was required to be taken
in respect of that request, which had become null and
void as a result of the act of the German Government.
In consequence, the Schedule of Payments of Lay 5,
1921 was in operation as from January 1, 1923;
2. To declare, and to give notice of to each of the
Governments concerned, under Par. 17 of Annex II, Part
VIII of the Treaty of Versailles, a general default on
the part of Germany in the performance of her obliga-
tions towards France and Belgium."

This decision was formally communicated to the Allied Governments and to the
German Government January 26, 1923. A copy of the GommisLAon's notification
to the German Government is attached as Exhibit A.

As concerns the Ruhr occupation, it is interesting to note
the recent development of Franco-Belgian policy. On January 11, when the French
aril Belgian troops entered the Iluhr it was announced that "the despatch of troops
was not a military action but only contemplated security for the Allied engineers
and other Allied experts who are being sent in to supervise mining and transpor-

tation". At the same time it was announced that plans had been prepared and every
arrangement made to take over the mines and transport system if German opposition
forced such a line of action.

In our judgment, considered solely from the aspect of the
Poincare thesis, this procedure was weak in the extreme, and the lack of re-
sults to date bear this out. In other words, when Poincare had fully made up
his mind to go into the Ruhr, it would have been better for his plans to have
made the occupation military and thorough by forthwith shutting off coal shipments
to Germany, rather than to have lost tv :o or three weeks which he has lost by

following his somewhat timid policy.

Foincare is now working around to the obvious sensible policy,

if he was going into the Ruhr, of encircling it as a military measure and sitting
as still as possible, letting the Germans carry on their hunger bLrika as lung

as they like. The French and Belgian Governments publiShed the following decision

on January 31:

"The French and Belgian Governments at 6:00 o'clock, Jan-

uary 31, advised the German Government, through the inter-
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ft mediary of the German Ambassadors at Paris and ljrussels,
that by reason of the general default of Germany of its
Treaty obligations as determined by the Reparation Commis-
sion that the occupying aut:lorities of the liuhr have recei-
ved orders to stop all movement of coal and coke into
Germany from the oocupieu territory as from February 1,
1923".

The text of the official letters from the French and Belgian Governments to
the German Government is attached as Exhibit B. It is interesting to note

the las't paragraph of the text of these communications, which is as follows:

"Under these conditions, taking into consideration the
general default established by the Reparation commis-
sion, the French Government acting in virtue of Par. 18
Of Annex II, Part VIII, of the Peace Treat:-, informs
the German Government that from February 1st no shipment
of coal will take place from the occupieu zone towards
the remainder of Germany".

It is interesting to note the positions taken severa]jy
by the French and Belgian Governments as concerns Paragraph 18 of Annex II,
Part VIII, of the Peace Treaty. The British contention has been that action
under Paragraph 18 requires the joint agreement of the Allied Powers, and Sir
John Bradbury's position during the meeting of the Commission of January 26
was designed for the purpose of not compromising the British position in this
particular. However, as is apparent from the foregoing, the French and the
Belgians, without British agreement, have interpreted Paragraph 18 in accor-
dance with their own individual views, and have acted accordingly. The French
press of today intimate that the January 26th decision of the Commission sup-
ported the Franco-Belgian interpretation of Paragraph 13. Such press reports
are inexact, as the extracts from the l_inutes of the Lieeting quoted in this
letter will show.

As stated, it is difficult for us to see why the French and
Belgians waited until February 1 before adopting the logical line of action
demanded by their policy. ho one on the outside could understand it, and the
question manrally arises as to the explanation. In our judgment, it was prob-
ably because at first their real conception was more militaristic than cons-
tructive camouflaged for home and foreign consumption into the form of manage-
ment of mines and transport. They also perhaps had the idea that the Germans
would really not take the risk they are taking, and that therefore they would
have been able to take the product of the mines without opposition. The change
seems due to the increasing conceptions of what they may get into if they do
not quickly adopt the "sitting still" policy; also it is a concession to more
reasonable drench opinion which followed unwillingly and is now trying to get
some sense into the policy, the adoption of which they regret. 1..o_e reasona-

ble French opinion is shown by the views expressed in the letter which was

confidentially handed us by a French official and which was forwardea as

Ixhibit B with our letter of January 26, and by the views informally expressed
by Loucheur, quoted in our same letter.
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;;E3 now come to the yjiestion of the Franco-Belgian "sitting

still" policy in the Ruhr; It is obviously filled with complications of the
most serious character, but it seems sure that it will ultimately force the
hand of Germany, whatever its effects may be on France and Belgium. ".;e can not

emphasize too much or too frequently that any form of the present policy, whatever
may be its immediate successes, is disastrous for reparL.tions,for Germany, for
France, and for all outside nations, both from the point of view of economics
and of peace, which is one of the most important factors in economics.

Poincare, on the evening of January 9 in the course of
an interview with the press, made a statement, in effect, as follows:

"The Germans have been circulating the report that France
has the intention of annexing the Iluhrlaasin so as to as-
sure the coal and coke supply necessary for the French me-
tallurgical industry of Lorraine. France has no such in-
terltion, but it will not evacuate the Ruhr until the Ger-
man Government has shown a sincere desire to liquidate its
obligations. At that time French and Belgian troops will
evacuate the l',uhr, and after the period of 15 years provid-
ed by the Treaty not a single Allied soldier will remain
on the left bank of the Rhine. However, France can not ac-
cept vague promises. It will demand proof. After the war
of 1370, the Prussian troops did not evacuate the last por-
tion of French territory until after the last cent of the
indemnity had been paid by France".

This declaration was made to counter -act rumors which have been circulating
to the effect that the Poincare policy had, as its ultimate end, the annexation
of the Rhineland and Ruhr by France, Rumors which have been given some circu-
lation to the effect that the French Government, in the event of their policy
forcing a break-up of German', would support some form of independent Government
in the Rhineland and Ruhr have, as yet, met with no denial. ';;e attach no special

importance to this latter fact, but it is worth bearing in mind under certain
eventualities.

The Chamber of Deputies on February 1 by a vote of 485
against 81 suspended the interpellation of the Government on its foreign policy.
This has no significance other than a desire on the part of those opposed to the
Poincare policy and who on this occasion gave their vote to Poincar6 "to wait
and see".

JAL/BD

The Honorable Benjamin strong,

Governor, Federal Reserve Bank

of /Zew York City.

Faithfully yours,
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JAM'S A. LOGAN J R.

Paris, 18 rue de Tilsitt
9 February 1923.

PERSONAL & CONFIDLITTIAL

Ly dear Ben,

With our letter of ebruary 2, 1923, we forwarded as
Lxhibit A a copy of the notification of January 26, 1923, to the German
Government, of the folloaing decision of the Commission of the same date, viz:

"The Reparation Commission decided:

First. That by its declaration of January 13 the
German Government cancelled its request of Fovember 14
for a moratorium, and that no action was required to be
taken in respect of that request which had become null
and void as the result of the act of the German Govern-
ment. In consequence the Schedule of Payments of Liar 5,
1921, was in operation as from January 1, 1920.

Second. To declare and give notice to each of the
Governments concerned under paragraph 17, Annex II, Part
VIII, of the Treaty of Versailles a general default on
the part of Germany in the performance of her obligations
towards France and Belgium."

The German Government in a letter addressed to the Reparation Commission under
date of February 1, 1923, after acknowledging the receipt of the Reparation
Commission's communication above referred to of January 26, 1923, stated:

"a.s shown in its note of January 13, 1923, the German Gov-
ernment has ceases its deliveries to France and Belgium
solely on account of the occupation of the Ruhr Basin by
these tv:o Powers in contravention of the Treaty of Versail-
les, and solely for the duration of the state of affairs
c;eated thereby which is contradictory to the Treaty and of

its consequences. The German Government has exercised an
indubitable right in so doing. There can be no question of
a default in the meaning of paragraph 17. The German
Government therefore enters a protest against the declaration
of such default.

"The German Government must like\Ase contradict the
assumption that its request for a moratorium has become

null and void. The Reparation Commission itself in its

Recision of Larch 21, 1922" Annex 1359a - 1340 - 1341)
"stated that the financia.1 situation of Germanz: made it im-

possible for the German Government to completely fill its
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"obligations for the year 1922 under the Schedule of
Payments of Lay 5, 1921, and Article 249 of the gi2reaty

of Versailles. The Reparation Commission further stated
expressly in its decision of August 31, 1922" (R.C.
Annex 1519) "that the Reich had lost all credit at home
and abroad and contemplated a reduction of Germany's
foreign charges. In the schemes laid before the Paris
Conference of January 2, 1923, the principal Allied
lowers then unanimously admitted Germany's present inca-
pacity to make payments, \Jaen they provided for an imme-
diate moratorium of several years in addition to a reduc-
tion of Germany's total debt under the Schedule of Pay-
laents of Lay 5, 1921. Leanwhile, the financial and econ-
omic position of Germany has been further impaired by the
OCcutiOn of the Ruhr Basin, the mark has fallen to
l/1C,000 of its pre-war value. If the Aeparation Commis-
sion now returns to the London Schedule of Payments the
German Government can only regard it as a contradiction
of the position previously taken by both the -reparation
Commission and the principal Allied Powers. Lioreover, the

Reparation Commission is thereby ignoring the provisithns
of the Treaty of Versailles which make the total reparation
debt of Germany dependent on her capacity to make payment,
and give her vital necessities priority over the reparation

obligations.
"After the invasion of the i-uhr Basin and the beginning

of the economic and fina:Icial isolation of the Left Bank of
the Rhine and the Ruhr 4rritory from the remainder of Ger-
many's economic. organization, the German Government is less
than ever in a position to fulfill the London Schedule of
Payments. It can discover in the Reparation Commission's de-
cision of January 26 no real reply to its note of Eovember
14, 1922, and will expect an investigation of Germany's capa-
city to pay under article 234 of the Treaty of Versailles".

The Reparation Commission at its 556th Leeting on February
3, 1923, considered the foregoing letter of the German Government and decided;

"After having taken note of the German reply of February 1,
the Commission decided by three votes and one abstention that
this letter did not require any reply, and that the commission's
decision of January 26 was maintained with all its consequences".

The French, Italian and Belgian Delegates voted for the decision; the British

Delegate abstained. There was practically no debate within the Commission on
the German letter preceding the vote, it being generally considered as having

no significance other than that of L. jurisdical protest of record. As the

German letter of February 1st had been published by the Germans, the Commis-

siontdecision of February 3rd was likewise published.
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Concerning the Ruhr Occupation. As stated in our previous
letters, "we expect that the Ger.ans will have to lie down" for under the policy
adopted the French will have to make them". Based on this assumption the
question arises Lz to how long the Germans can "hold out", and incidentally what
is the repercussion of such "holding out" on the economic life of the Allies.
Our judgment, as expressed in the last letter, was that the French, having embar-
ked on the Poincare policy by the occupation of the Ruhr on January 12, 1923,
should have forthwith suspendei "coal shipments into YonL:Ocoupied Germany and
then adopted the 'sitting still' policy calmly awaiting the effects of coal star-
vation on Germany to force the latter to terms". On the other hand, the French
did not suspend coal shipments into Lon-occupied Germany until February 1, and
on this account nineteen days were wasted. with a view to determining the appro-
ximate date of the inevitable breaking point of Germany's resistance, it is neces-
sary to give a short resume of the German coal position as we see it today. This
we will treat under the followinc general headings:

A. Production and Distribution of Buhr Goal.

L. Coal Supply of Eon-Occupied Germany.

C. Conclusions.

A. Production and Distribution of Ruhr Coal.

During the year 1922 approximately 8,0(J0,000 tons of coal
per month were mined in the Ruhr District. This co:.1 was distributed as fol-
lows (figures approximate);

1,400,000 tons Consumed at the mines.
1,000,000 " Consumed by industry within the 2uhr Area.
2,500,000 " Shipped from the Ruhr Area into Lon-occupied

Germany.
800,000 " (in Delivered to the Allies on reparation account.

coal)

2,500,000 tons Converted within the :Ruhr Area into 2,000,000
Total 8,000,000 " tons of coke. °

° As to the 2,000,000 tons of coke produced in the Ruhr Area, it was distributed
in the following manner:

1,000,000 tons
500,000 "

500,000 "

Total 2,000,000 "

Consumed by industry within the :Ruhr Area.
Delivered to France on reparation account.
Shipped from the Ruhr Area into Yon-occupied
Germany.

B. Coal Supply of Eon-occupied Germany.

During the months of L.ay, June, July, August and September,

1922, approximately 7,000,000 tons of coal were imported into Germany from
Great Britain. The German Government, in explanation of this large importa-
tion, early last June informed the Commission that it was necessary for replen-
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inshing reserve stocks for railways, large indastry outside the Ruhr, and
municipal gas, electric and water supply. The Germans stated that prior to
this importation their reserve stocks had been gradually consumed, leaving only
some five to seven days reserve on hand. Last fall, during a Commission's hearing
of the Germans, the latter stated that a-1th the coal received from Great Britain
the railways had established reserve stocks for approximately forty four days,
and large industry and municipal gas, eledtrio a:d water supply for sixty days
(all outside the Ruhr and Rhineland Areas). Such reserve stocks, in our judg-
ment, were not excessive, considering the dangers incident to the social situation
of Germany, and it is therefor:, hardly reasonable to assume the accumulation of
such stocks a premeditated action on the part of Germany designed to assure a
supply of coal during a period of "passive resistance" such as is now being carried
on on account of the Allied occupation of the Ruhr. The above mentioned classes
of co, l demands in Germany include all, except requirements of the home and small
industry. The latter two clasees represent only about 200 of the entire demand,
and due to the mildness of the winter this figure of ZCIP, is perhaps in excess of
actual demands this year. We have no information as to existing reserve stocks
for home and small industry in Non-oecupied Germany. The number of days supply
mentioned in the first classes, representing at least 8.0,, of the German require-
ments, is calculatea on the basis of the normal demand. By cutting down train
service; by restricting the use of gas, electricity, and water; and curtailing
consumption by industry, measures ahich to a certain extent have already been
adopted in Yon-Occupied Germany, the stocks on hand can be made to cover a period

excess of that indicatea.

Due to the French and Belgians having permitted the period
from January l to February 1 to be wasted before suspending coal shipments from
the Ruhr Area into Non-Occupied Germany (and this notwithstanding the fact that
the Germans on January 1;:: suspended reparation coA. deliveries to France and
Belgium), Non-Occupied Germany actually received not only its entire quota of
Ruhr coal for the month of January but in addition a considerable quantity of
the cca1 originally ear-marked for delivery to France and Belgium on reparation
account.

C. Conclusions.

Based on the foregoing, we are justified in assuming:

(a) That the co :1 supply of 1:on-occupied Germany from the Ruhr
up until February 1, 1925, was above normal,

(b) That to the foregoing supply should be added the accumulated
stocks representing from four to six weeks normal supply, and

(a) That, therefore, up until -t least April 1, 1923, the coal

supply of Non-occupied Germany on a normal basis is assured.

In consequence, and based exclusively on the factor of

the effects of col st_rva.tion in forcing Germany to terms, the latter's "breaking

Point" on this account is not before April 1, and in all probability, by imports

of 3ritish, Uzecho-jlorakian coal, :Lnd by clutailing consumption as
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indicated, the breaking point could be postponed for a further appreciable

neriod of nooks.

now turn to the social side of the Ruhr occupation.
All reports received by the Commission i,dicate that so fz-ir as the miners are
concerned, their attitude to date is not especially resistant -- perhaps even
docile, to the Franco-Belgian operations in the Auhr. The generally accepted
estimate of the total number of miners in the huhr Area is 550,000, divided in-
to the following broad soci_l groups, the individuals of which groups are inter-

mingled in the various mines:

405,000 social Democrats - lot actively hostile to the Allied policy,

205,000 Christian Socialists - strongly nationalistic anu actively
hostile to the Allied policy,

70,000 Poles - Pro-Allied sentiment,
70,000 Communists - Opposed to both French and German capitalistic

interests involved in the Ruhr operation.

At this writing the actual production of coal is falling off. Our reports show

that for the moment production has fallen to about 35p of norr.111. such falling

off is attributable to the transport disorganization described below, and the
consequent difficulties of stocking soel at pit heads which automatically redu-
ces the quantities that can be mined.

On the other hand, the personnel of the railways, canals,
posts and telegraph, are today strongly nationalistic, and actively hostile to
the Franco-Belgian operation. The larger groups, including practically all the
transport personnel, are today on strike. Train service is almost completely
interrupted and sabotage on an extensive scale of te railway facilities of the
Ruhr and Rhineland is being carried out b;- this personnel. In addition to these.
distinct phases of sabotage, stocks of spare engine and oar parts in round houses
and depots, s12are /Darts of signal and other equipment maintained both in the Rhi-
neland provinces and in the Ruhr Area during the period January 12 up until the
suspension and supervision of railway transport with lion- occupied Germany on Feb-
ruary 1, were shipped out of the occupied areas, thus adding to the existing con-
fusion. Cars loaded with col and other commodities and shipped into ron-occu-
pied Germany from the occupied areas have not been returnen, with the result that
the Ruhr and Rhineland railway oar parks have been seriously depleted. All of

the foregoing, while not irreparable in consequences, nevertheless has contribu-
ted to the development of a serious transport situation which at best and under
any and all conditions will take many weeks or perhaps months to readjust. :.:any

of these difficulties now facing the Franco-Belgians could have been obviated
had the policy adopted at the inception of the occupation of the Ruhr been less
hesitating. The French and Belgians are hopeful that by replacing the higher
German graaes in the transport personnel of the occupies: areas with Frenchmen

:_nd Belgians th.t orderly operatIons can .e reestablished. Press reports indi-

cate that up to 15,000 higher grade Frenchmen and Belgians are being sent to

these areas for this purpose.

To add to the difficulties, the miners of the Saar Coal

Basin have gone on general strike. Certain portions of the French press
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report this strike as economic and local in character and ;:ithout relation
to Ruhr happenings. On the other hand, advices to the Gommision and other
portions of the French press indicate that the Saar strike is sympathetic
with the German nationalistic feeling resulting directly from the Ruhr occu-
pation. The average monthly production of Saar coal which is now interrupted
due to this general strike is between 7 and 800,000 tons. While the larger
portion of this 2roduction was used in the surrounding French industrial areas
of Lorraine Llid Briey, nevertheless an appreciable flow was maintained to Swit-
aerland and Central 1;urope, In the event of this strike continuing for any
length of time, we may expect some economic repercussion in these latter areas.
We are informea, however, that the French propose adopting a stern policy in
the handling of this strike, and are therefore hopeful of this situation being
ameliorated in the near future.

next come to the French coal position. France consumes
Ipproximately 4,500,000 tons of coal per month. On January 12 the Gerthans sus-
pended reparation coal a'd cone deliveries to France. These deliveries had a-
mounted to approximately 500,000 tons of coke and Z50,000 tons of coal per month.
Reparation coal and coke in transit frcm the Ruhr was delivered ith the result
that the suspension of deliveries was not felt in France until about January a0
or 25th. However, since then no coal or coke in any aprreciable volume whatsoe-
ver has been received by France from the liuhr.

assuming the continuance of the 'oaar Lnd the non-
receipt of coal and coke from the Ruhr, France's monthly supply is reduced by ap-
proximately 1,000,000 tons of coal and 500,000 tons of coke per month, or in
other words by about :5:i,,;. The number of days eserve stocks of coal in France
are said to be appreciably less than those stated for the German stocks.
Therefore, France will be either forcea to curtail the use of coal or tcb import
substantial additional quantities of British coal to ward off a French "breaking
point". However, there is an ample supply of British coal available and France
is better able to stand the financial strain of importation of coal than Germany.

The most serious shortage to France is that of coke. There
is very little coking coal available in France. Such French cokeries as exis-
ted in 1914 vere destroyed during the war and have not been put back into ope-
ration. The blast furnaces of the metallurgic 1 industry of Lorraine and Briey
have been entirely denentj.ert on Ruhr coke, the supply of ;:pith is now suen-
ded :Jth the result that the French today admit that "at least one half" of their
blast furnaces have been forced to close down, The French have been buying some
coke from Great Britain and k.:::echo-Slovakia, but the supply from these sources
is expensive and limited.

So far as the Belgian coal supply is concerned, the tatter's
position is somewhat similar to th t of France. However, the Belgians who are
more inclined to business impulses than to patriotic impulses were not so

sanguine as to the immediate outcome of the Ruhr occupation and therefore early
in January made arrangements for tht purchase of coal in Great Britain to meet

requirements for "at least three months".

So far as the Italian supply of reparation coal is concerned,
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the German Government desired to fill this programme of approximately 275,000
tons per month. Due to the Ruhr transport strike shipments on this account

have been gradually falling off. Any Italian shortages must be covered by pur-

chases f British or Czecho-Slovakian coal.

It is for France to any whether the ultimate gain is rth

the present loss and the additional expenditure now involved. The time will
shortly come ..hen the bill of costs will have to be faced by the French people.
Her statesmen will have difficulty in going on framing supplementary budgets to

be met out of Reparations when it becomes plain tht Reparations will not be forth-
coming for France even on the scale possible befnn the Ruhr was occupied. The

revelation of that position will be unpleasant for the French nation and may even
force a change of policy and Government. In addition, it is bound to come home to

the French nation even if the Poincare policy of forcing the Germans to "lie down"

is an accomplished fact, as we anticipate it will be.

The foregoing sums up the situation as we see it today. In

our judgment, a period of fresh negotiations as between the French and Belgians
on the one hand and Germany on the other will be forced by reason of Germany's
coal shortage alone within the next four to eight weeks. would not ca -re to

forecast at this time whether the British will then consider it an opportune
moment to join -n the discussion. It rests to be seen whether the Italians,
whose position is now particularly favorable for action as a "go-between",
vill offer their advice as to the solution. The Belgians, bcing so closely tied
in with the French Ruhr policy, are probably eliminated from their past position
of "co-between" in Franco-German and Franco-British controversies. -.;hile there

is some change of French public opinion's past assurance tff a successful outcome
of the Ruhr incident, recent and gradually growing views expressed in the French
press indicate a certain falling off of this assurance. We, however, are very
skeptical that French opinio# will have sufficiently changed by the time the
German "breaking point" is reached to assure any real basin for a reparation
settlement at that time. In the meantime little good and much harm would res-
ult from any :Atempt to force a consideration of the whole orestion before
International Economic Conferences, public Bankers Conferences, etc. However,

in our judgment, it is interesting to note that in all probability a period
of fresh negotiations will shortly be reache.

The Honorable Benjamin Strong
Governor, Federal Reserve
Bank of rew York,
New York City.

JAL/BD

Faithfully yours,

Gam_ CM w a,
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Personal and Confidential

dear ben:-

JAMES A. LOGAN JR

16 .eebruary 1923.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

At this writing we find little to add to our last
reports c oncerning the development and outcome of the Ruhr phase of the
renaration euestion. The stroneth of the 1-erenn "e.assive resistance" to
the Frcenco-Belgian action in the Ruhr is very much greater than was an-
ticipated by the -r'rench and Belgians. At this moment such resistance,
backed by a rapidly developing lierman patriotic sentimnt of unity, is 
anoarently gaining strength. Disorders of a serious character have de-
veloped in the Ruhr area and, in our judeenent, such disorders will grow
in importance. The French and Belgians are, in effect, carrying on one
of the eyeatest economic wars of history against 6-errreeny. -he growing
patriotic sentiment on both sides of this great controversy for the time
oeing serves to strengthen the position of the leaders on the opposing
sides and makes their position difficult of assault by the more sober
minded. In. our judgment, and for the foregoing reasons, any thoue;ot of
the ircediate fall of either Poincare or C'uno is illusionary.

The French now anaounce that the "eleve" militarized
railway personnel "which was sent into the occupied areas for a tempo-
rary period" and as "a practical method of instruction" must now be re-
tained ueder the colors "until their place can be taken by volunteers".
These and other similar items of press news have the semi-official si6;.--
nificance of preparing the public mind, in certain eventualities, for at
least "calling to the colors" special classes of French soldiery. Every
additional pressure eLeercised by the :Franco -Bel,_:ians to force the e.'ermans
to their will results to date in the stiffening of the German attitude
with incident disorderly action on the part of the more radical German
elements.

I:otwithstendiree the critical and important nature
of the PTOWilllg resistance, we r.m. in of the oninion that GermanY will e-
ventually be forced to terms because the French and Belgiar_s, in view of
their public opinion, must go to any extrex to force such an issue._

de then come to the e.uestion as to what will follow
this issue which we 1)redict. Obviously, reparations will suffer. The
French Government's finarc position is giving no little concern. French
exchange is weak----erobably weeker than the actual financial trade balance
of e'rence warrants for the element, but probably far from as weak as it will
finally be, due to the cost of the Ruhr occu)ation and the growing :French
budgetary deficit. For the tiee being no Geerraan Goverment can approach
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the J:'renoh 6overnment for terms nd live. Similarly, Poincare, who is todaysupported by tyze general but as yet not clearly defined classes of .6Yench op-inion, viz:

(a) Those for the separation of the Ruhr and Rhinelandfrom Geri any; and

(b ) ;'hose who feel that the occupation of the :Ruhr isthe method of assurin5: reparation payments,
can not make overtures and live. A virtual invasse is therefore created inwhich probably the only end is the oom2lete surrender of Germany.

In the last -oaras-..raph of' our letter of Pebruary 9, wemade reference to the special position of tlra Italians as "go-betweens" in thepres_rit controversy. We are inforisaci that the Italians, appreciating this no-sition, within the last few days, throwL_;.h the intermediary of their Ambassa-dors in Paris and London, infornilly sounded out t e reception that would beriven an offer on their part of their :cod offices in an endeavor to bring theeera-,ns e-nd is'rellch and the 1:X.ench and British to an understanciing. Their ac-tion w...s not successful, bein7 rirobably a little too precipitate. u.. Poincarei said to have intimated that any such :action on the part of Italy "w uld beinimicable to .4?r_alco-Italian relations". The overtures of the Italian Ambas-sador in London, it is understood, met with no success: ho being inforl:ed thAt"for the present at leLst the British Sovernment is -eepinir out of the contdo1;ndeavors of certain :.'rct.ips to force consideration of the controversyup to the Lea.L;ue of -ations were fruitless. however, as ti is particular ac-tion has been fully reported in the pros., ther.3 is ix) necesait,- for goinc in-to it in detail in this letter.
Cn o'ebruary 11, the irench and Bel ia.n 2,-overnn-Lntsv com-...aanicated the follo*.dal; note to the Ca-ern-an Joverummt:

-2,.-,a7.o.3a of orjers Ivan by the jerraan Averru_,shtand its represt.,ntatives in I-2,e .1uhr Eas;.-:_, '.73 thesiffictpl ties o.-; have b,:en .1-,:steraa icallyplaced in the path of the .tuhr operation by the German Joy--at, the 2rencli BeLfia.n J-overarknts have decided asfrom .2ebruar L.- 12 to no lon_er o 1.11t the into
0-Z i cal rand Ut ley Lsoci::fre.. the ecsu,..,is,1 tar i.

This act ion
the ii:
pat rio tic fao

of .ifebruar,'

erfor
days

on the of the oh a113 B(.,1 sir.Iply another "turn of, the is e'lis..te ef-.1'ect ch -.as to curt --e stimulate. :2(ermanclir:L;. The °frosts of t' is measure will soon be felt by tl'e (ler-2t n in the 1.ievit:fsle
' of th_n io:i sta2-vationl In our letter

-referred to the Gera..-.n coal po.Atioi.. re2c.)2.--bsto the naz.iber of avai able. If there iseur ...csport, it is 1.,..L'oballe that our estLiate as to the number ofavail ble is too con:;ervative, and that, from a coal point of view
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alone , 'Ger:elle; coule hold out even lonj.er _ d led icat ed never, ,
the shuttiae off of the ..lotallueeical other eartially finished Ruhr tiro -
ducts from iron -occur fed e-ereaq,r will .3ho rt 1,y thro w out of e ni,loyment large .

con tinaente of 1 ebo r enaeeeed in the finishine. proce:eses elsewhere in ,Ierpany.

aa to the effect ef. all the foregoing on the JvIrench finan-
al pa--.iti.ee, it of interest to note the tone of certain reports in krerch

eapers:-

L "dsine of February le, or example, states that "deliveries from
the .euhr L.re still L:useended. Co d (ieliveries about -,v12ic h. there have been con-
sider::,b1 e eeel icity merely con.:ist of a few trucks which are loaded and aban-
coned by nlaway :Len. There is a roat difference between the few thou-
sere', tuns which ray thus be attained and the 10O,OOO tons which should be sent
to the l'reach ftuneces. In 'Tito of se)eeific declarations it would be foolish
to e..pee.t any imp eoveae It before a lon tile. The cense azences are that t he
.krench eete ineustry will have to close (tan still more furnaces".

L'e eavre states that 3o far from the railways of the Ruhr operating
as represented, all that has been accomplished is the control of the lines a-
round the Basin. "In the interior of the .,:uhr, the workers refuse to load the
truaks. It is possible that some day or other the Lilies will succeed in re-

' oreanizing the Ruhr but for the moment at any rate it is only the railway lines
which encircle the district which are being utilized."

Other newspaper criticisns that are made are that "the Trench franc
has greatly depreciated". "The Trench Treasury is obliged to emit short term
bonds for 13 billion francs--a diseuised loan--that taxation is to be increased
in France end that the cost of the upkeep of the ainelend the Ruhr ferries will
amount to 1 billion francs if the occupation continues for one year and ac-
cording to official statistics the cost of it France has already incre,a9-
ed considerably."

The foregoing expressions only a1 ear in a relatively small
number of Prench jourrels. The eejority, for the present at least, fully sup-

' po rt the Trench Goverment and its policy.

De Lasteyri e, the french Fire nce iJni .ster, , announces that he
"will shortly table a bill for the openin.97 of credits in conseauence of the Ruhr
occupation". De Lasteyrie on k'ebruary 13 in the Chamber of Deputies presented a
bill authorizine the emission and renewal of short term Treasury bonds for 1923.
It adopted by 512 votes to 71. -Z. Lacotte, opposing the measure, said:
"In the present desperate state of finance of the country, this appeal of pub-
lic credit will be an abuse of confidence. The financial situation of krance
would be desperate if Germany did not eey and Gen-.1.-.,ny .-ould not pw unless
erench policy in the Ruhr was effective." In replying to t his criticism, De
Lasteyrie "deniee that his repo sal had any relation to the operations in the
Ruhr". resoonsibility of the financial situation rested not 1.z-)on the ma-
jority of the Chamber but upon Gerrany Vil0 had not fulfilled her engapenen.ts.
The amount to be borrowed iniaediately would be reduced to a minimum having re-
eard to the dearness of money". He :mould "wait until the money was obtainable
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at a low rate of interest".

4.Pegs

'de don't attach undue importance to the foregoing but it
nevertheless constitutes a phase of the whole situation ..thich has its im-
portance. The French Government yesterday presented a bill to i'arlia.ment
authorizing a loa of 400 million francs to Poland. The purpose of this
loan has not as yet been expl:'ined. It is generally assumed to hk-ve some
connection with l'olish military sq01;ort of France under certain eventuali-
ties.

Faithfully yours,

The Honorz.Lble Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal deserve Bank of New York,

New York City.
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Green
Faris
Dated Feb. 17, 1923
Reod. 1:35 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

90, February 17, 3 p.m. B-861.

Mscellaneous reparation receipts January 22 to February 17th

Luxemburg coal 135,155 pounds credit Belgium proceeds British reparation

recovery act January 1923 711,000 pounds retained British against army

costs. Boyden.

HAMRICK

TSB
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JAMES A. LOGAN JR.

Paris, 18 rue de 'Tilsit t.

23 February 1e2e.

Personal 6, Confidential

y dear Ben,

The French and Belgians continue their great economic war against
the Germans in the huhr. The German "passive resistance" as yet has not wea-
kened and _perhaps may even have gained some strength. while some few hundred
carloads (10 to 12 tons each) of coal and coke have been delivered from the
Ruhr into France and Belgium it is an insignificant volume, and the trans -
port situation gives no promise of any increased volume in the near future.

The German coal administrator announces the purchase and delivery
of approximately 1 million tons of British coal for Non -occupied Germany during
the month of January. He further announces that "due to the impovement of
Lerman exchange deliveries of British coal for the month of February will
reach a figure of 1.5 million tons".

French purchases of British coal during the month of January reached
a total of about 1,300,000 tons; or in other words, some 300,000 tons over and
above the normal British supply preceding the Ruhr occupation. It has been
announced that the purchase of British coal on French account during the month
of February will exceed the figure for the month of January.

The Belgians during the month of January purchased 450;000 tons of
British coal, and have made provision for a similar quantity for the month of
February. Practically all of this supply is abnormal, being the result of the
stoppage of reparation coal deliveries from the Ruhr.

Italy purchased in the month of January round about 500,000 tons of
British coal, which is about her normal supply from such sources, but in the
month of February she will he forced to augment this supply. In the month of
January, Italy actually received some 140,000 tons of reparation coal, but not-
withstanding the 'German desire to continue the supply it has fallen off due to
transport difficulties in the Ruhr.

The rice of British coal since the occupation of the Ruhr has ad-
vanced on the Bterling basis some 15p. Due to the weakening of the French
and Belgian franc and the Italian lire since the first of the year the cost
of British coal when converted into these currencies shows an increased percen-
tage over the actual pound steeling increase.

It is interesting in the foeegoing connection to refer to the cost
to France of
in excess of

British coal

sterling f.o.

the e00,000 tons'of coal purchased from Great Britain in January
her normal monthly demand of 1,000,000 tons. The 300,00 tons of
(at 15,. increase) represents a cost of approximately 450,000 pounds

b. British ports; or in other words (at an average rate of say
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71 francs to the pound during the month of January) some 33,000,U00 French
francs, not including the additional cost on account of transportation. For
the month of February with the increased demand plus the further weakening
of of French e::aaan,;e, the cost on this account expressed in French francs will
considerably exceed the January figure. By the same process of i!asoning the
Cost to Belgium for the month of January 'as approximately 50 million French
francs, and due to the further weakening of her exchange, this figure will be
considerably augmented for the month of February.

In arriving at the fcre ;oing very rough factors have been employed.
However, the figures are substantially correct and portray the financial im-
.portance of this indirect cost of the Ruhr occupation---a figure of cost which
is not given public ty by the politician. On the other hand, it is interesting
to note the profit accruing to the British in all of the foregoing transactions.

There has been some comment in the French press and uneasiness
created by the demand of the French Government to French Parliament for credits
on account of the cost of the -tuhr occupation. This was referred to in the
last paragraph of the third page of our letter of February 16. The amounts
ranted by Parliament on this account were (a) 50,000,000 francs for army

expenses for the months of January and February, it being stated during the
hearings tirt the cost of the same army maintained in France would not have
exceeded 15,000,0(,0 francs, therefore the additional cost on account of the
Ruhr occupation is 35,000,000 francs for two months; (b) 60,000,000 francs
for transportation expenses incident to the Ruhr operation. Mile not stated
definitely, the impression was given that this figia.e represented the cost for
only the months of January and February; and (c) 5,000,000 francs for "civil
administration" in the Ruhr on the basis of "one year's expenses".

The following is a r6sum6 of certain portions of l'oincare's statement
before the Committee of Foreign Affairs of the Chamber on February 19, 1945,
concerning the situation in the Ruhr:

".;e occupy 2,800 square kilometers in the Ruhr
in which the annual production of coal reaches a figure
of 80 million tons. In the same region, but outside
our zone of occupation, there is approximately only 500
square kilometers left which produce only 8 million tons
of coal annually. We control 14,20C dsoke ovens out of a
total of 14,500. The total population is 3,500,000 inha-
bitants; 3,000,000 are included within our customs cordon,
and of the 500,000 miners, only 50,000 are outside the
limits of our control; in other words, we control 9/10ths
of the production of the Ruhr. The military organization
is placed under the firm and competent direction of Liere-
ral Degoutte, who possesses the very highest administra-
tive qualities. By his side functions a mission composed

of approximately 60 engineers, French, Belgian and Italian,

to which will be added some English engineers, all placed
under theorders of a. Coste. It is not possible for this
organization to actually carry on the exploitation of the
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":Uhr, but it is there to control such exploitation.
The German resistance which has increased in the last
few days has manifested itself by acts of sabotage
and has provoked on our part legitimate sanctions. In

this connection 283 higher functionaries of the Rhine-
land and 50 of the :duhr have been expelled notwith-
standing the nrotests of the German Government. Others
have been condemned by court-martial and punished by
imprisonment. The control of the railroad system of
the Ruhr gives to those holding such control the key
to the richness of this industrial region. Before our
occupation 580 passenger trains and 620 freight trains,
with a personnel of 100,000 railway men circulated daily
in this region. We have only 9,600 ra lway men and at
this time they are only able to carry on a most limited
movement of traffic. However, in case of need, army en-
gineer troops are available to furnish all the necessary
personnel. One can easily understand that with strikes
and acts of sabotage and the difficulties of every nature
which have been encountered, it will not be possible be-
fore some time to restore normal traffic. Up to the pre-
sent approximately 1,000 carloads of coal have been brought
into France from the Ruhr".

We feel it important to r_port that in personal conversation with
the Italian Delegate on the Iteparation Commission today we were informed that
the total number of Italians participating in the Ruhr operation is limited
to two engineers. jo far as the "British engineers" referred to by Poinoare
are concerned, the British tell us they have no knowledge of such fact, though
some non-governmental engineers may have been employed in the service of the
French and Belgians.

The strike in the 6aur Basin continues with the result that the coal
supply from that area remains completely suspended. Liners' strikes have occu-
red in various French coal areas but notwithstanding reports which have been
given some prominence in certain quarters of the press, our best information shows
that these strikes have been minor in importance, purely economic in character,
and are now completely over.

While in the foregoing portions of this letter we have laid some
emphasis on the difficulties and economic cost of the Ruhr affair, we nevertheless
repeat what we have said in our vast letters, viz: "That Germany will eventually
be forced to terms because the French and .telgians must go any extreme to force
such an issue." We are also of the opinion that the Franco-Belgian action in
occupied Germany will have equal effect, if not more, in forcing the Germans to
terms. The French and Belgians are now exerting every effort to perfect their
system of customs control of the occupied area in the hopes that by so doing- some
money will be forthcoming to apply to the credit side of their ituhr ledger.
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There is much talk of creating some new form of money for the occupied area
so as to overcome the obvious present and future monetary difficulties of the
situation. The practical application of any such measure in our opinion presents
so many difficulties that in the remote chance of such a plan being tried out the
results will be far from those expected.

We enclose herewith as .L:dhibitkan opinion prepared by jar. Fisher-
Williams, K.O. on the Application and Operation of Paragraphs 17 and 18 of Annex
II, Part VIII of the Treaty of Versailles. Fisherilliams is the British
member of the Legal Service of the Reparation Cpmmission. This opinion presents
the British views as to the interpretation of Par. 18 of the above referred to
Annex. This opinion is confidential, has not been presented officially to the
Commission, and was presumably drawn for submission to the British Government.

The Franco- Belgian actual application of their interpretation of the
above referred to Par. 18 (similar provisions to which appear in the Central Euro-
pean Peace Treaties) causes concern in view of the possibilities it presents fa'
stirring up trouble,in Central Europe; in particular as regards possible appli-
cation to Hungary. The situation with Hungary on the one side and Czecho-Slovakia,
Serbia, Roumania, and Italy, on the other, from time to time shows evidence of
certain strain. The thouaht naturally occurs to these latter "Allied Powers" that,
if France and Belgium can legally carry out sanctions a:ainst Germany in case of
"a report of default", why should not they in turn push for "report of default"
against hungary, and then apply such "sanctions" as might be to their individual
interests. So far as the formal report of default is concerned, this can only
be made by the Commission with the Com ::on Delegate representing the i-Juccession
:Mates having one vote. However, in view of the interpretation as to "sanctions"
taken by France under the Treaty of Versailles, it would present some embarrass-
ment for the latter not to support a similar interpretation in the application
of the Treaty of Trianon. It might then be embarrassing for Italy not to support
the French a a Common Delegate if a report of default Aere forced. There exists
considerable technical basis for a report of default so far as Hungary is con-
cerned. The foregoing is only a possible eventuality, which under any circums-
tances would hardly eventuate unless the French and Belgians are more successful
than they have been to date in heir independent action against l:rermany, but it
is one, however, well worth bearing in mind.

It is interesting to watch the development of French opinion concerning
the Ruhr occupation, and particularly the aifficulty encountered by L. l'oincare
in straddling the different views, and thus uncommitted to any particular thesis.
In ur last letter we referred to t-,:o broad groups of French opinion, namely:

(a) Those for some form of separation of the Ruhr and
Rhineland from Germany as a metbod of assuring fu-
ture security, and

(b) Those who felt that Germany can pay reparations and
the only method of assuring such payments is to force

the industrials "to make their foreign hoardings forth -

coming" by intimidation through the Ruhr occupation.
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There is another group: the French industrials, though while small
in number, nevertheless have most important influence on French policy. It
is felt the latter desires to force the German industrials, through the Ruhr
occupation, to Live them participation in Ruhr industry. Official French pro-
posals submitted to the Commission, as well as the press, contain references to
ultimately forcing the German industrials to give French industry a "25p par-
ticipation". It is interesting to note the importance of the term "A 25,E par-
ticipation in German industry", and this particularly in view of the American
idea of the limited influence such minority holdings give. pie are informed

that under the German corporate law a 25, holder, though a minority holder,
has veto power on all the broader phases of corporate action; in other words,
hile the majority holders control the general detailed administration the broa-
der phases of the corporate constitution and its actions cannot be changed without
the agreement of the "25p holder". We are informed that this procedure was ori-
ginally adopted so as to limit the field of action of large finance. Practically
however we are informed that it has worked in just the opposite direction, as
it has permitted large finance to spread its influence over a more extended area
of economic activity for by holding only 25,, of the capital of various inter-
locked associations, it has given a virtual control over all to the large opera-
tor. It is understood the French industrials' motive is to force the German
industrials to concede this position to the Frenchmen.

As a reflection on the possibilities of the present French fiscal
situation on the French monetary situation, it is interesting to note the conti-
nued refel.ences during the last few weeks to the possible increase of the dis-
count rate of the Bunk of France from 5 to 5 1/2p. ''chile the discount rate

has not yet been raised, we nevertheless gather from various sources that such
a raise is being seriously considered. The question was brought to public
attention by the Government recently raising its rate of interest by 1/2p on
its borrowings on short term Treasury bills. If the Bank of France's uiSCOUnt
rate be actually raised, a new phase of the French currency position comes up.
If the French exchange continues to weaken, or even remains where it is today,
_:rites will advance to meet the spread. Such advance of 1rices is oocuring today
with the result th;:t there is a modest business boom on in France at this wri-
ting such boom carries with it a demand for greater credit which will continue
for some time, and which will increase in importance if the franc continues
to fall. This will result in creating a demand for an increase in the circula-
ting medium which in turn may ultimately force inflation. The Bunk of France,
which has always pursued a most conservative polity, will combat inflation, and
to this end may be tempted to exert all its influence to further increase the
discount rate. If the French Governmern's budget were balanced this policy could
be followed. However, with the French budget out of balance, and with the gro-
wing demand of the Government itself for currency to meet its obligations, an
interesting situation would be created. You could not go a long time with the
Bank of France continually raising the discount rate and with the French Govern-
ment at the same time increasing its rate of interest for borrowed money to
cover its meficits. The Government it would appear, would then be faced with

tmo alternatives:

(1) To let the Bank of France raise its discount rate
successively, the Government at the same time paying

more&more for the money it borrows, which in turn
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would result in increasing the Government's deficit; or

(2) To let the Bank of France issue bank notes to face the
demand from the business world, in which case the full
force and consequences of unlimited inflation would be
inevitable.

The situation could therefore be that the fall of the franc would not be a
result of inflation, but that it would provoke the inflation which would then
present any substantial recovery in the value of the franc at the time the

operation was commenced. The above observations do not take account of pos-
sible changes in the fiscal system by which revenues might be increased by an
augmentation of taxation, or by the accelerated collection of taxes or by
foreign loans to temporarily tide over the situation.

while attaching no special importance to the foregoing at this time,
it nevertheless presents a real difficulty facing the French Government in its
present financial position. The Bank of France will combat by all its power
inflation; on the other hand, the French public in its ignorance of the real
dangers of its financial position will so.influence the politician as to make
increased taxation extremely difficult. From all indications it appears that
the French Government will have great difficulty in raising any foreign loans as
a temporary palliative to the solution. With all these conflicting influences
it will be interesting to see the outcome.

It is interesting to bring out one phase of the present Belgian
financial situation which has just reached us and which is not generally
understood. Upon the signing of the Armistice there was approximately 6,000,000,000
German paper marks in circulation in Beigium. These Marks were taken up by the
Belgian Government at par and have since been held in the portfolio of the Belgian
Treasury as a Governmental asset. Against such German marks counter-values in
the shape of Belgian Treasury Bills to approximately one-half the then value
of the pa,er marks were issued, and against the remaining one-half Belgian bank
notes were issued. 'The actual value of the 6,000,000,000 German paper marks
was at that time about 3,000,000,000 gold marks; or in other words, at that time
approximately 3,750,000,000 Belgian gold francs. In the accounts of the Belgian
Government there was a liability of 7,500,000,000 Belgian francs against this
supposed gold value asset of :i,000,000,000 gold marks. Today, there remains
unchanged the liability of 7,500,000,000 Belgian paper francs, while the asset
of 3,750,000,000 Belgian gold francs has practically disappeared, with the result
that the net debt of Belgium has increased by 3,750,000,000 Belgian francs. In

other words, the value of cash payments and deliveries in kind on reparation ac-
count made by Germany to Belgium to date totalling approximately 1,000,000,000
gold marks just about offset Belgium's loss on account of the more or less worth-
less German paper marks held in her Treasury portfolio.

JAWBJ
1 encl.

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,

New York City.

Faithfully yours,

Ir.._ .4.
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Paris, 1 Larch 1923.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

Personal and Confidential.

-y dear Ben:-

The situation in the Ruhr remains in about the same state as
shown in our previous reports with no si -ns as yet of either German or
French weakenins'. 41 few additional carloads of coal and coke have been
taken out by France and Bel ium, but the volume is insignificant. The
British maintain their stand against Franco-Bel.,71an interference in the
zone of the British military occupation. Certain concessions have been
made by the British, in the cone by authorizing the use of a snecial short
line of railway for -orench-Del! 'ian military movements and for the movement
of any coal procured in the R3ahr district. The French press remains criti-
cal of the British attitude.

lumors of the openiw; of negotiations looking to a settlement
of. the Ruhr controversy have been given some publicity in the French press
recently. Uertain Swiss and Dutch individual s have been in Paris offering
their f-:ooci offices as intenisciiaries between the Gen..= and French Govern-
ments. LI. Dubois, the swiss banker of Bale, a personal friend of President
Lillerand and Poincare, in addition to standint well the L;ernans,
pa..sed a few days last week in Paris endeavo.in: to find some basis for re-
opening negotiations. It will be reme!.:bered that Li. Dubois was one of the
Committee of Experts invited by the G'-erman Government last 1:ovE.)mber to advise
the Germn Government on financial matters, and in this canacity sat with
Lessrs. 7issering, Keynes , Oassel, Brand, Jenks, etc. It is understood that

Dubois' efforts in Paris were entirely unsuccessful and that he has now re-
turned to .-Iwitzerland..

';le feel that the activities of these 'Swiss, and Dutch gentlemen
were used by the French Government in sti ffening the each: nee position, for ru-
mors of possibilities of their efforts were riven a very considerable publi-
city in the French press--an importance which was for the time bein entirely
unwarrLnted.

There has been considerable discussion in the French press which
shows some reflection in the British press, concernin:7 the pronosed ni.e..7 Euro-
roan or Latin Bloc'' in European politics of France, Italy and Bel;:iur.a. Our

judent i s t hat this di scussion wa lari_ely incp ired for the purpo se of "fri-
,hteningu the British and for ',reassuring" French public oluinion. In our jude-
ment a bloc of such character for the present at least, is not a probability.
In this connection, it is of interest to refer to certain recent informal con-
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..-dth various ana _Lan friends wix) halipen to be represen-
tativeF3 of t. ci r3overme-nts in Paris.

Berrelmans, -at) is nssistant Belgian Delegate on the Reparation
Commission, and who is at the same time one of the right-hand men of Theunis,
the Belgian Prime hipster, when speaking of E. Theunis' recent attitude made
the following general personal and inforral statement:-

Theunis was and is opposed to the Ruhr occupa-
tion and would 'nave done everything possible to have
'_opt out of it. The Bonar Law memorandum and ultima-
tum presented to the January conference of Prime Lan-
isters in Paris, however, forced his hand and made him
join up with the Trench. In principle, L.. Theunis was
in agreement with all the broaa. lines of the British
program as set forth in the Bonar Law memorandum.

'However, there are three points in this memorandum which
made his support oz this program impossible, viz .,

(1) the brutal British demand for the suppression of
the Bel Sian priority;

(2) the proposal that the International iinancial
Control Committee, to be set up in J.erman,y, be presided
over by the C-er,:an :Finance ster, who, at the same
time, had the decidin.-_: vote in the event of a tie, and

(3) certain details of the proposed debt adjustment
scheme obviously unfavorable to Belgium.

Theunis was and i s orepared to negotiate a compro-

mise on the Bel4z-,22, nriority phase, but such negotiations
and compromise must be effected in such a way as to be di-
gestible for Belgian public opinion. had Li. Theunis accep-
ted the Bonar Law ultimatum terms, ho would have been thrown

out o f office by Bel Sian public opinion even before he had
completed the journey home from Paris to Brussels. Ls

regards the :..=erman 2inance Lanister presiding over the pro-
posed ffinancial Control. Committee in. Berlin and having the
deciding vote, the acceptance of such terms by M. Theunis

would have been revolting to Belgian public opinion and made

his position untenable . So far as debt adjustment is con-
cerned, this had its e,_Lually dangerous chases with regard
to Bel,-,ian public opinion. E. Thunis cannot understand
why Bonar Law in the interval between the London and Paris
conferenceS of Prime :Ministers, did not Ixsw him a copy of

his proosals. I.i. The had no knowledge of them until
they were actually laid on the table in Paris. Had he been

given an opportunity to study them, he feels sure that he

could have pointed out the obvious weaknesses of detail and

that Boner Law would have been the first to correct them,
with the result that Beliurn would not have been forced
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"into the position which she is in today end couldtherefore have restrained the ,?reech."

Page 3.

co .kerns the Italian position, the Lareuis Salvage 7alei, who is
now the Italian representative on the Reparation Oweission, and who before
was the Italian lenbassador to Paris, in which latter capacity he participated
as one of the Italian Deleamtes at the Peace Conference, infernally said:" Italy has had ::iaru bitter e:aperiences during thewar and since the Lrmi st ice , with the result that thecoefidence of the Italian Crovernment and Italic. Peoplein her late allies whether they be British or - Breachhas been rudely Shaken. In the first place, we wereeore or less forced into the war for our best nationalinterests would have kept us out. were told at thestart and our neoele were el.ven to uederstand that,:Lussian military pressure aeainst the Austro-HunearianErnire would be maintained to such an extent as to ma-ke the military effort demanded of us one of minor im-portance. On the other hand, after we .of in, theIussian pressure crumbled, due to uner:ected bolsheviktendencies, with the result that our military effort inplace of being one of minor imeortance developed intoone of :.:ajor effort. Loft practically unaided in thismilitary situation, we were forced to defend ourselves,not only from the full wei..et of the Lustro-Hungarianarmies but in addition against very substantial :.;e 117.E-11reinforcements with very little Allied supeort of eithera moral o r practical character. This , he never, was oneof the chances of the war and though uneamected was ne-vertheless accen ted by the Italian eeoel e, the qh thefailure of allied supeort during the critical militaryperiods still causes bitterness. Then followed the Armis-tice with the Peace negotiations. *.Ve were all seatedaround the table considering the Turkish phase of the peacenceotiations. Had the erench and British at first propo-sed to preserve the integrity of the old Turkish Empire,we could have hed no just basis for coilDlaint. On theother hand, the British and e'rench inveigled us intosending military contingents into certain sections of theTurkish territory simultaneously with their own, on thetheory that laze f.ortions of the Turkish territory wereto be divided equitably between the three of us. dethen discussed and reached a eernent as to the particul,rareas to be alloted to each reacilin,-7 a mere or less sat-isfactory accord on this nhase. However, very shortlyafter this under direct Inranco-British pressure, v wereforced to Cet out of airkey entirely and relinquish allour claims to territory there. Then followed the consis-tent blockine on the part of both the British and e'renchof our national aspirations concerning certain territoryon the east side of the Adriatic, in direct contravention
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of previous solemn accords on such account. We were al-

ways turned off by the British and french with the general

statement that while they themselves had taken enetly terri-

tory, they had done so reluctantly as mandatories of the

Bealze of rations and only in such places as adjoinin47 na-

tional possessions, or especially important interests made

the enercise of :uchnpndates on their part more effec-

tive and economical from the Lea me of rations' point of

view. row all of the foregoing is thoroughly understood

and appreciated by the Italian neorle who have no illu-

sions left as to the real meaning' of either British or

2rench friendship. It is not possible to draw amy line

of demarcation shx:iu the degree of treatment accorded

Italy by Prance and Groat Britain. The Italian people are

thoroughly disillusioned. recently our national

sensibilities were hurt by the tone and certain rather

detailed and relatively unimportant phases of the Bonar

Law memorandum or ultimatum of January last. This for-

ced us for the time being into the 1,raroo-Belgian cane.

2owever, we do not consider ourselves as definitely

involved in the auhr operation. Our entire participa

tion with the Prench and Belgians in the luhs is today

limited by the presence there of two enineers. There

was a proposal to increase this representation by send-

ing one additional al n, but this was Orposed by the

Italian Government. In view of all the foregoin, the
Italian Government and the Italian people feel that

their best interests will result from get ina. to work,

minding their own business by looking exclusively after

their own selfish interests and keeping out of all types

and foras of European alliance. In my judgment, which

I know is shared by all influeWial Italics. thou,,ht, any

Italian Goverzrent that today advocated Italy lining up

by treaty or otherwise in any so-called "airencan or

Latin Bloc" would pronptly fall in the face of Italian

public opinion. Our past treatment by the Lilies as I

have just outlined show the real reasons for our somewhat

selfish policy which I knowthe British refer to as

Passing the -:at."

The foregoing frank and informal statements of Tell informed Belgian

and Italian representatives throws at least some question on the irrortance to

be attached to the recent press reports concerning the pronosed formation of a

"Latin Bloc" in 2urore

In a separate letter under even date we have shown sore peneral con-

siderations reardinl: the 2ronch financial situation. It is therefore felt to

be of interest to present :one considerations of the German position as we see

it today with narticular reference in this letter to its relations to th-e Thihr

occuPation. The actual German financial position is dominated by the question

of confidence. It is mainly the lack of confidence which provoked the fall of
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the mark. The German economy has adapted itself to the continuous deprecia-
tion of its currency ..dth the result that such continued depreciation does
not have the grave effects at the present time that it had when the nark first
began to depreciate. If we consider the public finances of Germany, the fall
of the mark has had the effect of suppressing the debt. The .gold value of the
German Debt practically disappears and this. repudiation of the internal deb t
constitutes one of the elements which would easily allow the restoration of
the finan:ial equilibrium of the country if confidence in its future were re-
established.

If we contemplate the ability of the German Government to face the
financial consequences resulting from the Occupation of the i :hr, we have to
consider that in fact it has no difficulty to find the money it needs: it has
only to make it and .may continue to do so successfully for a considerable tine.
The consequences of that policy will therefore in the main only be to accen-
tuate the fall of the German currency. It would appear at first sight that the
continuous de-oreciat ion of the mark would at the end prevent the German indus-
trials from buying abroad the raw materials and coal they need. In real ity
most of them have taken debtor's rosition. Their capital is invested in real
aroperties or foreign currencies. They are working with money borrowed on the
domestic markets. Under such conditions they are not greatly injured by the
fall of the mark so lorg as they can export a sufficient amount of their output
to purchase raw materials, foodstuffs, etc. The present difficulty for these
industrials is really to find the raw materials and coal they need rather than
the question of how to pay for them. The people who have and will continue to
suffer from the depreciation of the mark are the numerous .:mall holders of marks
or of credits in marks. The German "rentier" as such is already wiped out and
his interests may for the future be ne::;lected.

The measures taken recently by the Reichsbaria in restricting the ad-
vances uoon foreign currencies have had the effect of obli.i4a the holders of
such currencies to sell them against marks. The result was a rapid improvement
of the mark owinr; to the demand. The 2.eichsbank was thus able to increase its
stock of forei4:aa currencies. Je must, however, consider that such an operation
has had the effect of usin what we call "for war puT.poses" a part of the
reserve of capital which could have been devoted, had a more economic policy
been followed, to the re storation of Gerran finance and the payrrent of repara-
tions.

If confidence in the future of Germany could be re-established by a
business-like treatment, both on the part of Germany and the Allies, of the (.jues-
tions concernin,2. reparations and enforcement of the provisions of the Treaty,
the position would be quite different. Ls was the case in Austria, the holders
of marks expecting an improvement of their currency would cease to buy foreign
currencies and keep their azrks. The holders of foreign currencies exrecting
a fall of their ra---trks would sell them to invest. in the country, not in real pro-
perties because the price of these in case the mark would improve would dimin-
ish, but would invest them in loans. To the actual scarcity of money on the
German market would succeed a period of abundance and the Government would be
able to borrow under most favorable conditions instead of bein,7 forced as today
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also be in a position to loan money to Germany for ez.'.ctly the samo reasons.

If the mer".c were stabilized in that way--and the ezanple of Lustria shows that

it is not impossible--the red position of tiormany ,,Aduld be seen. To the fic-

titious prosperity today would naturally succeed a period of depreciation in

business, L:er::1z.ziy would 7:,'now the mire difficulties which 121.71 and and 0:7ociHo-

:.dova,Id.ct have had to fete Burin: the last 18 months, but the resul
t;:::.t we :Auld t] en be in a position to =Lk° a just appreciation of

real cap _city.

yoz:t 1' ,

71A--. fats

J41,

The :Tonorable Benjamin
Governor, 2ederal Hoservo

YorT-. City.
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JAMES A. LOGAN OR.

Paris, 2 -rola 1923.
18 rue de Til si tt .

Personal & Confidential.

dear Ben:-

In our past weekly letters we have made reference to certain phases
of the french Government's budgetary situation which perhaps convey its more
pessimistic aspects. L useful purpose will therefore be served by presenting
some ::eneral olimistic ccvsiderations. Following the frenchqovernaent's Lol-
icy when dealiniQ with their *budget question, we leave out of consideration the

all important factor of the repent of the 2revch Government's debt to the

United States and Great Britain.

Our intention is to present a point of view with regard to Prtza oh
finances based upon the facts of reconstruction finances, of the public debt and
budgets and of the volume of french savings, as well rs upon the traditional me-
thods employed by the 2rench .:rovernment in the last century with respect to the
use of these savings. This IDoint of view is optimistic only in that it shows
some possibilities of the situation, but is by no means intended to be arvtaro-
phecy on our part that the possibilities will be realized.

The r'rench budget is now before the french Parliament. A decided
opposition to increased taxation is aanifest. Such increased taxation is ob-
viously an essential factor to ultimate financial rehabilitation. The costs of
the Ruhr occupation, which we consider will be a definite either direct or indi-
rect loss to france, are glossed over by the french dovernment by the general
statements o f such cha'res figuriron "special accounts recoverable from Ger-
many'', therefore without necessity of such 31-largos being included in the budget.
The position of other Lilies entitlted to reparation in any credits accruing
throuh forced collections in the Ruhr occupation, is not clear. The .2rench ?lave
bride a definite statement that their ori expenses will be a first charge in any-
thing received. 1Tnile there is no official announcemalt to this effect, various
papers intimate that the countries which do not share in the effort to collect
are not to share even in the net receipts of collection.

There is some uneasiness in parliamentary circles due to the export
of capital from France, which crystallized in definite proposals for leisla,tion
contea4;)lating a more strict suoervision of such transactions. This was attacked
vigorously by the crunch finance I.:I/lister who maintained in effect that measures
of alai a character were entirely useless and indeed harmful to business and that
the only method of securing protection &Lai/1st the dangers of ti-e ead?ort of cap-
ital, was through the medium of international areements. The french finance
..iinister said that the existina. laws on this subject hindered french comerce and
should be abror;ated. In this view the french Finance :.:inister was supported by

Bokanowski, the .dapporteur-General of the Finance Co;:mittee in the french Par-

t
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1 i ament w'eo said: -

If, in spite of the present law which hinders french
commerce, which hinders the operations of our stock brokers
nd which leave us in times of great speculations on the

exchange, almost without defence, if, notwithstending this
we have to fear the evasion of capital, I can no longer
underst: nd it. I orielnelly associated nersel f with the
idnister of Finance, when, in spite of the opposition of
eminent men having long practice in finale:lel euestions, he
deeeended the prorogation of this exceptional law, of this
we -time law which hinders the French to provide themselves
freely eith foreien currencies with which they can heir
themselves at times when our money undere.oes en assault
on the international rfzirket s , this law '.;hi eh lceo.tes us
without defence because de :rived of exchanee values we
cannot reply to speculations with counter speculations.
I originally associated myself with the jAnister of Finance
because I thought this law, so bad in many ways, served at
least the purpose of hindering fraudulent evasion of French
capitol. If the rinister of Pinence now thinks that it does
not even serve this purpose, whet reasons can there be for
opposing its abrogation?"

l'hese observations, coming from such authoritative French ;:kverneent
sources, have their erasing side, being diametrically opposed to the erench
thesis concerning the masures which Freeice has always pushed Germany to apply.

'de now resume our consideration of the French financial position. The to-
tal French public debt at the nd of 1922, exclusive of sums owing. teethe :Iritish
and United States eovernment ,_ was 260,000,000,000 francs, the external debt (oth-
er than to the British and United States Goverment s) being taken at current ra-
tes of exchange. This sum of 260,000,000,000 francs includes all the floating
debt, all of the advances of the Bank of France to the State, all reconstruction
and Credit _rational Loans, the capital value of all annuities paid by the Govern -
ment either to railroads or to persons having suffered war damage and in general
all the debt of France exceeting the amounts owine: to the Governments of Great
Britain and the United States.

Increase in the debt will take place:

a) to complete the reconstruction of the devastated regions, and
b) to cover the deficits in current expenditures including inter-

est charges on debt incurred to finance reconstruction, as well
all war pensions, etc.

The reconstruction has been carried out, first by the etete directly on
its own account, and second by payments being made to persons who have suffered
war dareeeee (sinistres). The reconstruction carried out by the State on its own
account has been practically completed. This -consisted of filling in the tren-
Qhe s and shell holes, clearine the land of barbed wire, unex-oloded shells, etc.,
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the rebuilding of the hic_hways, railroads and canals, the -reestablishment of the
telephone and telej;raoh services and the reconstruction of Liovernmnt buildin7s.
The total amounts already paid, or to be raid, to the sinistres can now be very
closely estimated and are known to be about 83,000,000,000 francs, of Vil lirth a-
bout 43,000,000,000 francs have been paid. There r:_.mains thus 40,000,000,000
francs to be paid but of this amount there is orobably 10,000,000,0GO francs that
will drag alonci for laily years 901X of which will Lever be paid at all owing to
the 7rovisions of the law on war daoi-es which re,-Luires that the sinistres Lan
actually reblzil:- the property destroyed in order to receive the whole of their
war dalx.L.e The balance rerminint. to be -paid out on canital reconstruc-
tion ac.:;otuit . ;ithin the next few years amounts to about 30,000,000,000 frr:ncs
and this can, it is estimated, be coat:lately finsnced out within a -oeriod of from
2 1/2 to 3 :;cars, or say by he end of 1925. This is assuming. that the 2rench
nation can fint-:nce this capital expense at the rate of 11,000,000,000 francs to
12,C0C;,0CO3OCC per year although in past years the rate has been f<reater. All

these fi sires refer to capital outlay without countin;. interest upon loans
issued to finance the S e payments.

The `u lie debt ::lay therefore be oxpocea to increase on accourt re-
:.;ux:';:uction expense by about 30 ,(..,.C.U,C(_,C,(XC) francs in the next three years. In

addition are annual deficits in current e:3)endit...zres both on account
of the or,ixary budsTet together with suppleLentai cre,:its, and the suocial bud -
:et, the 1.,-;tter L.olni;in: interest on Jredit 1,ational nd deconstruction loans

ell th:: expo.,s of the Li:LA:11:27 of Liberated
if those deficits lie put in at 3,,OCC, .

era co for the spacial I' re
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eavaet bead is to decliee, the .rench eovernment, playing upon the fears of the
Larket that a further decline in interest yield will take rlace, offers a new
route upon a lower interest basis but guarenteeing the holder for a period of
10 years or ::ire acalaot any further conversion. Thus it proved possible in the
last century for the french Government actually to anticipate declining inter-
est rates and to reduce the charges on its public debt prior to the full decline
in interest yield being reflected in narket rrices. This was only possible due
to the laxee surplus SaVilIF:' power of the French eleoele and if the econoreic sit-
uation of Prance holds up it i s entirely possible that with the completion of
:reconstruction fimanee this sale situation will be reproduced under the influ-
ence of the mass of public savings in excess of the part taken by the qovernment.

The ir,-..1ort:.-Ince of the f-.,bovf considerations rests in the fact that the
interest charges on the public debt constitute, and upon the cora)letion of the
reconstruction .eraeram will, even to a ,-_^,reater extent, constitute so large a part

of the annual budgets of the ereach 'Jovernmeut. The charges on the existina
debt are sc.eeewhat less. than 12,500,000,000 francs not including appropriations
for amortisation of arincipel. With the increase in the debt that must neces-
sarily take place during the next three years probably at htL:h rates of inter-
est, it is not unlikely that the total interest charges may amount to 16,500,000,
CCC frencs for 1926. This figure will likely be roughly about 1/2 of the total
2rench bud- -et if there be allowed 4,000,000,000 francs for pensions (iev3leraling

pre-war eensions), 5,000,000,000 francs for military, naval and aviation expen-
ditures and 6,000,000,000 frencs for civil exeenditures.

In order to carra this total burden of 32,000,000,000 ter year, it rust
be supposed th t the ordinary revenues of the Government can be increased from
the present figure of about 20,000,000,000 francs to at least 25,000,000,000
francs per annum. It is true that tie savings in interest through optional con-
versions of the public debt into lower interest bearing debt could begin to come
into play, and over a period of several years it is conceivable that the average
interest on the entire public debt which should amount to mere than at the
end of 1925 could be reduced to 4jo representing a saving of nearly 4,000,000,00Q
francs per year. It is evident that there must likewise be a rigid schedule of
economies in all departments and that political conditions should be such that
the military expenditures could be kept within the appronrintions provided for
in the general budeets_,_ viz., 5,000,000,000 francs without recourse to supple-
mental credits such as have been necessary for the maintenance of the army of the
Levent and will be necessary for the troons in the Ruhr.

well as above oetteisticallv outlined the trench budget will not be com-
pletely balanced. ,Lscumiri revenues of 25,000.006,000 francs an average of 4%
interest on the debt, political conditions which will keen military expenditures
within 5,000,000,000 francs and a schedule of civil economies which will reduce
expenditures from the present ficure of 7,CuG,00C,C00 francs to 6,000,000,000

francs there will still remain a deficit of 3,000,000,000 francs. The possibil-
ity of receiving something from '..eneany is undoubtedly still entertained in Gov-
errrent circles such receipts being considered essential to the balancing of the
eorench budget. If Uermany can be brought to min, an annual rola-Pent to Vrance
of e200,Q00,000 per year, this at current rates of exchange :could cover the re-
maining deficit of 3,000,000,000 francs. This deficit of course would be aug-
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wanted not only if the schedule of economies and of increased revenues failed
to be carried out but also if it failed to be carried out in time to prevent
much additional borrowing after 1925.

The foree:oing in our view presents the basis of the present policy of
the rench Treasury looking to the eventual rehabilitation of French finance.
EVen.accepting all points of this optimistic presentation of the French Govern-
ment's financial situation and policies, there develop two most interestin
points which it is believed important to bring out:-

a) The French budget carraot be balanced without substantial renara-
tion payments by Germany to France (i.e., ,A50,000,00C per year);

b) lo resources whatsoever from which to meet indebtedness due the
Governments of the United States and Great Britain unless derived
from German renaration payments to .2rence in excess of 450,0(.0,

CGO per year.

In connection with (b) above, it is interesting to note that such rel-
atively obscure references as are made to the United States debt in the French
Treasury documents show the total fil:ure at different intervals at the capital
amount, without any increase on account of accruing interest. On the other
hand, the British debt, when similarly reported at different intervals, shows
a -;radually increasini' total due to the addition of interest. V understard
in this connection that while our French obligations are represented by Five
per cent 2rench notes, nevertheless, La.. Rathbone , when here, had some dismis-
sion with the French Treasury concerning the pernanent obligation to be handed
the American Government. ro coclusions were reached on the question of the
interest rate, and it would appear that the French use this as a reason for not
adding accrued interest to the capital amount in their reco2ds, notwithstamAng
the fact of our actually holding their five per cent notes. Je report this lat-

ter phase for what it is worth.

Faithfully yours,

esat -

The Honorable Benjamin Stron::,
Governor, Federal Lleserve Baiik of :ew York,

hew YorIc City.
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Paris, 18 rue de Tilsitt.
8 :.:arch 1923.

Personal L, Confidential

dear Ben,

I forward herewith nine letters addressed to you on the folio -
in viz:

 January 19th,

 January 26th,
/ February 2nd,

February 2nd,February 9th,
February 16th,
February 23rd,
...arch 1st,

,,.arch 2nd.

I apologise for the delay in forwarding these letters. However, for certain
reasons which I will explain when I see you, Ifelt it inadvisable to put them
in the mail, during the Past somewhat tense period. I am forwarding them by
a friend leaving for America who will send them to you upon his arrival in
Yew York. I have hesitated soewhat in sending you the older letters, but
decided to do so as they show the development of the situation and are perhaps
necessary to its appreciation today. From now on I will continue sending you
a weekly letter by the regular

have been having very interesting times over here recently and
I gather from press reports from America that there was some interest in us
at home during the month of January.

I have heard that you have been a little knocked out and that you
are taking a short vacation in Florida. I envy you and wish I could have
been with you.

Idiot ,:adsworth is here with his nice wife and we were all glad to
see him. Confidentially, I feel that his official mission at this particularly
critical mo : :ent is somewhat inopportune. The Reparation Commission has no
money. Germany cannot find any now and if we push for participation in past
payments to the Allies, we are not going to get anything and will simply stir
up trouble. Our mistake has been that we did not push at the time past receipts
were distributed to the Allies. If we had done so we would probably have recei-
ved substantial payments and I believe the whole atmosphere in Europe would Zave
been improved. I would have fought from the beginning for all our rights, not
that I would have expected to receive much but I would have made my place at
the council table one of importance. On the other hand, we contented ourselves
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with filing half-hearted reserves with a consequent loss of
the general policy and with grave danger of now stirring up
at home and abroad on account of our delayed importunities.
appreciates this situation and the delicacy of his task and
he can to prevent damage.

Page

influence in
public feeling
Eliot, I know,

will do everything

Let me hear from you. I have not received one of your wise letters
for a long time and miss them much.

JAIVBD
encls.

Faithfully yours,

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, .ederal Reserve 13E114 of
New York, New York City.

u.:411 osc_c4

rr-ae trtif S-ey

74
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Faris, 18 rue de 2ilsitt.
9 I:Arch, 1943.

Personal Z.,; Confidential

-14 dear Ben,

In previous reports concerning the Ruhr occupation we
referred to some specific instances of the indirect cost of this operation to
France and Belgium. .ie,however, omitted reference to other important items
of indirect cost affectint the general French fin. '_..lance. In this letter
we intend to present come considerations and conclusions connected with the ques-
tion of indirect cost.

As already reported, the ..rench Government has so far con-
fined itself to asking Parliament for the following credits on account of the
Ruhr occupation for the months of January and February:

5,000,000 Francs for the maintenance of civilian missions,
50,000,000 " for the maintenance of troops (35,000,000

of which was announced as being in recess
of the maintenance cost for the same num-
ber of troops on French territory), and

60,000,000 " for transportation expenses.

The foregoing is the direct governmental contribution to cost, which we can
assume as being some 50,000,000 francs per month.

It is of interest to present some details concerning the
indirect cost to the French metallurgical industry, which is today virtually
in a period of crisis. As a preliminary, we assume an average monthly delivery
of reparation coal to France prior to the Ruhr occupation of 1,000,000 tons.
The following figures show the total receipts of German coal and coke by Prance,
Belgium, and Luxembourg, as published by the Office des Houilleres

"Before the Occupation.
Jan. 1 to 9.

Ruhr mines 57,365 tons of coal
135,795 tons of coke

air: -la- Chapelle mines 3,901 tons of coal

9,41G tons of coke
Cologne mines 16,841 tons of lignite

briquettes,
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After the Occupation.
Jan. 10 to 15.

Ruhr mines
Aix -la{- Chapelle mines

Cologne mines

Eil
1,729 tons of coal
9,800 tors of coke
2,884 tons of lignite
briquettes"

Page

There are no figures for January 15 to 25, but the Office des Houilleres bin-
istrees admits the German estimate that the "Allies did not receive more than
7,500 tons of coal". cis to coke, the 6ociet6 des Cokes des Hauts-FOurneaux
received the following quantities:

"January 1
" 12
TT

IT

tt

19

- 12

- 15
16

17

18

- 20

152,500
16,700
4,600
1,394

6010

Eil"

tons

"

"

"

Lack of coke constitutes the principal ela:.eit of the crisis now being passed
by the French metallurgical industry. The first effect of the non-receipt.of
coke was to stop a number of French blast furnaces in blast on January 10. At

first the metallurgical works apparently did not want to put out their blast
furnaces, preferring to dEmpen them down in the hopes that deliveries wiould
recommence. The French today admit that "over one-half of their blast furnaces
are out". It is interesting to refer to the following quotation which appeared
in the press about one week ago:

"In -Lieurthe-et-Loselle there were 45 blast furnaces in
blast on January 1. (Longwy 4, Lacheville 3, Villerupt 4,
La Ghiers 2, Hussigny 1, La Providence a Rehon 4, Saulnes
Senelle 4, Homecourt 3, Ueuve-Laison 3, Pont-&-Eousson 4).
As the total number of blast furnaces in Leurthe7et-Loselle
is 80, the activity of 45 of them represented 551. of the
normal production.

In Moselle there were 40 blast furnaces in blast on
January 1. Then came the occupation. In Lioselle the figure
fell from 40 on January 1 to 39 on January 15, 36 on the
20th, 4S on the 24th, 41 on the 28th.

In Leurthe-etUoselle, Znutange has damped down 4 blast
furnaces; De ';:endel has damped down 8 at Hayange and Lioyeuve
and 2 at Joeuf, so that of their total of 21 they finished
on January 25 by having 7 at work. La Providence has damped

down 2.at LongWy-Rehon, Longwy 2 at Lorit-Saint Lartin, La

Ghiers 1, Eicheville 1, Ponta Lousson 1; this last one alone
represents one-third of the total production of the foundries
at Pont-&-Mousson.

And by. the end of January the production of the French
blast furnaces which was aTout 40 to 45, of the normal at

the beginning of the month had fallen to 60 to 651, of that
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In the Saar, Rochling has damped down 3 blast furnaces,
Burbach 4, and the Redange Dilling works 2.

The same situation in Luxemburg: 9 blast furnaces damped
down".

-s the supply of German coke diminished the price in the
limited French and other foreign markets increased. On February 1 the basic
price of metallurgical coke, fixed by the Societe des Cokes des Hauts-Fourneaux,
was 110 francs. It has been put up to 150 francs as from February 15. Instead
of the basic price of coke delivered to the works being applicable to 40 or 50/0
of their capacity of colisumption, it is now applicable only to For the
remaining 9q,, the price is 200 francs, which gives a mean price of 195 francs.
The works are taking measures to protect themselves, and naturally at the expen-
se of their customers. These measures are of two sorts:

(1) Cancellation of a proportion of the contracts signed
before the crisis, and

(2) Contracts in process of settlement all have prices
based for the future on the price of metallurgical
coke or of unrationed coke at date of supply or
delivery.

;:hile under the foregoing arrangement the works have a certain protection, the
customers no longer know what their orders will cost them.

Certain difficulties on account of unemployment in the me-
tallurical industry are also threatening. Already in many cases the working
day has been reduced to four and five hours, and there is now some talk of a
forced stoppage for one or two days per week.

;.e now turn to the ciuestion of what the monthly replacement
cost would be of approximutely 1,000,000 tons of coal heretofore received on
reparation account from Germany by France. The reparation credit figure of
price, althouL;h generally cheaper than the orld market price, nevertheless rep-
resented some 13,000,000 gold marks per month; or, in other words, over 13,000,000
gold francs. Taking the dollar at Frs. 16.50 we get a value of approximately
54,000,000 paper francs per month as representing the loss to France on account
of the non-receipt of reparation coal since the Ruhr occupation. The cost per
ton based on the foregoing factors gives a figure of some 54 francs per ton as
against a figure of cost of 147 francs C.I.F. in French ports of British coal
today with the pound sterling at 77 francs. Therefore, if the entire monthly
shortage from Germany were to be made good by import of British coal it would
cost about 125,000,000 francs per month. It ap ears needless to say that as
yet the French have made no effort to entirely replace the monthly shortage in
deliveries of German coal.

In our previous letters we referred to the increased im-
portation of some 300,000 tons of coal by France in January from Great Britain
over and above the 1,000,000 tons normal monthly supply from the same source.
..de also referred to extraordinary French imports from Holland and Gzecgo-Slovakia.

there have been some few thousand tons of coal and coke actually brought
out of Germany into Fr::nce by French military transport personnel, the amountDigitized for FRASER 
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is inappreciable in volume (i.e. Dur.ing the month of February the total deli-

veries on this account to both France and Belgium amounted to 75,000 tons).

The consequence is that existing stocks in France are being rapidly depleted,

if not already largely exhatsted, and either French industry must suffer of t'le

French financial position made to bear the burden of additional heavy importa-
tions of British and other foreign coal and coke.

We now turn to the loss due to the suspension of deliveries
in kind since the occupation. Aside from coal, France was receiving approxima-
tely 14,000,000 francs per month, representing the value of deliveries of gene-
ral supplies, coal tar and ammonia, benzol and petroleum, livestock, dyestuffs,
etc., now stopped since the occupation. The value shown is based upon the me-
thods of calculation of prices prescribed by the Treaty of Versailles, which
undoubtedly gives a total result considerably less than the effective value to
the a'rench Government of such deliveries. In addition, deliveries of materials
to the French jinistres under the ,:iesbaden and Gillet agreements, estimated at
some 1,500,000 francs per month, are stopped.

ae now turn to the loss due to the fall of French exchange,
which has continued declining since the occupation. Wa can safely average the
fall in exchange at about 15p. Therefore, foreign imports cost France 15,E more

than before January 10. French imports for January amounted to 2,145,000,000
francs. On this basis we may assume a monthly loss to France, due to the depre-
ciation of the franc, very roughly of some 520,000,000 francs. In addition, the
French balance of foreign trade in January showed some set back from December.
January imports were less than 50,E of those shown for December.

The foregoing factors are admittedly open to every sort of
challenge. On the other hand they are not comprehensive as shoving all the
factors which mi. ht be taken into such a broad consideration of cost. We there-
fore feel justified in assuming that the cost to France on account of increased
government expenditure, loss of earning-, etc., incident to the Ruhr occupation,
is at least 500,000,000 francs per month, disreaaraing entirely the jeopardy in
which any future German repbration receipts are placed by the injury already done
to German economy .

It is impossible at this writing to offer any estimate as
to the cost to Belgium of the Ruhr occupation; although buseu on the same factors
as used for Prance, we feel justified in assuming that the cost to Belgium is
propertionately even greater than the cost to France.

Italy is perhaps not as yet feeling any great strain; but
neutral countries such as Holland and Switzerland are suffering acutely, finding
the Ruhr occupation a very costly operation in their respective economic positions.

yould not even care to venture an estimate of the real
cost to German economy on account of the Ruhr operations. In the present situa-
tion there is no basis for such calculation. We feel, however, that the real
cost will ultimately be found to have substantially exceeded both the Allied and
neutral cost. It follows that the effects of the Ruhr operations will perhaps
postpone for aany months, or even years, Germany's ability to pay any substantial
sums on account of reparations.
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The political situation in the Ruhr remains in the status quo:
the Allies have found little satisfaction and consolation in Cum's speech before
the Reichstag. As yet there is no tangible indication of any weakening on either
side. The French Linister of War has just announced that the military class of
1921, whose term of service with the colors was to have expired on April 1, is to
be continued with the colors until the end of ilay. This means ailiitional e;.;pense
incident to the maintenance of this class on active military footing for at
least" two months.

French opinion, which we share, is th.t Germany will ul-
timately be forced to "lie down". There has been considerable talk in the french
papers and curiosity shoran as to exactly what is to happen and what is to be the
policy after Geri asly has actually "laid io n". The situation in this particular
is nebuleus in the extreme. Lany inspired governmental utterances appear in the
french press obviously designed to weaken opposition by "friehtening" either the
British or Germans. There is, in consequence, little basif for arriving at any
true appreciation of what the wrench Government actually has in mind as to future
policy.

Demands have appeared in various French quarters as to
what the C;overrrant's action should be, but as yet the Government has taken no
position. These demands may be sumLarized as follows:

(1) Volleying the Ruhr occupation the Treaty of Ver-
sailles, which has always been regarded as inadequate, must
be supplemented, if not stversoded by a new diplomatic in-
strument,

(2) in this convention not only the problem of repa-
rations, but the problem of security must be settled, and it
must authorize measures to this end which can not be author -
ized by the existing Treaty,

(3) Besides the steps to assure the safety of the French
frontiers, such Questions as that of the future regime of the
Saar Valley must be fixed now, and not after a Tdebiscite,

(4) This treaty or convention shall be cohcluded as
between Vance and Germany, with Italy and Belgium adherin: to
it, and

(5) Great Britain shall not be called into the nem-
tiations, but shall be allowed to sin at a later date if she
chooses to do so.

The foregoing demands are only interesting as showing the trend of certain
groups of opinion. We dp not attach undue importance or significance to them.
We feel that the French, when the comes for negotiations, mill be more
conciliatory than the press would lead us to believe today. French Governeent
officials in a position to :MOW v;hat is really going on behind all this news-
paper talk are reticent; those who will taL: at all will simly say that they
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do not -.Qaow what the ult Late policy will be, and that the only man WhO does
know is L. Poincare, who keeps it to himself.

The Committee of Guarantees has been encountering dif-
ficulties with regard to its system of control which it had set up in Germany.
It will be remembered thrA in return for a partial moratorium accorded Germany
by the Reparation Commission's decision of larch 11, 1922, Gern:aru agreed to
grant the Committee of Guarantees certain extensions in powers of control over
those eontemilated by the formal Schedule of Payments of May 5, 1921. Based
on this, a somewhat elaborate machinery for financial control was established.
The Reparation Commission in January, 1923, notified the German Government that
due to the latter's ,'General default" under the "partial moratorium" accorded
for 1922 the terms of the fo:.mal Schedule of Payments of May 5, 1921, it so fac-
to came into full force and effect as from Jamary 1, 1923. It followed that
the con ditions of the partial moratorium of March 11, 1922, ::arr.-ing agreement
on the part of Germany for more ,-xtended control by the Committee of Guarantees
of German finances, fell due to this action of the Commission. The question
as to the present position of the Committee of Guarantees came before the Com-
mission on . ?ebruary 14, and the folic-ling form31 dec is ion ".71.1. s ta,-Bn, it being
agreed at the time that it was not necessary to notify the German Government
of it:

"It was decided that in view of the return to force
of the Schedule of Payments of Lay 5, 1921, the Committee
of Guarantees would merely have to execute the mission
entrusted to it by the said Schedule of Payments. The
Committee of Guarantees would however continue its work,
conducting such portion of it as was not concerned with
the application of the Schedule of Payments as an ineuiry,
as the result of which it would submit to the Commission
such reports, and when necessary such proposals, as it
considered proper. The question of the suppression of
the physical control through the banks would form the sub-
ject of one of these reports."

Under the foregoing conditions the functions of the Committee of Guarantees are
for the time bein restricted and very obscure.

..;.s concerns the "effective verification" of German ex-
ports by Committee of Guarantees' inspectors, acting within the limits of the
Schedule of Payments: the Italian, L. Bresciani, who directs such inspection,
made the following report a recent fleeting of the Committee:

"The German Under Linister Schroeder re-
quested the Berlin Delegation to suspend this form of ver-
ification so as to avoid possible embarrassing situations
which would be sure to arise as the result of the local
visits of inspectors and ;=.2:r; attempt at verifying actual
shipments in the presence of exporters. While maintain -
in principles of verification and inspection of ex-
ports, it .ras nevertheless (..;reed to reduce the rigidity
of control. As a matter of fact, inspectors were ham-
pered by the refusal of the German opposites to accom-
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pany them, and at the preeent time such local verifica-
tion and phjsical examination of aeports is completely

As concerns the occupied territory, the German Director
of Cont:ercial statistics in Berlin stated recently that he
could no longer vouch for the accuracy of the information
given out by his Depa,raent as some of his customs officials
had been arrested :nCt some expelled, and in general the cus-
toms system in the occupied territory was no longer under the
entire control of the ',Ierrean authorities. An endeavor had
been made to et in touch with the interallied Rhineland High
Commission to ascertain their intentions as the result of
this statement, but as yet no reply had been received."

At this point in the hearing of E. zresciani, the French
member of the Coemittee of Guarantees, L. Lauclere, interrupted, saying that it
might later prove necessary to turn over a part of the Committee's control to
the Interallied Rhineland High Commission. Mauclere decided not to push this
question in view of the British manber's opposition as the latter was in posi-
tion to force a decision up to the Commission. If before the Commission, it
would raise a question of "interpretation of the Treaty" requiring unanimity
and therefore impossible of adoption without the British vote or reference to
the Governments. On a number of different occasions the Question has arisen as
to the Commission according "mild forms of recoenition by the Reparation Co :mis-
sion of the existence of Interallied agencies established in the Ruhr since
the occupation". Such proposals have from time to time been adv . need in vari-
ous forms by the French and Belgian Delegates. In each instance, however, after
Bradbury intimated the possibility of such propo sal s raising the (most ion of
"interpretation of the Treaty". the proposals have been withdrawn. Bradbury is
in a position at any time he sees fit to raise the question of "interpretation"
on account of the activities of the so-called Allied agencies in the Ruhr. So
far at least he has not felt it expedient to force the issue. However, the
possibility always rests as a dark cloud on the horizon over the e'ranco-Belgians
and as a fly in the ointment to such Versailles i'reaty juridical purists as i.
Poincare. In view of all the foregoing, M. L:auclere agreed to sending M. Bres-
ciani into the occupied areas to "consult with the local Allied authorities
there as to the best mareter of securing accurate data as to the value of German
exports upon which to state a part of the Gemean account under the Schedule of
Payments".

The foregoing is reported as showing a certain ariDiguity
of the position of the Reparation Commission and the Committee of Guarantees in-
cident to the exi sting zranco-Belgian occupation.

Difficulties have been encountered due to the e'ranco-
Belgian levy on exoorts and imports in occupied German territory. This has rea-
ched a somewhat acute form as concerns the activities of British merchants who
have established themselves since the Armistice in Cologne. At the present time
the British zone is capletely surrounded by the e'rench and Belgian zones of oc-
cupation with the exception of the Rhine river. To date the 2ranco-Belgians
have maintained the right of levying on goods consigned to and coming from such
British merchants. In addition, it is reported that a British steemer on the
Rhine river is being held by the french who maintain its cargo is subject to this
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tax. 10 definite information is available as to the outcome of this situation
which is causing some concern.

In this same connection the Japanese Delegation informed us
the other day that they were somewhat embarrassed by reports of Japanese im-
porters of German goods from the occupied territory as to their position vis-
a-vis the German authorities and the french authorities. according to the Jap-
anese statemt, the .e.ralle0-.belgian occupation authorities enforced payment of
a 10`:: ad valorem export tax in adeition to a payment in foreign currency for
each export, corresponding in a sense to the 25 ;.? collection on the values of ex-
ports prescribed by the Schedule of Payments. In the occupied ter itories there
is not a fixed percentage applicable to all exports, but a foreign currency pay-
ment which varies according to different categories of ..goods. ',11-ien these goods
passed in the course of their shipraent out of the occupied regions into and thru
NOn-occ-apied. Geri ny to Hanturg and Bremen, the Gereans in turn demanded a 10`,:;

ad valorem export tax and the customary payment in currency of sound value of
25`,. under the Schedule of Payments. The Japanese importers have naturally 'ere-
tested, claiming that such payment had already been made to the -French and Bel-
gian authorities. The Germans replied that that had nothing to do with Germany,
and that Germany was forced to exact such taxes under the Schedule. Unquestion-
ably by this time bnnerican importers have encountered similar d iff which
in all probability have already been reported to the State Department. lipwever 
as the fore,,ceoine: difficulties are apt to become more and more acute and are be-
inn' encountered by neutral countries, particularly Holland and Switzerland, we
feel it important to bring the question to the attention of the .Department.

The foregoing views and conclusions, while perhaps superfi-
cial in certain details, nevertheless, accurately picture the financial and e-
conomic gravity of the existing s ituat ion. The r'rench and Belgian Goverlznents,
who at heart have no illusions as to the present aspects of the financial and
economic position in they no.: ins c..k.e.zeives , i'ee nevertheless being
somewhat reluctantly pushed along by their public opinion, and still maintain
the hope that the ultimate end attained will justify and cover their economic
and financial losses of today.

trait: fully yours,

744_, a Apt-

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, 2ederal Reserve Banc: of New York,

rew York City.
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0INEX 1783 a.

PARIS, Larch 14, 1923.

From: The Corwittee of Guarantees

To : The'Reperation Commission.

Issue by the German Government of an Internal Loan to be subscribed,
011,APSOWP..

in foreign currencies.

The French Delegation has referred to the Ccomittee of Guarantees

the attached note relating to the issue by the Geruan Government of

an internal loan subscribable in foreign currencies. In the course

of the discussion the French Delegation further raised -the question

of the Reichsbankls right. to issue such a loan rithout the

authorisation of the Reparation Commission.

As the yroposals of the French Delegation involve an inter-

pretation of Article 248 and paragraph 12b of Annex II to Part VIII

of the Treaty of Versailles (on rhich the representativ.es of the

Committee rere divided), the Committee of Guarantees took the vier

that it could not arrive at a decision until the Reparation Commission

should have ruled as to the interpretation of the above texts.

The Comuittee-of Guarantees has the honour therefore to submit

these questions of interpretation to the Reparation Commission.

Signed: BEIAELEAUS.

MAUCLERE..

Enclosure.
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NOTE
From: THE FRENCH DELEGATION TO T1 COEMITTEE OF GUARANTEES.

To: THE COMMITTEE OF GUARAZTEES.

The German Government hss decided to issue a domestic

loan payable in gold. The subscription is to open on

parch 12th next.

The French Delege,tion considers it imperative that the

Committee of Guaranteec, entrusted with ensuring the

applioation of Article 248, should at once call the attention

of the German Government to the consequences of such a

decision.

At the present rate of the nark the service of a gold

loan would constitute a heavy barden on the resources of the

badsot. The consequent e;Iponditure to be charged

aga.:.nct buJcets could not be considered to be included

amu:ag the esLtimai:e or necessary expenses of current

Ti L; e::penditure must all the more be subject to the

prier i'.y luLd duwn in Article 248 since the insertion in this

Article of the right to grant exceptions was in particular the

result of the desire to allow the German Government to issue

domcstic as well as foreign loans.

It was in fact at the request of this Government that the 

Allied and Associated-Ybwers decided to complete Article 248

by this right to Grant exceptions.

The German Delegation had complained that "the establish-

ment of a first charge would ruin the credit of the Empire and

tne States", and enquired howp.outside the Reparation Commission,
"Germany could contract further domestic or foreign loans."

The Allied and Associated Powers revised the texV-ur

Art:clle 24P, considering, they said, "that in certain special
cases there must be freedom to grsnt exceptions to the getevalprincip1e
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lrid down. This ne4 provision mekrs it possible, in particulrr

to take measures to sefeguard Germany's credit as far as possible."

The German Government admitted therefore that it could not

is:Jue a loan, either domestic or foreign, without the consent of

the Reparation Commiseion and it was in view of this fact that the

right to grant exceptions in this respect to the general first

charge, was inserted in the ter_t of i_rtiele 243.

It is moreover obvious that if the Governments of the German

Empire and States had been granted unlimited freedom to incur debt

the result would have been to nullify the rights of the privileged

creditors.

Furthermore, even on the impossible assumption that the German

Government should be left in spite of Article 240, to issue

unlimited domestic or foreign Zang in gold or national curecney,,

it would be none the less true that the service of suet, loans would

be subjeot to the settlement of the credits for which this article

establishes a first charge.

The German Government would be unjustified in denying this,

inasmuch as in the same passage of the Remarks of the German

Delegation it is stated that "the service of each of those loans

;further domestic end forei6n loans), would be placed in a doubtful

situation if they were subject to an unlimited arbitrary charge ber

fore any payment could be made".

Loreover, does not paragraph 12 of ,ennex II impose on the

Reparation Commission the duty to ensure that the sums for reparatioL

which Germany is required to pay shall become a charge upon all

her revenues prior to that for the service or discharge of any

domestic loan"?
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Therefore, in Opinion 41S, the Members of the Logal.

Service, while divided on other points, were unaninous in finding

that "I%rtiole 242 end the corresponding articles of the Austrian

Hunccrian end Bulgarian Treaties g , ..roquire the ex-enemy

Powers not to pay the interest or principal of any domestic

loan in priority to on enforceable claim to a roparation payment. 6

In view of all this, and in presence of both the issue

of a now domestic loan, and the existence of claims whiCh, being

enforceable have not boon discharged, is it not the duty of the

Committeo of Guarantees at least to call the attention of the

German Government and its lenders to this unquestionable canoe,

quenco of the Treaty.

It is in fact the Committee of Guarantees which, under

Article 7 of. the Schedule of Payments, is "'charged with the duty

of conducting on bc,half of the Camtission the examination

provided for in paragraph 12 (t') of Annex II to Part VIII.*

Finally, the Committee should remeMbor that it must,

under the sane Article;, "'secure the application of Article 248",

and, more particularly, atho application to tho service of the

Bonds provided for in Article 2 of the funds assigned as security".

Now, in viow of the fact that nono of the spocial revenues

provided for this purposo have as yet been handed over, and in

view moreover of the mandato which the Alliod and Associated

Powers have entrusted to the Reparation Commission to secure

thc execution of Article 24P, the Comittee would bo failing

in its duty if it did not take every measure to proVent the

exceptional revenues of the Reich, such Ds the proceeds of the

contemplated loan, from being excluded from the first chargo

laid dorn by this Article.
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The French Delegation, thorofore, is of opinion that the

following statenent should be sent immediately to the Gorman

Government..

11.2 the Reparation Comission has grantod no exception 4

to the Garman Government under Article 248 in favour of the

geld loan which tho said Government has just deo-lied to issue,

the proceeds of this loan together Viith tho funds earmarkod

for tho service of intorest fall . ithin tho assots and rovenuns

of tho Roidh vlhich Article 248 assigns by priority to the settle-

ment of roparations and othor charges rosulting from the

Treaty. Consoquently, tho Reparation Commission, acting under

Articlo 248, requiros that the proceeds of this loan shall

be appliod to tho sottlement of those privileged claims,

and reserves the right, under paragraph 12b to Article

to assign to these dlains all funds earmaricod for the service

and discharge of the loan in quostion4.

TIC LERE
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Paris, 18 rue de T-ilsitt.

16 Larch 1923.

Personal & Confidential

dear Ben,

There has been some publicilV to the possibility of opening
negotiations between the Franco-Belgians and the Germans on the reparation and
Ruhr occupation questions. It has been clear for some time that both parties
to the controversy are approaching a frame of mind where they would like to
have some direct conversation. On the other hand, in the present state of
affairs, it would be political suicide for either Poincare or Herr Cuno
to make the overture. There have been certain maneuvers to the foregoing and
which are of interest: Herr Cuno, in a speech in the early days of March,
insisted upon the fact that his government had:

"elaborated new proposals for the Paris Conference of
Prime Ministers and had invited the Powers to receive
these proposals in written form".

adding that he

"had offered to negotiate with a view to bringing about
a collaboration of French and Lierman industry".

In an official note issued by the Qtzai d'Orsay (11 March 8, the French replied
to the statement of Herr Cuno in the following sense:

"At the opening of the Paris Conference L. Poincare described
the demarche taken by the German Ambassador in Paris who had
been received by the Director of Political and Commercial
Aff's at the Quai d'Orsay. Dr. Mayer declared to M. Peretti
della Rocca that he had received instructions from his govern-
ment 'to inform M. Poincar6 in an official manner that the
German Government, after having examined the reparation ques-
tion with the authorized representatives of the German econo-
mic interests, had drawn up a plan to settle this question.
The German Government had obtained assurances of help from the
representatives of German industry and finance for the carrying
out of the program thus elaborated, and had charged Dr. Layer
to approach M. Poincare as to the possibility of a representa-
tive of the German Government being allowed to submit this
plan at the meeting of Allied Ministers and give verbal expla-
nations to them. The German Government authorized Herr Bergmann
to expeound the plan before the Conference'. It was therefore
not even a question of written proposals but simply of a demar-
che announcing a visit. Mr. Bonar Law was entirely in agreement

with M. Poincard in postponing to a later period the discussion
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"as to the response which should be accorded this
question. M. Poincare added that he had been the
object of another demarche of the German Government
between the London and Paris Conferences. In this

case it was a question of receiving before December
nth Herr Stinnes and Herr Silverberg who were dis-
posed to enter into relations with French industrial
interests with a view to arranging an exchange of coke
against ores. M. Poincare having asked whether these
exchanges would or would not be put to the account of
reparations, Jr. Layer, after some hesitation, gave it
to be understood that they would be outside the question
of reparations. M. Poindare took note of the fact that
German industrial interests were proposing to French
industrial interests economic arrangements independent
of reparations. He informed Dr. Layer it was impossible
to receive Herr tinnes and Herr .Jilverberg immediately
before an international conference, but that he would
bring the demarche to the notice of the Allies. It

follows from the above that Herr Bergmann had a written
plan thought out in detail other than that which had
been presented in London; that that plan was not put for-
ward; and that Herr Bergmann had no other instructions than
to make oral suggestions".

The foregoing is a more or less direct invitation from
Poincare to Cuno to submit "a plan".

There have been some activities on the part of neutral
nations and individuals to bring the French and Germans together; and in this
connection it is of interest to refer to a declaration made by L. Poincare
before the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the French Chamber on March 10, viz:

"L. Poincare has renewed the declaration which he made
from the Tribune of the Chamber that the Government would
not accept any mediation or any indirect conversation,
but that the day when Germany would understand the situa-
tion the French Government would be ready to listen and
to examine all official proposals which the German Govern-
ment presented. In any case, France will not abandon
against simple promises the security and the guarantees
which she has been obliged to take",

Certain portions of the French press lately refer to he

possible isolation of Great Britain from the expected preliminary negotiations
with the Germans. Such references have appeared in the anti-British press and
designed to play on the bitterness created by the British not joining in the

Franco-Belgian action in the .duhr. In this connection it is interesting to

refer to an obviously inspired newspaper statement of March 10th to the effect
that:
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"Both ilaL. Poincare and Theunis, I am informed on the highest

authority, deplore the impression which appears to have gai-
ned ground that there is any intention to isolate Great
Britain or to deprive her of a right to discuss the new terms
which may be imposed on Germany when she submits. It is neces-

sary to point out that there will be as it were essential ca-

ses on which both France and Belgium will insist that there

should De no discussion except in matter of detail; for ins-
tance, having occupied the Auhr against the advice of Great
Britain, the two Continental Allies, if they find that their
policy has been successful, will naturally be opposed to
allowing Great Britain to make such suggestions as would cut
at the root principles of the advantages which they have gai-

ned by the occupation. That is to say, that the date of the
evacuation of the Ruhr and the Rhineland will be made to de-
pend solely on German compliance with the various terms of
the Treaty and will not automatically revert to conditions
which prevailed before January 11; otherwise, the French and
Belgians would n the moment of their victory be tamely con-
senting to a reversal of the policy that has brought them
victory; but on all questions of conditions and degree of pay-
ment, of financial control and taxes, and customs duties, the
advice and criticism and even the opposition of the British
-t overnment will be most cordially invited and accepted. Con-
ditions for the establishment of any ooal and steel combine
between the Ruhr and Lorraine mines will naturally also be
open to British partnership and British rivalry. That is a

common ground for both the French and Belgian Governments".

On ;Larch l., Li. Poincare went to Brussels for a conference
with L. Theunis concerning the Ruhr. There have been a number of meetings
uetween these two gentlemen in the past in Paris. :. Poincard had not been in

Belgium for a long time. This resulted in some criticism of the Theunis Govern-
ment in the Belgian press, on the general grounds that "Theunis was simply taking
orders from Poincare". This criticism not only had the entire support of the
Belgian Socialists but was gradually extending further to the right. In our

judgment, L. Poincardts visit to Brussels was largely designed to support L.
Theunis in Belgium and to correct the impression that L. Poincare had Theunis

"in his pooket". From what we gather, L. Theunis, who was reluctant to partici-
pate in the Ruhr venture, is today worried as to its outcome; critical of the
French dilatory tactics and absence of plan; and feels that only by more ener-
getic measures can the date of th.: final solution be advanced. The Belgian

financial and economic situation is feeling keenly the burden which it is forced
to carry incident to the Ruhr operation. Having once embarked on the venture,
the Belgian view is that the only hope is to force the issue.

There has been some friction between the French and Belgians
in the Auhr, and Belgians government officials are out-spokenly critical of the
too conciliatory tactics of General i)egoutte. On the other hand, L. Poincare's
strength in France has depended on the combined support of the "Security Group",
the "Reparation Payment croup ", and the "Industrial Group" of French public opi-
nion. While there has been much talk of the French Government having a plan,
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there has been no announcement of the details of such a plan. It is diffi-

cult for .:,. Poincare to lay down any definite plan in the present position as
it would lose him the support f at least one group of French opinion which might
be disastrous. The presentation of a too detailed plan at this moment would also
give the impression that L. Poincare was afraid of Herr Cuno, and therefore not
able to await the heralded moment of Herr Cuno's submission to his will. It is

needless to say that if the trench public gained this latter opinion Poincare's
political life would cease.

From what we are told the Brussels Leeting was not of the
most harmonious character: (a) the Belgians throwing out veiled criticisms
of the Trench having no plan and dilatory in their tactics; and (b) the French
claiming that the Belgians had no plan and were reluctant to await the logical
working out of te rench plan of economic preasure in the occupied area, which
ultimately would bear its fruit in victory. The net results of the isrussels

discussion was, therefore, a compromise of views of more important effect than
had been contemplated prior to Li. Poincare's visit. The following is an extract
from the communique issued Larch 13th at the close of this Brussels conference:

"The two governments have taken measures to insure the
necessary deliveries of coal and coke to France and
Belgium. The program of such delivery will be executed
progressively, following common directions given by the
two Cabinets. They have adjusted all questions relative
to accountability, and to the Franco-Belgian regime for
the operation of the Railways in the occupied areas. They
have agreed as to the measures of repressive sanctions to
be applied in case of any new opposition directed against
the occupying troops. They have determined the rules under
which export and import licences are to be issued covering
commercial transactions of foreign merchants and industrials.
Finally, the two governments are once more in accord not to
evacuate the Ruhr and the other territory recently occupied
on the right bank of the Rhine in exchange for simple j.To-
mises by Germany, but only to effect such evaduation gradual-
ly and dependent on the measures of execution taken by Ger-
many in the satisfaction of its reparation obligations. The

two governments have equally resolved not to quit these ter-
ritories without having obtained from the Government of the
Reich guarantees and immunity for German nationals who have
aided the Allied authorities during the period of the Allied
occupation".

The foregoing means little so far as fixing any definite time for the evacuation
of the territory on the right bank of the shine. However, it carried a certain
commitment dissipating the thought of "annexation", "creation of an independent
state", etc. to which German propaganda has riven circulation abroad.

One result of the Brussels conference is the announcement
that without calling upon fresh classes the strength of the occupying forces
would be brought up to the highest point possible. Official circles insist

there is no question of calling up more troops for service with the colors,
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there being sufficient men available at present. The Belgians are prepared
to send 5,000 men and France will shortly have an additional 15,000 men in
the occupied regions. This will bring the total to 90,000. It was announced
that after a lapse of four or five days to give the German mine owners of the
Ruhr an opportunity to pay the occupying forces the coal tax on coal now stored
at pitheads and to actively participate in loading such coal on railway oars, the
French and Belgians, irrespective of the effect on German labor, intendea senaing
their own labor parties into the Euhr for the purpose of loading this coal under
the protection of their troops and shipping it to France and Belgium. It was
announced that e,000 outside laborers were being sent into the Ruhr and that
arrangements were being made to increase this number by 40,000 men.

These foregoing measures were taken as answer to the threat
of the Berman miners to cease work in the mines in the event of the seizure of
any coal stocks at the pitheads by the Franco-Belgians. The latter have not as
yet made such seizures on any extensive scale. It was tried out, and in each
case the miners stopped work. The Belgian thesis is to seize the coal and if
the miners strike to threaten, even if not carry out, the measures the Germans
so effectively employed with the Belgian miners during the war when occupying
Belgium. In this latter case, when the miners threatened to strike, the Germans
replied: "All right, strike, but if you are going to strike we are going to see
that it is a complete strike involving not only the cessation of aotive mining,
but also the stoppage of the pumps, with its resultant flooding of the mine pits".
This German threat in Belgium was effective, as the miners realized that if the
mines were once flooded it would take many months before they could be put back
into production. Whether such threat would succeed in the Ruhr rests to be seen,
're the mines once flooded it is apparent that the Franco-Belgian ccal supply
from the Ruhr for many months to come would feel its effect as well as Germany.
Under the latter circumstances, we doubt whether this will ever be carried further
than a threat.

Behind the whole scene the Trench are facing another situation
which is giving them some little concern. When they first started in on the Ruhr
operation they referred to it as the "Allied operation of France, Belgium and
Italy". For some time past now they have been thoroughly disabused as to the
extent of the Italian support; and have been contenting themselves with referring
to the Ruhr operation as a "Franco - Belgian effort", gradually treating Italy as
an outsider somewhat in the class of Great Britain. Since the °russels Conferen-
ce they are commencing to have some suspicion as to the whole-heartedness of the
Belgian support, and are somewhat fearful that Belgium is commencing to desert
them and bowing to the wiles of the British. The Belgians have felt the special
position into which they have been :Forced. From all we gather, the British,
since Belgium's definite joining up with France, has more or less treated Belgium
as a "Small Power" in the literal sense of the word, and in consequence the
Belgian amour-propre has been affected. The national salvationcf Belgium depends
on both British and r.ench support; before the Ruhr venture they had played the
part with considerable benefit to themselves of a "Great Power" as "the compromiser"
between the British and erench, and therefore do not like the position in which
they Were are placed today, It is difficult to say, haw much, if any, importance
this factor will play in the future.
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The customs control set up by the .branco-Belgians in the
occupied area is presenting difficulties. All German customs officials, except
those in the British zone, have been expelled. Zany of the frontier customs
houses have been closed due to lack of personnel; in others French and Belgian
customs officials are installed. These latter, in must cases, speak no German,
and in practidally all cases have no understanding of the German tariffs. Up
to date all efforts to enforce the uerman tariffs have been abandoned, and repla-
ced by a simple formula of "a 10/:, ad valorem duty on all imports and exports".
All foreign export duties on this basis are collected in foreign currency. No
exports are allowed without a licence being obtained at the export licence office

at Essen so far as concerns exports from the Auhr, and the Ems office so far as
concerns exports from the Rhineland. To obtain an export licence a sliding
scale levy in foreign currency of approximately 25'/0 of the value is made. As

concerns export licences from occupied Germany into Non-occupied Germany, these
are issued at four different points; In this latter case the official termino-
logy for the licence is not "export licence" but "derogation", The German Govern-
ment to date hold it a crime for any German national to apply for either an export
licence or a derogation to the &ranco-Belgian authorities. This crime is punis-
hable by fine or imprisonment. The consequence is that up until larch 5th there
have not been sufficient funds received by the iranco-Belgian customs officials
to pay salaries, and funds for this purpose had to be sent by the French and
Belgian Governments. Due to the expulsion of the German customs officials and
the lack of knowledge of the French and Belgian customs officials of local con-
ditions, smuggling both within and without the occupied areas has reached very
large proportions. The Trench and Belgians are hopeful that in a short time they
will be able to effectively re-establish the customs cordon, preventing smuggling
and securing substantial returns.

There has been so much talk in the 1,uropean press, particu-
larly the neutral press, as to what Germany has, or has not, paid on account of
the 'Treat;; of Versailles that it appears pertinent to submit some considerations
on this point.

The iiepartion Commission published a communiquh giving the
credits on reparation account to Germany up to .0ecember 151, 1921, as follows:

Gold marks
(Abt 4 to dollar)

Cash, 1,184,172,000
Deliveries in kind, 2,799,542,000
state properties in Ceded Territories, 2,504,342,000

6,487,856,000
From this should be deducted :390,000,000

(Lent by Allies to Germany)

6,097,856,000

The credit for deliveries in kind is noted as provisional,
but the item can nevertheless be regarded as fairly near final. The real value
of these deliveries was substantially greater than the credit given. In the
case of coal, the treaty provisions fix s,ecial (and low) prices, and in every
case there have been factors which tended to lead to conservative valuations.
It should also be borne in mind that the loss to Germany by reason of some of
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the deliveries was distinctly greater than their value to the allies, however
fairly that value might be reckoned. For instance, the delivery of her shipping
was a blow to her general economic organization, and the dye provisions of the
Treaty not only called for low prices but were rightly aimed at her aye monopoly.

The value of the Saar mines, is not included as yet. This

figure will be probably about 400,000,000 gold marks, which is low; the Germans
have reckoned it as high as 1,100,000,000 g.m., which is surely too high.

The military, naval tend aeronautic material is not reckoned,

except for a small item resulting fro sales of scrap, nor the value of the
German navy. These values cannot be reckoned under the terms of the Treaty, and
this is right, first, because the allies get little of value from them, and second,
because they have not deprived Germany of useful, productive wealth; but these
things did represent enormous expenditures. The destruction of the material, and
the destruction and reconversion of the plants for making it, was expensive. We
have never heard an estimate, but we would be surprised to find that it was less
than eight billions, and it may have been even more. The allies took over consi-
derable of this for their own use, and destroyed the rest, getting tae proceeds
of the scrap material.

starting with the total given by this communique, 6,097,856,000

You have to add -

Cash payments in 1922,
Deliveries in 1924,

721,493,395
684,000,000

7,500,349,395

Part of this 1922 cash was really not cash, but German Treasury
bills, guaranteed by the Reichsbank and accepted by Belgium on account of her prio-
rity. come of these bills have been paid since the occupation of the iiuhr began.
It looks likely that they will all be paid; the balance as yet unpaid is a little
over 200,000,000 gold marks.

The priority of army costs has cut down the amount available
for reparation account, and Belgium's priority on reaaration payments has not yet
been completely met (It was a,500,000,000 gold francs), so that, if concessions
had not been made, France would have received nothing on reparation account. She
has actually, as the result of various concessions to her, received more than she
is entitled to under the provisions of the ',:reaty. She ought not to have joined
in the grant of priority to Belgium, as she needed priority about as much as
Delelum; but this priority as arranged at the time when the ideas as to Germany's
capacity for paying and paying promptly were high.

The army costs are, of course, a great burden on reparations.
The army costs up to Lay 1, 1921, a total of about two billion g.m. -(not including
U.S. costs) have been charged against reparations. Since that date the differen-
tiation between army costs and reparatilns is not very clear, and the two items
are subject to rather intricate interallied arrangements. The payments which we
stated had been made in 1922 are applicable to both items.

After getting to this point you have to consider various
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items, which,oas the Commission's communiqu6 states, are not included at all
in the foregoing.

First, the cash payments. These include clearing house
balances, paper marks and all sorts of other things requisitioned by the armies
in Germany at the expense of Germany, and payments of salaries and expenses of
the various treaty commissions within and outside Germany, like to Lilitary
Control Commission, the Rhineland High Commission (in charge of the armies and
the occupied territory), the Reparation Commission. But bear in mind that they
cover payments made not only in paper marks, but in all sorts of other curren-
cies, and that the conversion of these payments into any one currency and one
total involves details of dates of payment and rates of exchange at all these
dates ana that your conversion into dollars, if you make it, will be a somewhat
arbitrary operation. This will give you a clue to some of the difficulties of
making any estimate of what Germany has paid, and why different estimates are
beund to differ more orloss.

One must also bear in mind that the Germans have had to
maintain expensive organizations of their own to carry out their/obligations
under the Treaty. They have to have organizations to deal with and to carry
out the instructions of all the Allied organizations.

Second, Restitutions. The Treaty makes Germany restore
anything taken away from any Allied country which can be found and identified
in Germany. This has actually been done on a very large scale, and the
Germans have to pay transportation, cost of putting restored machines, etc.
in order, and cost of the National Commissions (the Allies have at times had
1,000 - 1,500 men in this work) who are searching Germany for all these things.
The objects restored include pictures, rolling}stock, machinery of all kinds,
animals -- anything -- even to a certain extent money and money obligations
taken by the Germans in the territory they occupied. This restitution work
is something of which the public has heard little; but which in the earlier
stages brought surprisingly good results. It has been carried so far as to
become wasteful in the sense that for a long time they have not been recovering
enough to pay a substantial percentage of the money cost of the search.

Restitution is in substance the taking away from Germany of
things which -- except so far as they were legitimate war booty -- did not belong
to her. In this sense it is not quite like a payment by Germany, but it involves
a burden on the German budget. This burden (except during the later period when
it has become economically wasteful) is probably not as great as the burden in-
volved in delivering an equivalent value of regular reparation deliveries. But
they do have to indemnify their citizens who have bought from their government
these things which they are now restoring, and the economic loss involved in
taking a machine (for instance) out of a factory when it is being operatea, and
replacing it by another, represents a loss which does not get into any account
except the profit and less account of the particular factory.

No valuation of things delivered by Way of restitution has

ever been made by the Commission, but we have some rough figures from French
and l'elgian sources, which indicate a total for these two countries of about
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2,700,000,000 gam. These figures were made some time ago; they include some

estimate of things to be received- But they do not include other countries,
and they are made on a very conservative basis. We mention a figure only to

make it plain that restitutions has been a big and expensive task.

state .eroperties in Ceded Territories. This item, which

appears in the Commission's communique, is real value (provisional), but in
considering what Germany's effort has really been, one ought not to attach

so much importance to it as to Restitutions. She was separated from this pro-

perty by decision of the Allies. It goes with the ceded territories in which

it is situated to the countries which get those territories: Poland, Czecho-

61ovakia, Free City of Danzig, Belgium, Denmark, etc. The Allies do not get
this value, unless these countries who get these territories pay for the pro-

perties as the Treaty requires them to do. Denmark has already paid, but none

of the others have, and one is permitted to doubt whether they all will. But

Germany has given up the properties, and gets credit on the Commission's books.

Partition of Jebts Another item, not mentioned at all. The

countries to which territory was ceded are to pay their proportion of the German

Debt. Each country (not including France in respect to Alsace-Lorraine and some
exception in Foland's case) is to pay its part -- but not to Germany -- but to

the Aeparation Commission. This would have been a very substantial item, if paid,
if the amounts had been decided early. But they have not peen decided yet, and
as the Treaty made no stipulation for gold, they are merely fractions of a paper
mark debt, which helps a bit to assuage the grief of these debtors as they watch
the fall of the mark, but does not please the countries interested in reparations.

One ought not to forget that the German obligation is an
obligation of Austria and Hungary as well, and in part an obligation of Bulgaria
(Turkey? Ask Lord Curzon). They are jointly liable. But after one has remem-
bered this important point, there is not much else to be done or said about it,
and we leave its significance to your imagination.

German values sequestered. The 'ritish, French, Italians
and Belgians have not published their figures of German values sequestered
during the war. However, the value of German property sequestered in the United
States is today about /3280,000,000; which figure is 1/2 or perhaps less than
the actual value at the time sequestered. This figure will be reduced by some
A50,000,000 under the recent act of Congress authorizing the release by our
Enemy Custodian of certain categories of holdings. German property sequestered
by Great Britain was somewhere near the value of that sequestered by the United
States. France and Italy are lower. On the foregoing basis, it is reasonable
to assume that the total value of all German property sequestered is in the
neighborhood of A1,200,000,000.

By manipulating the figures you can support almost any
point of view as to te effort L'emany has made. If you want to prove that she
has paid nothinc, you emphasize reparations in the strict sense, ignoring resti-
tutions, property in ceded territories, clearing-house balances, sequestered
values and all other cash payments and expenses not included in reparations,

then charge the Army costs (including U?S. Army costs) against what you do take
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into account, and reach the conclusion that Germany has paid little or nothing.
On the other hand, by exaggerating valuations, and valuing things that repre-
sent no real effort you miht reach ,"5,300,000,000, or more. I should think
a fair guess would be not less than 13,300,000,000, probably nearer A4,000,000,000.

In comparison with Liberty Loans, or Interallied .)ebts or
War Expenses, the foregoing does not seem an impressive figure. It is most
common to compare it with the amount which France has spent since the armistice
on reconstruction and damages and pensions and allowances, say 90 billion francs,
which, at say 12 francs to the dollar, is about 7 -1/2 billion dollars. But all
such comparisons are misleading for -Liberty Loans, etc. and the french effort
and the Ferman effort cannot P,irly be translated into a common unit for purposes
of comparison and you cannot fairly compare an internal financial effort of one
nation with an external financial effort of another nation. Germany could doubt-
less have made an internal financial effort, increased taxes, and internal loans
of say 100 billion marks without such disastrous results to her finance as have
actually occured. The fundamental difficulty has been that it was an external
effort which was necessary and which was being enforced by force. If for ins-
tance the claim of LnEland and the United States were being pushed against the
other Allies in the same way, you would see the same results, though France has
been able to make an internal effort of nearly the same amount without particu-
larly disastrous results.

There have been some rumors in the Press concerning activi-
ties of the British regarding an adjustment of the Ruhr controversy. We are
reliably, informed that Lord Derby, within the last few days, made a confidential
visit to Theunis in Brussels. Le also know that Governor Normand of the Bank
of Englanet, and probably Lr Baldwin, the Chancellor of the Exchequer are at
present confidentially in Paris. As to what this means, we have no information
at the present. These confidential visits, perhaps have some significance.

In addition we have been informed by Delacroix that in view
of the apparent impossibility of reconciliation in the position of both Poincare
and elan° as regards being "the first to submit a plan", suggestions have been
made to the Germans that the latter "bow down" to the Reparation Commission on
so much of the question as concerns reparations proper thus opening the way for
some later conference to discuss and adjust the political phases of the question.
While this plan would overcome certain of the existing difficulties, there is
doubt, in our judgment, if it would be acceptable to Poincare who is more or less
forced b; public opinion "t;) lead Cuno into camp chained to his chariot".

On page 4 of this letter we gave an extract from the
Communiqué issued Liarch l'";5th at the close of the Brussels Conference, together
with some comments. ';:e omitted, however, reference to thefact that this Commu-
nique referred only to "reparations" omitting all reference to "security".
There was criticism of this omission in the -french Press with the result that
on :.arch 15th the following obviously officially inspired Trench statement was
issued:-

"There is reason to believe that the attention of the
French L=overnment has been drawn to the monstrous vio-
lation of the Versailles Treaty committed by Germany
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"from the point of view of her military obligations
and edpecially to the obstacles which have begin put,
since the occupation of the Ruhr, in the way of the
control exorcised by the Eollet Commission. It should
therefore be recalled that Article 429 of the Treaty
formally links up the evacuation of the Ahineland
territory with guarantees against an unprovoked aggres-
sion on the ',art of Germany. It would not be surpri-
sing were the French Government to recall the doctrine
proclaimed in 1920 by ::lillerand by virtue of which,

so long as Germany does not fulfil her diarmament obli-
gations, the period after which evacuation shall be ef-
fected does not begin".

In view of all the foregoing, we would hesitate expressing
the view that the opening of the period of negotiations is imminent. On the

other hand, there is evidently great activity in many quarters to advance the
date of this period. There are signs of a more conciliatory spVit from the
German side. A belated correction has been put forth in Jr. Cuno's Reichstag
speech, toning down a passage in the reports which made him say ";:arnings to
negotiate should be addressed not to Germany but to France". The phrase is
now to read, "not to Germany alone but also to France". This is an important
departure from the views heretofore expressed from Berlin and an important step
in the path to understanding.

JAL/BD

Faithfully yours,

1.41

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, New York City.
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B 867. iscellaneous reparation receipts iebruary 17th to -arch

17th Luxemburg coal 2000 pounds, textile alliance dye stuffs f'4564 credit

6elgium. kroceeds British reparation -ecovery action iebruary 1923

625000 pounds retained Great Britain against army costs. Boyden
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JAMES A. LOGAN JR.

Paris, 18 rue de Tilsitt.
23 Larch, 1923.

Personal w Confidential

dear Ben,

During the early days of the past week there was much
press reference to "the impending opening of negotiations" concerning a
Ruhr settlement. The press stated that the Germans had approached the
"British Government", the "American Government", and "various Neutral
Powers", with "requests for their good offices in reaching an understanding
with the French". It was also said that certain "important neutral finan-
ciers" had been asked by the Germans to exercise their good offices to the
same end.

So far as the American phase was concerned, these rumors
were put to rest by the semi-official statement issued by the Department.

On Larch 16 the British Government issued the following
official communique:

"Great Britain has consistently followed its policy
concerning the occupation of the Ruhr by remaining
entirely out of the question. The Government is riot
contemplating interfering, and has no intentions to
do so, particularly in the situation where the evi-
dent solution is for Germany to take the initiative
by directly approaching Fiance and Belgium. Since
the beginning of the occupation of the iLuhr the at-
titude of Great Britain has been to dissassociate it-
self from this adventure, notwithstanding the very
friendly sentiments it always holds for France".

The French Government on ilarch 22 issued the following
semi-official statement with reference to a rumor which had been given wide
publicity to the effect that Dubois, the Swiss banker, and Bergmann had
been in conversation regarding a plan of possible settlement:

"This news is formally denied, not only by the Lin-
istry of Foreign Affairs, but also at Berne by the
L'Agence Telegraphique Swiss. Q,uai d'Ursay declares
frankly that k. Dubois has never undertaken, offi-

cially or unofficially, any mission of this kind, and
that in the course of his recent visit to Paris of a
purely personal character during last week the latter
refrained from any mention whatsoever of the reparation
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"question. The attitude of France which has alreaay
been announced remains absolutely unchanged. Not only
does the French Government remain decided to pay no
attention to the various "feelers" which might be made
by allied or neutral personalities, but goes further in
announcing that it would consider as unfriendly all such
offers of mediation. Only such proposals which are made
directly by the Government of the Reich to the French
Government ':ill be examined by the latter."

On :.:arch 22 Herr Uuno, in a speech at Lunich, made the
following statements:

"I repeat what I have said at the Reichstag: ';.ith a

France which wishes peace and reconstruction, we are
able to deal, but with a France which wants the Ruhr
and the Rhine, and in addition wants the destruction
of Germany, we will never reach an agreement".

He concluded tc, asking the German people to continue their passive resistance
in the Ruhr, declaring

"that Germany has not asked any one to mediate".

The foregoing announcennts have for the time being stopped the press reports
of "an impending early settlement". From what we gather, these press reports
to date have had very little foundation in fact, particularly as presenting
any real evidence of German weakening. From what we gather, the German people
in their present wave of patriotism are perhaps too resolute in their purpose
to fight the present situation out to its bitter and irrespective of conse-
quences. This is perhaps even an embarrassment for the present German Govern-
ment who, while wanting the best terms possible, do not want to see real chaos
in Germany.

On the other hand, the effect of the forgoing announcements
by the outside Lireat Powers of their intention not to interfere and particularly
the British invitation "for Germany to take the initiative by directly approa-
ching France and Belgium" must tend to seriously shale German resistance.

;:hile we would not care making the definite assertion, there
are, nevertheless, some indications that Great Britain is showing a somewhat
more conciliatory policy with regard to France. In our letter of I.:arch 16th we
referred to the visit of Lord Derby to Brussels and Governor Borman of the Bank
of "gland to Paris. Me also referred to the rumored presence in Paris of 1.:r.
Baldwin, the Chancellor of the British Lxchequer. This latter rumor was unfoun-
ded). The fact that Norman's visit became public property led to some cri-
ticism in the French press on the grounds that the visit was based on the desire
to "interfere in the Franco-German situation". This criticism however was dissi-
pated by the semi-official publication of the following:
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"Satisfaction in France with the results of the conver-
sations between Lontagu Norman, Governor of the Bank
of Lngland, and L. 2obineau, the Governor of the Bank of
France, becomes more pronounced as it becomes more clear
that as a consequence of these negotiations the Bank of
France will probably be relieved of a considerable finan-
cial embarrassment in the present year.

Page

;,hile the Genoa conference was sitting in April, 1922,
the cooperation of the great :Mate banks was suggested as
a means of restoring the financial situation of Europe,
and conversations were begun between representatives of
large financial houses to discover a method by which all
could profit by a general agreement on the liquidation of
credits. The Bank of England had already granted to the
Bank of France commercial credits amounting to 172,000,000.
The first repayment of b7,000,000 was made in February,
1919, and a second repayment of 310,000,000 in October,
1922. The sum of L5b,000,000 still remains to be repaid,
and the manner of its repayment formed the subject of the
recent conversations in Paris.

The repayment of this sum of L55,000,000 falls due in the
current year, but it is understood that Lr. Norman accor-
ding to the desire of the Governor of the Bank of France
will agree to the postponement of the repayment for a
period of from five to ten years. The Bank of France will
thus be relieved of the necessity for finding this large
sum of money within the next few months, which could not
be done without creating a serious disturbance on the French
money market.

It is understood that ir. Norman took a reasonable and
sympathetic view of the situation and gave proof of his
desire to meet the wishes of the Governor of the Bank of
France in the interests of the money markets of the two
countries".

Y.-hile not desiring to attach too much importance to the foregoing, it nevertheless
conveys some grounds of inference of a much more conciliatory British attitude
than has existed for some time in Franco-British financial operations. The fa-
cilities apparently offered by the Bank of England to the Bank of France while
perhaps not unexpected nevertheless result in strengthening the French position
and the fact of the semi-official announcement coming at this particular moment
is significant. As our British friends usually demand a quid pro quo for such
facilities, it is to be presumed that this has not been overlooked in this par-
ticular, though at the present writing we have no information as to the impor-

tance or bearing of the French concession.

The recent strengthening of the French franc, while perhaps

only temporary, cannot be taken as a reassuring sign by the Germans, and as

much support to the German heralded claim that their "passive resistance"
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to date has brought France to the edge of a financial abyss. The situation
regarding the strengthening of the franc is so nebulous that we would not
care to express any opinion as to causes. The sentimental factor as concerns
the position of the franc is of far-reaching importance. It is understood that
there were signs of a certain hesitancy on the part of the French public in sub-
scribing to new internal loans and on this account, and as a measure of suppor-
ting confidence, the French Government has been operating to some extent in
exchange markets. It is also understood that the financial arrangements of
large groups of Americans incident to their annual visit to France has had a
certain effect on the improvement of the franc. It goes without saying that
even a tempotary strengthening of the franc during the comparatively short period
during which American tourists are purchasing their francs carries with it a
substantial benefit to France at the expense of the tourists. The improvement of
the franc due, to a certain extent, to large purchases in America has been mysti-
fying to everyone. In this connection, Bradbury in a somewhat jocular frame of
mind remarked to us that "America has already paid Europe through her purchases
of marks a large proportion of Europe's debts to America. I note by lair recent
heavy purchases of francs in New York that America is now contemplating paying
Europe the balance of what aairope owes her by purchasing francs". From what
certain American newspaper men tell us, it is apparent that Bradbury made about
the same jocular remark to them.

At the top of page 9 in our letter of Larch 16th we incor-
rectly typed the approximate value of restitution deliveries to France and BeLzium
at 2,700,000,000 gold marks. This figure should be corrected to read "francs"
not "gold marks". also omitted from consideration the value of the interests
of the German Government and her nationals in public utilities and concessions
handed over to the Commission in accordance with the provisions of Article 260 of
the Treaty. The Commission demanded all of such interests and has all of them on
hand, including many "wild cats". Germany will be credited with the proceeds,
if there are any proceeds, but the credit does not seem likely to be substantial.
There is no way of estimating it. It cannot possibly represent the real value
of the property for neither the Commission nor the Allies can hardle or realize
on it to advantage. In addition, all the German submarine cables have been
turned over and Germany will get credit for them. It is difficult to approxi-
mate what they are worth. However, the security under Article 260, the cables
and various other odds and ends which might be added to the presentation, do not
constitute important factors when you are talking about billions.

It is perhaps pertinent to venture some views predicated on
the soundness of our estimate of today's situation as expressed in this letter.
If the British are able to obtain, or have obtained, some assurances of an even-
tual sane French line of conduct after they have forced the Germans to terms, we
feel great good would be accomplished by the British, and outsiders in general,
exercising indirect pressure in forcing Germany to make the earliest direct and
unequivocal overtures for a settlement to France. Eventually, Germany must bow
down, and every day that is lost before reaching the settlement carries with it
irretrievable economic and financial waste. French pubIt opinion demands "the
victory", and if safeguards for French future conduct exist, or are obtainable,
in our judgment, every effort should be made to force a termination of the present
Great Economic T:ar.

It Hon. Benjamin Strong,

New York City.

Faithfully yours,
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EIM par le COUV.32NaLN7 ALL:UAND

emn 2E2RI NT INTA.11JUR PAYA3L2 on CR ot

GAZALTIJ do la ILUDEBBADK.

Avis du Sarvloo Juridique.

- - - -40 wo...1

- I -

Lo 16 Idara 1923, is Commission dos Rfmarations a

salmis au Serviao Juridique pour avis los do= Taastions poseas

au do la sr:Janoo rolativomont (1) h 1T6missiola pox lo Gou-

vernomant almond dlun omprunt int'oriour payable on monneios

etrangbros, (2) au droit pour la Reiceasbank, ou. Ogard h la loi

qui rOgit se 6onstitution, la gurantir uu pareil anprunt.

- II

PRIMIZRA :YnSTION :- La promierJ question wo.reit

au Sorvio Juridiquo oozilovor lo problOme dos droits quo l'Ar-

tiolo 248 ot lo 'earsgraplio 12 b do l'Annexo II oonfOrent h la

Commission dos ROparations au rogard Boit du produit do 116=ission,

soit du sorvico et du romboursomont dos titres do l'omprunt ouvisagOd
OD

Cleat 116,ouble point do vue quo to Serviaa Juridique

oroit davoir llonviaagar sm000sniamont. Ii omit dovoir rappolor

h cotto oc4asion a la CoLuiesion dos ROparations qu'olle no possbdo

pus, au sujot de l'Artiolo 248, un polvoir scam/ruin d'intortation.

A. Produit do 115misoion do l'omprunt.

Sur oo point /o Sortie° Juridique ost divisS.

Lea mambros amerioain bolgo at britanniquo ostiment
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qui oxiger quo tollo rossource d6torrain5a de 11Allonagno - on

1 1 ospeo lo pro dui b omprunt soit affoot-o a lx accruittocant

do sos obligations do "'operation - Oquivaut a lo. saisio par la

Commission dos Rtpurations do sotto rosso-c_coo. Or, ils oonsidOront

quo Li ltArtiolo 248 ni lo :paragrapho b do liAnnoxo II no

aonft'3rent Commission dos RODaratf.ons la drcit do saisir un

bier ou royal= ds5termin3 3u qouvorn.cont alloccnd. IrArtiolo 248

nlattribut ;!1, la Commission 1.os R6parations anoun droit roof sur

los bions gouvernemontaux al la Moll ds, of to 1)o ragx e,pho 12 b do

11Annaxo II nta.000rdo pas la Corwission dos R6p,...rations de

droito a 11 onoontro do l'Allecagne, nabs lui oonfio seulcmont
la taoho d'examinor lo systko fi soal allerand afin do s7 assurer

(5. tout lo coins pour la pr600nto disoussion) quo los dispositions
do 1/Artiolo 248,Tui donnent a la Commission dos Bhparaticne un

droit de I-P-orlte an regard des autres or60,:soes do 11A11c4 agno,

soiont roopeotaos.
Par cvontrol. los Juristos francals of Italian ostincrat

quo la Commission dos RO2arations dui, Wu:a° part, a 5t6 eharo5o

par les Puissanoos allioos at associf3es a, assurer, par llintor-
Adiairo du Comit`o dos Gir.rantleo, 1' oxeloution do 11 Artiolo 246,

qui, di autro part, dolt III assurar quo " tous leo revonus do 11 Allo-

ltraczno .spient affootes par -Driorit6 au payoment dos scer,es

"duos par ollo ,E), titre do reporations", ost on droit do doraandor

clue tols rovonus normawc ou exceptionno.ls dont olio sot quo 11.alo-

magne ben6ficie, par ozu4m-ao du okof. do 1, eraissi on Mtn oraprunt,

soiout affootes a 11 ac qui ttcoont c1 vaao fraotion o do sa

dott3 do repurationo.

Vappui do lr e.:ceroico do co droit do,...2c los conditions

actuallos, is Con.-Assion dos RO?arations pout so ?rCvaloir de sotto
doublo airoonstanao quo lo Gouvornsmont caloric:1nd, a.-a.Z)s wvoir
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failli 4 119eaoution dOo Obligations reanitant do dos

iniomants, viont la so procuror dos rossolros nour4llos of

sidbrablos.

3. Sorvioq ou.rombours9mott do 11 oriprunt.

Sur co point lu Sorvico Juriliquu ost unaniLo a fort2ulor

11=10. suivant;

L'Articlo 12483, intLmomont paragrapho 12 do IIAnn.,)xo

II, doit Ztro intort:. co :. 3 intordisant a 1'A1_itin1L,Enc, tent

au3 n3 sont -.0a8 ro=plios los obligations oourantos pun lui imposo

lo Trait'o, snSoialamont on matiOro do Alparations, d'asauror,

sans l'ussontimatt do la Commission dos R6?arations,avont dIavoir

oatiefait auxditos obligations, lo sorvico ou lo romboursomont

dui amprant intioriour ou oxtOrioux non COTTOUV pur la CoLuissicn

dos R5--)arations.

Vaoquittomont, uno aanto donn53, dos int,1;rUs, :it lc

rmboursomont d u o apital do cot omlprunt -pur nrbfbranca sorvico,

pour cotto mere awn5o, do is dotto do r5laaratioias ooLstitilarait

do la part do liLillomagno uno violatiol: du Truit.

Is dos Rt5aratiol:s ')out done vaiablo,nont

sTopocs.:r au sorvico ou au ramboursoL:ont, pox priority sur los

r5p=atiCES, JJ tout mprurt int6riour ou 5mis par lo

Gouvornamont ollomand co=o aussi tout praalont uar los bions

at roscoureas du Roich gai, dostingo a couvrir lo '..-,oichs"oz.nh dos

charges Quo lui =rat lin/act:roue la garantic Vun tol omprunt,

tortorait attointc a la rfAle priorit.

IQ Service Juridiquo ost tzglcmcnt unanimo a ajout_r

quo, on application lc 1T rtiolo 240 duTrait'a dolTorsaillOs par

lo Gouvornamont tillomand s'ast_orgaeo fournir-ala Com-

mission "tour los relseigronp,t dont cello pourra avoir tosoin
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slzr la situation et lEs cperations finer cieres do 1'

"rarPno et 3.e SOS rossertissc,nts", lo. Commission dos 116-arations

ost fanno domandcr on ;ouvGrnomont allomand toes ecluir6isorants
qu.1 jugcra utile sur 1' utilisation du produit do lc ampru.nt
envisage..

Flo pourr, 't.). (lotto ria'no occasion at on vertu du mama
a

taxte, lui dor:ander/02°11os conditions do rcLibaursar:...ont ultriour

--,par le -Reich la garontie do la. Roichsta:ak ^ ltoriprtuat onvisaee a

oto r)ouseLtio.

DI;1":71._._7: [CI; ^,- socarde cue,s i. C27 :pz.L.rait

au Sorvico Juridiquc intir2or2oni; 116a au -problOno du carootro

juridiouo do la Ro.fi.chsbauk.,

cotta -.0a .aqua constitue urn organist:a prive, .2ropri5-
t...:.:Lre en taut quo tal do Fd. on ac ti f , i1 nrapparalt -pas au Sorvi co
,111.r *10 quo le. loi qui It a instit4.1.6a otiregit sa constltution

soit do 1a conpetonco do la Cor:Lnission dos Reparations: ni quo
la Cormission dos R6-oarations puisso iLtorvorir pour discutor
la 7cliaito do la earautie donned par Gotta Banquo (%?.. un ez:prunt

Orris par lo Roioh-. Souls 1e3 alor.-,4=ds aural zat quLait'l:3

pour internr6ter 10s statuts do la. Banque at d.6cidoi si, on

 tissant un tel on- grunt, olio a outropasse los pouvoirs qu1 ils lui
confOrant.

Si, 7. a r coz:tra, la Roichsbank nfast qurlu2 orgune to

si le Roioh est lo veritiablo 2?reTrietairo actual ou on
puissance do l'actif do la Banquo, son oncaisso dolt ..,Itre

o,ux "ions of rossourcos" du Roich au lens do 1' o 248.
Des lors los observations qui .orecOdant cone ernant 1' ar_.:ploi do cos
bids of rossources au sorvico of au ror.f.Dcursor.a:Lt do 1' onprunt
onvisag'e si6tondont a lour affectation 6. is gorontio do cc Dir.ia:ao clapru.nt
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Gett© secAnds questikn paait dons au Servico Juridique intimensnt

lige A. la selatinn quo oompmrto In problems gutil a daja Onvisage clans

sew, avis N° 2=)7 (20 kvril 1921) du maractre privO Cu public do la

Reichsbank.

Le Service Juridique nee pout a re sujet que sten eferer aux avis

divorgonts qutil a orris a cotta nemasion. (Le llristo am6ricain absent

lms do la discussiun de cee avis, a depuis lnn donne snn adhesion a

ltavis exprimk par ses mmllegues belgo et britaniqu0).

Touteff;is, lo Service Juridique trait devcir y jeindro les Ibsen-,

vatimna mlivantes gas iui suggern la Lei, da 25 Mai a22 Tai a mtydifie les

Statute do la Reichsbank.

Les Juristee anhricain, beige et britanrique; so permottent

dliajeutor quails stint ouo la Lei allemande & 25 Mai 1922 penr.et,

plug difficilemnnt erzere quo pr6c6dernent de soutonir quo les bions

ot rnscrurcos de la Banque constituent dos tionn du Gcuvornomont alio,

mand. Cott° lei a ete promulgu6o par lo Gmvernoment allemand pear

satisfairo a la domande, forrulOe par la Ommissinn, Quo snit assures

la completo independance do la Reichobank; et, dans son rapport du 17

_Juin 1922 ( C.G. 228 s), le Service Financier a d6clare quo la lei

avait, a cet 5gard, entieroment rompli lte"cjet quo so rropcsait la Corn -

mission.Il convient, on vitro, din12servor quo la Ccvnissiln nta jamais

ni pretendu quo los bier s do la Banque fassont dos liens du Gouvorns-

ment allemandi ni torte d'Otendro son pnuvlirs su coux du °omit() dos

Garantios on contr8lo des oporatinns do la Banque. La Cemmission avant

exige quo des mcdifioations fussent appr;rtees A. la oonstitutin de la

Banque, avant tacitemont acceptO cos mmdificatinns c3mre satisfaisantos,

ot ntayant jamais scuteri lo point do vue que los biens do. la Banquo

fussont des biens ni ....
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Gouvoxnemant, ost maintanant droit pour soutonir quo,

tour comptes faits, la Banque West qu'uno institution gouvornomontalo.

Lo Jurist%) italion, quoiquo maintonant son avls unterieur

on co qui concorns lo statut juridiquo dos bions do lu. Banque,

s'associo cotto dornibro obsorvatIon-.

Le 'Turista franais con9tato toutofois quo si la loi du

25 "J.01 1922 a soustrait la Diroetion do la Burp° au Roich et au

Chanoolier of d6c1ar5 qu'ollo 6cormais uozwrc6e oxelucivalciat

"par lo Con!..lcil dos 1-Y.xoctears°, lo tomto ncusioau Di 711c4croit

ice droito los actiornaiTos Li n'a ou pour oonsequoneo do privor

lu Roichsbunk do son caxacten3 dlinstitution publique, vOritable

oxgano do l'2tat.

IL Diy.oc.:,_on do la Bunqac continuo do s'a=orcor par l'im-

tormt:64_cf.:vo do momos nci5o a vic pox lc Reich, &et it n'est pas

sp6eliff.6 qtrils doivorl; :;tto actibnroi:roc of cars que a sotto .J:lirce-

tion los actionnoil.es ooiont admit tronclre uuuuno part *effective.

Il;,01,4f de la B=.2clue re canrcit Stro consid6r5 conz/3 oLnt

la propt5 ,ii dos mombres do co Conseil do Direction ni dos ac-

tionnaIcs ou poxtoaxs lo parts (Autoilseignor), foe lora quo lc

Reich pout son g51 par in rachat obligatoiro do lours ports 4

Loalvo, lour xotlror tout droit au purtago Ovontuel

do I'aeulf. 1.c Reich concoxvo dolilo au regard do 1'oncu108o-cr do

la Eau que un droit do propri5t6, au mins on puissanco, o.uquol la

loi do 1922 n'a apnorto aucuno rantriction.

Fax ii u pavaat quo la Ioi nouvelle n' a pus, on
lIbtonduo dos pouvoirs disor6bionnaires qao lo {01c

axervait c-zr la diroction do la Banquo.

Doritic lors, on offot, d'uno part, sur la soulo roqutte

du 2oich at sans opposition do oe Ounooil do Direction prbtondument

souvor._in, Ir.:50lissiom dos -billota lo la Banque Oa -cesse do sTaccroltro,
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d'-utro IL.rt, la a:.nquo u accorde a un emprunt emis p...r le Reich

uno go,r-ntio (pie ne preVoient p.;.s sos otatuts ot dont it est clair

qu'olla weir:. pour consequonco du prelover, a.0 seul benefice du Reich,

uno fraction appreciallo de lloncuisse or do IL,. Banque.

apparait done au Juxisto francais que la ReiohF1'ank no

possedo pas les caract6res dlindependanco pormotthnt do lui attri-

bier une personnalite prorrc distinete de cello do l'Etat dent elle

n'ests a son sens,qu'un dememtremcnt.

Il est vrai quo le Gouvcrnemont allemand a represente la loi

do 1922 cnmmeyant assure, conformement aux desir exprimd par les

Puissanees alliees of assocides l'indepondance de la Reich6bank ot.

quo la Commission des Reparations n'a jamais formula, au sujet de

cettc loi, de resel-vo et do critique.

Maio lo ju.ci.sLo estino q n'appartiont qula la

Com.nis-ion dos Re;eratia'as cl:crprotor lc silence qu'elle a observe

a ce sujet et do dt-3ui0.e: s' it pout Stre considrO co me constituent

uno acceptation impliciile cu expresso du point devue du Gouvernommt

allemand.

24 1.L .D3 1923. (Sigrid): Jacquos LYON.

J. FISCHER WILLIAMS

Hugh A. FiAYNE

J.M. ILARX

Massimo PILOTTI.

N.B. Le 6ervico Juridique sc permet de referer la Commission des

Reparations a sos avis Ncs 207 ct 418.
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Fl GREEN

Paris,
Dated
Reed.

-!:arch 26,

6:45 p.n.
1923

3eoretary of State,
Washington.

152, ':arch 26, 6 p.m.

B-863. liar n-867, omitted payment to Belgium February 24th,

420,000 French francs proceeds sales rights and interests article 260.

::.iscellaneous reparation receipts ..:arch 17th to 24th Luxemburg coal

54,649 pounds credit Belgium. Boyden.

HEMi ICK

4:36
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liarch 2f3, 1923.

der Colonel 1.44an:

I have for acknowledgment your two lett,rs of March 8 and g.

For your irforn,c!tion I desire to say that Mr. StronP, left !'or Colorado

S rings, Colorado, two weeks ago for six months, as the doctore felt

that no was making little progress in the east on account of the climate

whioh affected his throat. They diagnoced his case as chronic laryngitis,

and felt that a change of climate would do bin a world of good.

I sent your personal letter of March 6 to Wr. Strong but bept

the other enclosures, as I felt that it would not well to burden hi

with any matters on reparations until he was better able to attend to

business affairs.

Lure very truly,

Secretary to
Ur, -enj. Strong.

Colonel James A. Logan, Jr.,
18 Rue de Tilstt,t,
Paris, France.

GB.M1/41
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JAMES A. LOGAN JR.

Paris, 18 rue de Tilsitt.
29 March 1923.

Personal ,32 Confidential

My dear Ben,

The question of French Government credits for the
occupation of the Ruhr will come before the French Parliament tomorrow.
Yersterday M. Poincare was heard by the Finance Committee of the Chamber
where he made a general expose of the political and economic position of
the nuhr occupation. He frankly admitted the difficulties encountered and
the minor importance of results to date. He stated that German opposition
could only be overcome "by prolonged and stable occupation" carrying with
it a program of economic blockade with stringent provisions regarding export
and import licences. :1. Poincare insisted that the large German industrials
were the "soul of the German resistance", "that they had tried on numerous
occasions to get in direct conversation with the French Government", but that
"these efforts had not resulted in any official proposals coming from the Ger-
man Government itself". M. Poincare again restated his east position: "that
if unofficial proposals of the same order were suggested by Neutral or allied
Powers he would not be able to receive them ", and in addition "he knew defini-
tely that no such proposals would be made to him". He said "the French and
Belgian Governments are in perfect accord for holding the guarantees they had
seized until payment of the debt", and that "the evacuation of theoccupied
territories will be in proportion to the pay lents made, and in particular the
evacuation of Essen will not be considered until the last payment of repara-
tions has been effected". He said that "the railways in our hands constitute
our best guarantee". He concluded his remarks by the statement that "the occu-
pation of the Ruhr will be long, stable and remunerative".

It is just announced that "the Interallied High Commission
in the Rhineland has ordered the seizure of all material and merchandise lying
in occupied German territory due to be delivered as reparation in kind". The

decree covers all goods ordered for the reconstruction of the French devastated
regions whether from the occupied territory or not so long as the Allied autho-
rities are certain that such goods are to be found in the occupied territory.
Another class of goods specified in the Interallied decree is that comprising
orders which have been fully paid for and executed but which have not yet been

delivered.

The foregoing is a logical step under the Franco-Belgian

sanction policy and one which we have already forecasted. The Reparation

Commission has been for some time past in receipt of various orders from the
French and Belgians for deliveries in kind to be effected by Germany. Such

orders are being transmitted by the reparation Commission to Germany by a
majority vote, with the British Delegate abstaining. Unquestionably a large

number of these orders are presented so as to give a certain legal justification
for subsequent seizures in the occupied area. The German Government as reported
refuses to make any deliveries in kind on French or Belgian account. 71e are
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informed that lists of inventories of raw and finished and semi-finished
material existing in the occupied area are being assembled to serve as the
basis for "orders" to be transmitted to Germany through the Commission. In

our judgment due to transportation difficulties encountered since the occupa-
tion of the Ruhr which to date have not been sensibly ameliorated, the volume
of material seized and actually received in France and Belgium will not amount
to much in the immediate future. However, these "orders" will "ear-mark" impor-
tant lots of the existing inventories which will have an important effect when
the final solution of the Ruhr question is reached.

The Commission's reports of the ouantiti of coal and coke
actually delivered to France and Belgium justifies an estimate of 25,000 tons
of coke and 40.000 tons of coal as being the aggregate receipts for the month
of ;.Larch. Italy, on the other hand, will hate received about 200,000 tons of
coal for the month of March. The French Government's official announcement
of "5,000 tons of coal per day from the Ruhr" is based on the foregoing figures,
the coke being expressed in coal value and the Italian supply, to which the
Germans have never objected, being added.

During the month of February the British coal market sunulied:

(a) France with 1,372,000 tons or, in other words, 372,000
tons over and above the average normal monthly supply
of 1,000,000 tons;

(b) B317ium, with 424,000 tons. It will be remembered that
prior to the Ruhr occupation Belgium received its supply
from the Ruhr without the necessity of British purchases;

(c) Italy with 675,000 tons or, in other words, approximately
175,000 tons over and above her normal monthly supply
from the Jritish market of 500,000 tons;

(d) Germany with 1,000,100 tons, an unusual and very substan-
tial purchase of British coal, made necessary by the c;osing
off of the Ruhr supply to Germany.

The situation in the Saar Basin which it will be remembered
produced between 600,000 and 700,000 tons of coal per month for France has
recently improved somewhat. The labor strikes in this coal basin which started
at the time of the Ruhr occupation have been partially broken, and reports
indicate that some of the miners are returning to work. However, production
is still far below normal.

As concerns war damages to France, the following figures
communicated within the last few days to the wrench Parliament by the Minister
of the Liberated Regions are of interest. According to this official statement
the approximate figure on account of war damages to be paid to those who have
incurred damages in the ten devastated french departments are as follows;
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Aisne 15,808,877,000
Ardennes 5,663,371,000
Marne 6,344,677,000
Meurthe-et-oselle 4,395,762,000
Meuse 4,137,030,000
Nord 25,692,492,000
Oise 2,412,187,000
Pas-de-Calais 13,453,770,000
Somme 7,366,412,000
Vosges 515,053 000

Total 85,789,631,000

According to the presentation made in the official statement
divided into the following categories, viz: lle,,uisitions, 8,
Personal Property, 18,407,934,000 francs; and Real Property,
The following is the official table showing the settlements
capital indemnity of war damages to December 31, 1922:

Aisne 5,891,196,000
Ardennes 2,645,644,000
Marne 2,581,433,000
Leurthe-et-Moselle 2,811,912,000
Meuse 1,443,912,000
Nord 16,514,837,000
Oise842,397,000

Pas-de-Calais 6,095,150,000
Somme 2,352,682,000
Vosges 286.316,000

Total 41,265,276,000

the above total is
769,831,000 francs;
58,611,866,000 francs.

effected against the

According to the official figure the total of the sums paid tip untL1 December
31, 1922, was approximately 48% of the damages. The payments made for damages
1,o Personal Property figure in this total at 12,903,218,000 francs; and those
effected to damages to Real Property to 20,361,958,000 francs. Under this last
heading 14,2L1,778,000 francs have been paid on account of industrial damages and
14,140,180,000 francs on account of non-industrial damages.

Herewith, as Exhibit A, are copies of Annexes 1783 a,b,c, concerning;
the alnlication of article 248 of the Treaty of Versailles to the gold loan recen-
tly issued' by the Berman Government. The question came before the Commission at
its meeting on March 27th. At this meeting it was unanimously decided to address
a letter in the following terms to the German Government:

"7ith reference to the extraordinary receipts which are
being attained by the German Government from the recent issue
of a gold loan, the Ileparation Commission call6 the attention

of that Government to the provisions of Article 248 of tae
Treaty of Versailles.
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"The fact that the German Goveranent has not thought
it 1,roper to ask for an exception under that article makes
it necessary for the Commission to make an express reserve
as against subscribers to the loan no less than other par-
ties, of its right of priority against any funds which may
be assigned by the German Government to the payment of in-
terest or repayment of capital of the loan in question, more
particularly if the extraordinary receipt itself is not
applied to the discharge of the renaration annuities".

Page 4.

This letter was forwarded the same day, signed by Bradbury, and Barthou on
behalf of the Commission. It was not the intention of the Commission to
malce public the Opinion of the Jurists. However, a Paris newsnaper, in
some mysterious way, obtained a copy of the Opinion and published it in

its full text, with the result that the Commission itself was -oractically
forced to issue it as a public document.

Faithfully yours,

JAI/BD
1 encl.

The nonorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, New York City.
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Paris, 12 April 192.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

Personal & Confidential.

dear Ben:-

L4 Loucheur's visit to London the first days of has

attracted much nublic attention and opened a ,;rent field of surmise in
the European press. 7e are informed that M. Loucheur called on Poin-

care before leaving for London, and that the latter had full knowledge
of 14 Loucheur's intention to discuss his views on the German settlement
Question with British political leaders during his London visit. We al-

so know that upon M. Loucheur's return from London he called on M. Poin-
care and gave the latter an account of his London discussions. Imme-

diately after the latter interview J.th i.I. Poihcare, Loucheur went

to Rambouillet .:'here he saw M. Millerand, the President of the Republic.
The :..uestion remains open as to how m.:.ch participation, if any, M. Poin-
care had in the Loucheur visit to London, and as to the individual views
held by LE. Millerand and Poincare on the situation created by the visit.

Loucheur upon his return from London. April 7, made the

following statement:

"I wont to England without any mandate of the Gov-
ernment, but before my departure I talked with M. Poincare
of my intention to meet certain members of the British
Government among whom were some friends of long standing.

have seen them and have discovered from these conver-
sations that the position of France is ..eginning to 00 bet-
ter understood by English opinion. I am persuaded that an
accord is possible without sacrificing the legitimate in-
terests of France and her Allies concerning both repara-
tions and security. It is this personal impression that I
reported to LI. Poincare this morning. I will add that all
with whom I have talked in England appear to understand
that France and Belgium have formally decided to carry
through to the end the operation which they have undertak-
en, and I hone that I have succeeded in dissipating cer-
tain objections which existed in Great Britain against the
trench policy mid those directing such -1.olicy."

77hen the first reports appeared in the French press of 71.
Loucheur's London visit, both Downing Street and the nuai d'Orsay issued

brief colliaaniclues to the effect that "1. Loucheur's visit to London, and
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his talks with various British political leaders, was purely personal in char-
acter and 1.1. Loucheur had no official mandate from the French Government." It

is felt in some quarters that the mild tone of the Quai d'Orsay communieue has
some special significance. This feeling is somewhat emphasized duo to the fact
that to date no other definite Labile statement of objection has been made by

Poincare. However, within the last few days the Quai d'Orsay has been in-
timating that U. Poincare intends making an important declaration in his speech
which he eroposes making at Dunkirk Sunday, Aaril 15. The Poincare press inti-

mates that this speech will contain a statement reaffirming Poincare's past Po-
sition concerning the German settlement. The Opposition press, on the other
hand, while dorecasting some mild form of reaffirmation of the past policy by

Poincare, nevertheless intimates that the tone will be mild and, in fact,
an indication of L. Poincare's leaning towards the Loucheur thesis.

Shortly after U. Loucheur's arrival in London the attached
article i6ee Exhibit A) on the "Reparation Problem. Peed of solution. Possi-
ble 3chemes" appeared in the " London Daily Telegraph" under date of April 5.
1923. This article has attracted wide attention in the ifrench press, it being
ascumed as having been inspired by the Loucheur visit, and as containing the
skeleton of his views on the eerman settlement question. in our judgment,

and from our previous personal conversations with Loucheur, we are inclin-

ed to accept this article as ,portraying, on general lines, the Loucheur scheme
of settlement. Lr. Loucheur being, however, a very adaptable character we would
not care to subscriee to the view that this particular scheme is his final and
definite one.

Loucheur's London visit has created some feeling in Bel-

giUM for the following reasons, as explained to us by M. Delacroix. About a

month dgo, LT. Jaspar, the Belgian Ilinister of eoreign Affairs, visited Lilian
for the purpose of meeting jignor :ussolini and, according to Delacrcix,

using his best efforts to bring the Italians back Lit° the joint Franco-Bel-
gian action against Germany. before this visit was undertaken, Theunis

notified U. Poincare, asking if the latter had any objections. It was only

after the assirances of there being no objections on the part of LI. Poincare

that I. Jaspar made the visit. The Belgians claim that ie view of the fore-
going they were entitled to at least a notification from II. Poincare that U.
Loucheur contemplated making his London visit, as well as some information
as to what I. Loucheur told i.1. Poincare he proposed ooing while in London.

The first the Belgians knew of the visit eas the published press reports and
the Loucheur statement that: "Before my departure, I talked with le. Poincare
of my intention to meet certain members of the British Government." The posi-
tion of the Theunis Government in Belgium is delicate; the Belgian Government
feels that U. Poincare's failure to advise M. Theunis in advance of 1. Lou-

cheur's intentions was somewhat discourteous and, in addition, they are sus-

picious that this visit, in fact, has some official significance. As soon as

the French had knowledge of this Belgian irritation, I. Poincare telegraphed

Li. Thounis to the following effect: "Theex-Ilinister of the Briand Cabinet
was not charged with any official mission whatsoever and the French Govern-

ment's reparation policy has not been changed." There was, however, so much

feeling stirred up that U. Poincare invited AL. Theunis to come to Paris to
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feet him, which meeting will be held tomorrow.

Page 3.

The Belgians are especially suspicious of any activities of
LeJeur. This suspicion dates from the time of the Louche. r-Lloyd George

conversations at Chequers the latter part of NovemiJer, 1921, preceding the
Cannes Conference. It appears that at the time of the Loucheur-Lloyd George
meeting the two drew up a scheme for reparation settlement without the know-
ledge of the Belgians 7hich, in effect, cancelled the "Belgian priority".
It will D,..; remembered that this scheme also embraced a plan for the settle-
ment of inter-allied indebtedness through the exchange of reoaration C bonds.
The fact that Loucheur and :Ir. Lloyd George; without consulting the Bel-
gians, had agreed at Chequers to scrap the "Belgium ::riority" came to the
knowledge of the Belgians at Cannes, and led to some bitterness of feeling
between the present Belgian Government and the Briand Government. However,
when LI. Poincare came in Power on the fall of the Briand Government the Bel-
-gians' fears concerning their "priority" were dissipated by the assurances
of Poincare. However, this same fear has come to the front again, due to
the somewhat nebulous position of the Loucheur visit. The Belgian Government
is fearful that this visit in some, either direct or indirect, way has of-
ficial significance, and the fact that U. Loucheur is involved leads them to
fear another attack on the substantial outstanding unsatisfied balance of
their "priority". From what i.I. Delacroix tells us, it appears that the ques-
tion of the "Belgian priority" has great political importance in Belgium,
and any interference with it at this time, and Particularly after Belgium
had somewhat reluctantly joined with 2rance in the Bahr adventure, could on-
ly result in the fall of the Theunis

Back of all this Belgian suspicion there is the underlying
Belgian feeling that their position as a "Great Power" is being prejudiced
by France's lack of consideration. They have been more or less treated as
a "Small Power" by the British Government since they definitely joined up
with the French during the Prime TIinisters Conferences in Paris in Janaary,
1923. They are now afraid that France, having ta?:en them into her camp, will
in turn treat them as a "Small L-ower", and their amour propre is in conse-
ollence affected.

un the other hand, inner French circles were suspicious of
the Jaspar-alussolini meeting at Lilian. These circles have not entirely ac-
cepted the Theunis statement that this visit and conversation related only
to an endeavor on the part of U. Jaspar to bring Italy back into the Franco-
Belgian Buhr occupation camp. There is some feeling that, while ostensibly
the meeting was for this purTDose, practically, it constituted an endeavor on
the part of Belgium to join up with Italy so that the two latter Powers could
act jointly as go-betweens in the Franco-British and Franco-German contro-

versies.

There is evidence of a growing feeling in France that an early
solution of the German cuestion must be reached. This feeling which so far
has been inarticulate and hesitating will, as a result of the Loucheur visit,
become more articulate and pronounced. Those who, in the past, have been a-
fraid to come out in the open against the Poincare thesis, will be encouraged
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by the somewhat bold attitude of :. Loucheur. Already, the announcement
has been made of the followin interpellation of the Government in the Cham-
ber of Deputies on the question: "`.Try did Loucheur go to London, and why
did he conduct himself there as if in fact he were the rremier of France?"
This interpellation while directed against both M. Poincare and Loucheur
will have the effect of widening the scope of past parliamentary deuates
concerning the German settlement rluestion and on this account has some sig-
nificance. It is apt to be embarrassing to II. Poincare, for M. Loucheur
during the interpellation will probably advance some general scheme of set-
tlement which may in turn force M. Poincare to definitely state his plan of
settlement. It would be difficult for Poincare to definitely state any
practical plan of settlement at this time Tithout the loss of some support
in the French Parliament. On the other hand, if he sticks to generalities
following the lines of his past thesis, and if LI. Loucheur in turn states a
plan, an internal controversy of rapidly growing importance will be start-
ed. There are many who feel that a. Loucheur's London visit was largely
dictated as an internal French political manoeuvre designed to ultim_Ltely
give him the Premiership. L!. Loucheur's position is strengthened by the
underlying phase of his policy of effecting a Franco- British rapprochement
hic.:, though yet undefined in the public mind, is nevertheless a popular
conception. Un the other hand, those win support the past roincare thesis
widely proclaim that "the Loucheur action in going to London and advancing
plans dismetrically opposed to French public feelings and opinion can only
result in his definite elimination as a political factor in France".

Certain recent speeches of members of the French 2.1inistrY
are of some interest in the present situation. On April 3, :I. Magino, the
French ainister of War, in a speech before the national Congress of the
'nion Federale des Associations de :atiles, made the following statement:

"77e went into the -.:ahr solely to get paid, to

outain temporary possession of securities safeguard-
ing such payments, and today we know that if we had
not gone in, Germany would have tried to obtain a
moratorium for some years, and that at the cyg2iration
of such delay vie would have found Germany armed to
the teeth ag:.inst us and saying You want money,
come ancJ tae it'."

On 9, M. de Lasteyrie, the French ..inister of An:,nce, in a speech
made at 2-arin durin the inauLuration of a monument to the dead soldiers of
the war stated:

"Per :an propaganda has to :en the lir._:text of the

occupation of the Naar to denounce French policy once
more as imperalistic. This is abominable
France has never tried in her occuation of the :hihr

to follow the ends of conquest and annexatiOn. France
has never wished to take evon the smallest portion cf
German territory. She desires only one thing: to ob-

tain reparation iayients to which she has the ri'At by
forcing Germany to hold to her eivage-lents."
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From the German side. Herr Cuno, in a funeral oration in the
Reichstag at the time of the ceremonies for the German nationals killed in the
recent Essen incident, wade the following statement:

"7e have repeatedly stated that we are ready for ne-
gotiations on terms of freedom, honor < nd eauality.
have pointed out the practical way of solving the repara-
tion problem which the invasion of the Ruhr has made al-
most insoluble. 7e have expressed a desire to send a pro-
posal to Jr. Hughes who guides the foreign policy of the
United States, but we were not heard. Everything was done
to avoid the invasion of the _min', or to end it as soon as
possible, nor shall we in the future omit to do anything
that can restore peace and freedom to our country; and
even now when we are standing before the ,raves of these
heroes we are ready to enter into negotiations on terms
of ec,uality and free from all compulsion, but peace and
freedom must ne guaranteed or else the sacrifices made in
the Ruhr and the iihineland will have been made in vain.
Reparations must be limited to what can be fulfilled.
The soil in which the eleven heroes are being buried to-
day must be liberated from the hands and feet of the en-
emy. Those who are languishing in prison, or in exile,
must be able to return to their homes and freedom, and
no settlement can be accepted that lays hands on the Rahr
and the Rhineland in a territorial or constitutional sense."

A press report in remarking on the foregoing states:.

"In other words, the German Government agrees to
submit unconditionally to the decision of an impartial
international committee which will decide the maximum
reparations Germany is able to pay. It also agrees to
sound international ,coney markets with a view to obtain-
ing a loan the proceeds of which will be handed over to
France or the Allies as imuediate advance payments in
cash. /1Urthermore, the German Government agrees to pro-
vide all the guarantees the Loan Syndicate may consider
necessary. it agrees to enforce the co-operation of
business and industry by special legislation and to sub-
mit to interallied financial control. This declaration
of the Uhancellor is the most important step in the di-
rection of peace that has as yet been made in Germany."

Wei would not desire to subscribe to all the deductions
drawn in the foregoing newspaper relart from Herr Cuno's speech. These de-

ductions are, perhaps, the ones :hat Herr Cano would like to have the out-
side world draw from his remaras. On the other hand, the actual remarks
which he made, and which are obviously made for internal German consumation
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are susceptible of the old construction, that:

"No German plan until French troops are entirely
withdrawn from the Ruhr."

Pag 6.

There is apparent some wobbling in the German position on this latter clues-
tion, which was shown somewhat clearly in Herr Rosenberg's --peech in Berlin
the day before Herr Cuno's speech in Liunich. The effects of Herr Rosenserg's
s-:)eech were: no German plan until such time as the French had agreed to a
definite plan for the gradaal withdrawal of French troops from the Ruhr, fol-
lowing agreement as to settlement."

The actual position today is very difficult fathom. As will

be seen from the foregoing there are many unknown factors. The 1.,ower and du-

ration of the German passive resistance has been a surprise to all---even in-
cluding the liermans themselves. From all sides we gather that it still re-
mains the intention of the mass of German o- pinion to supoort the (J no thesis,
notwithstanding the consecuent tremendous economic losses, for a considerably

longer time than was originally anticipated. However, the position of the

mark will play an imp_rtant factor in their ability to hold Out. The German
Government so far has been able to hold the mark, notwithstanding the fact
that in the last four weeks the Irinting press has been busy, and the awount
of paper currency quadrupled. How long the Germans will be able to keep this

up, and what will hapen -:'hen the inevitable break occurs, rests to ue
At the _present writing, we do not attach undue importance to the present ef-
fects of the Loucheur incident on external French policy. The glimer of hope

in the present situation. therefore. reduces itself, in our judgment, to the
honest cordiality with which French public opinion receives all indications of
a Franco-British rapprochement. The French public want au early solution,
and are commencing to realize that an early solution is only possible by their
getting together with the British and jointly forcing an early settlement on
Germany.

JA.a/JG

L 'ncls.

'Faithfully yours,7, 0.

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of new lurk,

rew York City.
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Personal & Confidential.

dear Ben:-

The French and Belgian Prime Lanisters met in Faris onoril
13 and 14th, 1923, to discuss the Ruhr situation. At the conclusion of these
meetings the following commnique was issued:

"The Belgian and French Minister met again this
morning. They have prepared a common instruction to ue
addressed to their High Commissioners in the thine Ter-
ritories and to General Degoutte for the working and con-
trol of the Central Accounts Office established in newly-
occupied regions, and for the special a 2lication of the
products of fines, seizures of Funds, etc.

"It has been decided that the merchandise and uif-
ferent products seized in the occupied regions to cover
France and Belgium for the orders of the two Governments,
or persons under their jurisdiction, under the head of
payments in kind should be directly assigned to them.
The surplus of the merchandise .11(1 products seized will
be sold by the Franco-Belgian .uthorities. The proceeds
of these sales will be paid to the pledges account of
which the credit balz:nce, after defraying the different
expenses of occuiation and administration, is to be hand-
ed over to the Reparation Comma lion.

"The two Governments have maintained the Brussels
resoiution stipulating that they would not subordinate
to mere promises on the part of Germany the evacuation
of the Ruhr and the newly-occupied territories on the
right dank of the Rhine, out that withdrawal would be
effected proportionately with the execution by Germany
of her reparation ouligations."

At the close of the first day's heating a short co :zmnique was issued to the
press. In this press communique it was stated: "that the French and Belgian
Governments were resolved to pursue common action in the Ruhr until Germany
had decided to laRB a direct proposition for payment of reparations". This
phraseology lent itself to the interpretation that France was prepared to e-
vacuate the Ruhr when a plan of settlement as distinct from the actual exe-
cution of obligations by Gerluny was accepted. This stirred up a good deal
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of public excitement in France, end the final communique was for the purpose
of strengthening the terms uy the statement that the two Governments confirmed
the resolution of erusseis which stated that the evacuation of the territories
recently occupied on the right bank of the Rhine would not depend upon mere
promises of Germany, but womild be effected progressively as Germany executed
her obligations.

It is understood that the most important conversations of the
Prime Ministers were not held in the formal meetings, but around the "white ta-
ble" at which table Loucheur was one of the euests. An important result of
the meeting was the creation of a Committee of Experts including the French and
Belgian representatives of the Reparation Commission charged with studying the
various schemes already put forward and formulatine a common plan. ZAN% 3arthou
and Delacroix (probably assisted by IL Seydoux, the economic Under-Secretary
of the French foreign .Iinistry) will not act in their capacity of Delegates
to the Reparation Commiesion, but as experts. It is understood that their con-
clusions are to be available early in May at which time it is stated LI. Poin-
care will visit 3russels.

have no information upon which to ease the statement that
Loucheur's visit to London had, or had not, the semi-official support of the

French Government. -;;e have already reported that i. Loucheur's view, as ex-
pressed to us, was that a practical solution of the German question necessita-
ted 3riti4h support of Preece and Belgium. lithout some definite plan being
drawn beforehand, and reasonably acceptable to the British, their support is not
to be expected. It is, therefore, somewhat significant that at least a Commit-
tee of Experts has at last been designated to draw up a common Franco-Belgian
plan.

There have been some reports circulated to the general effect
that the 'resident of the French republic, eallerand, had given more support
to the Loucheur London visit then even the most optimistic claim that Poin-
care gave. However, of this we know nothing definite. However, the fact re-
mains that J. Loucheur throughout the conversations of the Prime Ministers in
Paris played a roie of some importance, but whether this was in response to a
desire On the part of 11. ioincare for his collaboration or whether a mere in-
ternal political manoeuvre, is not clear.

In the foregoing connection it is interesting to refer to the
following published letter of yI. Loucheur written in response to an invitation
to be present at the ;ongres des I.utiles at Valenciennes, Sunday, Auril 15, on
the same date as the speech of Pbincare at Dunkirk, viz:

".r. .President. You understand the great desire I
have to be present at the final reunion of your convention.
It would be a great joy for me to be present with you and
to listen to your wishes, but I am prevented. I would like
to have profited by this reunion to join with you in ar-
ranging a definite program for your future work. Unhappi-
ly, I am ooiiged to go to Dunkirlt, Sunday, where there' is
to be held a great ceremony, which is to be honored by the
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''presence of the Prime ;Minister. Repent events which certain
people have wished to exploit as showing a divergence of op-
inion between the Prime ainister and myself make it more than
ever necessary for me to oe at his side on aunlay to affirm
our complete unity of views in these great interests of Prance.
You will understand, I am certain."

On Sunday, April 15, -1. Poincare made the following speech
at Dunkirk:

"After having lived for four years with the single thought
of winning the war, we have today the auty of winning the peace.
The victory which Fr: nce has so dearly paid for we have sworn
to our dead shall not be lost. And oefore this monument rais-
ed to them we renew once more this solemn oath. It is because
Ger:any did not pay her debts and was doing nothing to pay them,
it is oecause we had already advanced nearly one hundred thou-
sand million francs on their account, that in virtue of the
Treaty of Versailles, and after the decisions regularly taken
by the Reparation Commiesioe, we seized guarantees and applied
sanctions. For the last three years we had constantly exer-
cised patience.

"Patience only Drought us disappointments and vexations.
To put up with fresh defaults on the part of Germany, to grant
her without guarantees the delays she asked for, would have
been to put ourselves at her mercy forever. We went into the
Ruhr, and the occupation of this rich mining end industrial
region has allowed us to make some instructive ooservations.
We have, in the first place, convinced ourselves that Czar-
many could have aelivered to us the coal she had refused,
since she manages now to do without Ruhr coal; we have had
the proof that she could have paid us in foreien values, since
she is today employing a consideraule quantity of these val-
ues to make purchases abroad; finally, we have been able to
observe on the .pot and to unmask and dissolve the military
organizations which the Reich concealed, as it had already
done in Upper Silesia, under the inoffensive name of Schutz-
eoiizei; and we have thus acquired the certain assurance that
if we had granted to Germany a moratorium for two years with-
out insisting on any guarantee, she would, at the end of that
period, have replied to our demand for payment by a refusal
and defiance. That is the deadlock to which we should have
been fatally driven uy a policy of temporizing and wealcneJs.
Guarantees that Germany had not wished to give us and that
sore of our Allies, with the greatest good faith in the world,
considered useless, we thought inaispensable. ;/hat we have

seen in the Ruhr has sho'mi us teet we were not mistaken.
These euarentees we now hold, we hold them solidly, and we
shall only withdraw from the newly occupied territories pro-
gressively and proeortionately with the payment of what is

due to us. You lay be certain that in thus asserting her
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"will _lid in proclaiming to the world that she was determin-
ed to have the faith of Treaties and the conditions of peace
respected, France has not lust anything of the esteem of
other peo;des. She has, on the contrary, become greater in
the eyes of those who respect straightforwardness and reso-
lution; and even those among our friends in England and
S;aerica who had differed from us on the opportuneness of
our action have not been able to avoid approving, at any
rate, the motives which dictated it, and recognizing the
justice of our claims.

"The turn of opinion in our favour which has eviden-
tly occurred in the United States and throughout the 3rit-
ish Empire - and of whidh one of your eninent repres:nta-
tives, Louchour, has in the lLst few days gathered still
further testimony - is certainly due in great part to our
having shown determination and to having placed our hands
with our Belgian friends on What -1.1r. Sonar Law, when he was
in Paris, justly called the jugular vein of Germany. .de

do not dream, however, of strangling anyone; we have no
other ambition than to be paid, and to shelter ourselves
from financial disaster.

"The accusations of Imperialism which German propagan-
da has sometimes succeeded in raising against France in
quarters too easily accessible to calunny are on_y stupid
or peurile. No sensible mind can believe seriously that
France, which promulgated the Eights of ..an and gave to na-
tional sovereignty its broadest and most complete expres-
sion, has the mad idea of submitting foreign po,,ulations
to its authority and of taking possession of territories
against the will of the inhabitants. Let us dismiss these
insanities and continue on our way. Nor will the reproach-
es of a handful of mia;uided Frenchmen make us turn aside
from the goal which we have set before us.

"It is enough for us to have the supi)ort of the coun-
tfy and the aivroval of 2arliament. I am aware, indeed,
that certain people who scarcely encouraged us to enter
the Euhr now want to outoid us and denounce the weakness
of our operations. They will not prevent us from develoo-
ing progressively, without haste or fever, out stubuornly
the program which the 3eigian and French Governments
have established in joint agreement and fro:, continuing
a task .which may prove to be a long one. They will not
affect either our coolness or our confidence. I hear
other detractors attribute to the occu)ation of the Kuhr
by a rather crude sophism the increase in prices, as if
the high cost of living did not deeend upon our economic
and financial situation, and as if that situation itself
did not arise from the many dents which we have had to
contract to take the place of payments we should have re-
ceived from Germany.

"I hear finally of a few momentary pessimists who
magnify the smallest incidents, and let themselves go so
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far as to encourage uy imprudent words the resistance of
the Reich. In listening to all these impotent and futile
criticisms, I am forced to recall the passage in speech in
which Demosthenes severely denounces those bad Athenians
who trembled, sighed, and lowered their eyes to the ground
at each success of the city, and who, in the moments when
fortune seemed to smile on the enemy, promenaded the Agora
with looks of triumph. Is it possible that there are, in
France, citizens so blind? If there are really a few they
are certainly only a negligible minority, and the country,
as a whole, is resolute to complete what it has begun.
In the necessary enterprise in which she is engaged France
will hold firm, as she has done up to the Present, with-
out violence and without provocation."

Page 5.

In the earlier part of his speech Poincare referred to
the English policy in regard to Durkirk in the seventeenth and eijateenth
centuries:

"'When England saw, or thouLht she saw, near her fron-
tiers a military and maritime peril, she did not hesitate
(said Poincare) to take in the full exercise of her lib-
erty the measures that she for 1,ng considered necessary
for the defence of her national security. After a war which
was carried on for the defence of our respective rights, and
which has created an indissoluble community of interests be-
tween us, can bland be astonished that we should wish, in
our turn, to protect our frontiers against further violence
and prevent a nation, whose imperialism seems incurable,
from beginning again hypocritically and in the dark to -make
Preparations for invasion? If we needed a lesson of per-
severance and obstinacy we should only have to to our
English friends for it."

On :.londay, April 16, the German Foreia Liinister Dr. von
Bosenuerg made the following speech in the Reichstag:

"Dr. von Roseneerg pointed to the need felt by the for-
eign administration for the confidence of the Reichstag, in
view of Germany's isolation, and he warned the parties that
anyone entrusted with the work of improving Germany's posi-
tion had at once to get rid of the illusion that Germany had
any friends in the world. lie paid the usual tribute to the
Buhr population, and represented the incursion of France as
the unparalleled spectacle of a strongly armed :modern army
fi.hting against a people armed only with an idea. He des-
cribed the Buhr population as bearing uncomplainingly the
terrors and sacrifices imposed u on them. He declared that
if Prance succeeded in beating these unarmed people to their
knees, which France could never do, militarism would be the
trump card in politics forever, _nd only the nunber of bay-
onets would decide.
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"The fight of the Rhine and the fiche, he continued,
was not for ,good and coal, but for the progress or decline
of the idea of right. France's action had sufficiently
shown that problems which had, apart from their political
side, an economic and psychological side also, were not
to be solved by the application of force. The French ad-
vance had shattered the return to true peace, and had pre-
vented Germany from cooperating with all her power in the
work of reconstruction. France had not ceased to speak
of Germany's bad will. Those who accused others of bad
will usually claimed good will for themselves, but the
House need not be reminded of Germany's experience of that
during the last few months.

"Dr. von Rosenberg then traced the stages of the rep-
aration roblem since the present Govern-lent had taken
over the reins of office, mentioning especially the of-
fer made by Dr. (Juno to Lir. Sonar Law on December 9, 1922,
proposing cash payments, the stabilization of the mar::,
economic advantages for French industry, and the proposal
that ti* Rhine States should pledge themselves to ,Imerica
and to one another not to wage war against one another
without first taking a plebiscite. The speaker next re-
ferred to the offer m de ey Dr. Juno in the Hamourg sp-
eech of December 31, out of which they evolved the 3erg-
mann plan.

"This was a firm offer of 20,000,000,000 gold marks
with interest at 5/0, to be raised by way of an interna-
tional loan, and these 20,000,000,030 gold marks would be
increased at the end of four and eigtht years by fresh sums
of 5,000,000,000 gold marks, each, making a total of
30,000,000,000 gold marks if the International Consortium
considered it within Germany's capacity. Included in the in-
structions of Dr. 'slayer, then German Ambassador in Paris
were additional instructions. The Government was ready to
give the loan Consortium every reasonable security.

"i.11 the economic strcalgth of the world of banking
and industry hdd determined to support the Government, in
spite of doubts whether the offer might not be beyond Ger-
many's capacity, especially in regard to security and guar-
antees. The Govern:I/ant was also rea:.y to take legal steps
to ,:nsure the whole productive power of the people, as might
be necessary, and to do its utmost to stabilize the mark.
dut these undertakings were hedged with coneitions, uch
as the release of Germany for "unproductive tasks", the re-
moval of import restrictions, the evacuation of Dusseldorf,
Buisourg, and Ruhrort, and the early reduction of the Rhine
area in occupation. The instructions stated that Germany
was determined to go to the utmost limits, provided these
were in harmony with her capacity to pay, Lnd as to that
he desired an unbiased judment.

"All these proposals, Dr. von 'Rosenberg said, had been

Page 6
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"rejected or ignored. France had overrun the Ruhr, destroy-
ing coelunications, paralysed the most powerful industrial
centre, and reduced Germany's finances to confusion. He
still believed that the solution, which must one dey come,
would proceed on the basis of these propo.als.

"But While the French war of destruction continued,
who would dare to meke an estimate of Germany's capacity
to pay? Though concrete figures could no longer be given,
the Government had no intention of remaining satisfied with
a negative result. Therefore, it had had recourse to the
present proposal made by a well-known statesman (:Sr. Hughes)
for referring the problem to a committee of the highest fi-
nancial authorities, independent of all political influence.
in the light of this proeosal, the Government had addressed
l-etes to all those neutral Governments whose interest it was
to see the problem settled. Its co.rnnunieations to these
foreign Governments had led to no practical results.

"Dr. von ao.enberg next proceeded to sketch the offers
made by Germany from time to time, and the counter-demands
opesed by her creuitors, somewhat as though he were re-
counting a new version of the story of the Sibylline books,
In the sumer of 1919, in 2aris, Germany had offered 100,
000 million marks but the French Finence 'elinister gut

the claim at 375,030 million gold marks. Two years later,
in London, after a great change had occurred in German
trade and industry, the figure demended was 132,000,000,000
but to this Germany could only offer with a good conscience
50,000 million gold mares. Further, two ye:rs later, in
2aris, they had cone to the Point of taking this 50,000
million as a basis for discussion. 3ut what had been possi-
ble in London in 1921 could not be done in Paris in 1923.
Was there any sign that -eeria had profited uy these mistakes?
Germany's trade and industry were on the decline, and would
continue to decline so long as the present conditions pre-
./ailed in Europe.

"From this point Dr. von ilosenbere went on to discuss
:11u3 question of security, flung, as he declared, by France
into the discussion. Re crew a picture of France, armed
to the teeth, demanding security from Germany with an ar-
my of only one hundred thousand men, insufficient, he de-
clared, even to protect her own frontiers - an entirely
misleading picture of the prevent state of German arms.
As to any quest ion of a neutralized .-ehinelend, whether

as an autono.aous erovince of Prussia, or otherwise, the
Foreign ;Minister would have nothing to do with it. No
German Government, he said, could be found that would
take a hand in such a scheme, and it was impossioee of
discussion equally with .ny project that interfered with
German sovereignty.

"answering i,i. Poincare's point, e)r. von aoseebere
said that the French Prime Minister must know that the coal
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"supplies for unoccupied Germany were only kept up with
great difficulty, nd that the occupied area, in which in-
dustry now lay entirely still, had been a great user of ituhr
coal. The Ger :ian Government had exported foreign currency oe-
cause it was the duty of the Government to secure the food of
the people, -nd Poincare's objection was nothing more than
a confirmation of the fact that the German Government had
done its duty in this respect. as for the Schutzpoli zei ,
it was a police force pure and simple, on the lines laid
down by the allies, which, in certain cases, had even ren-
dered protection to French soldiers when they wewe in dif-
ficulties. It deserved the thanks of the country for its
self-sacrificing service.

"Dr. von Bosenoerg concluded with the expression of a
desire on the part of Germany to live as neighbors with
France, if France would recognize ,reriany's right of free-
dom to exist, her right of sovereignty, and would desist
from humiliating her. Otherwi_e there was only one policy-
to set their teeth and hold out to the end."

It is difficult to find in either the Poincare or Rosenber'
speeches much hope of their presenting a basis for an early settlement. It is
true that Poincare emphatically disclaims any purpose of annexation. He,
however, decl:_red that Frame will gradually evacuate the Ruhr in the measure
that payments are received from Germany, though he made it quite plain that no
mere promise of payment would have the effect of inducing the French to relax
their hold. LI. Poincare makes no nes suggestion as to the amount Germany might
be expected to pay. Theoretically, he still holds to the formal schedule of
Payments of 1921. It is, however, evident that, practically, he is prepared to
admit certain modifications, for, otherwise, there would be no purpose in his
having been a party to the setting up of the Pranco-3e1t4an Committee of Ex-
perts charged with drafting proposals for a new and "common plan". Poincare
has tarn pains in his speech to leave an opening for ultimate consultation
with Great Britain.

So far as .br. von hosenberg's speech is concerned, it gives
no intimation of what Germany might be prepared ultimately to pay. lie, however,
refers in outline to the plan Herr Beronann was to have presented at the J:_nuary
conferences of Prime ainisters in Paris. This plan, Dr. Rosenberg declares,
provides for total payment of 30 billion gold marks nd for an international
loan in suoport guaranteed by all the resources of German industry. (either
1. Poincare nor lierr Rose:luerg has made in their speeches any really effective
contribution to the debate, but nevertheless there are some modest changes of
direction in policy in both speeches, which give hope for the view that the
debate is being narrowed down.

It is interesting to note that during the debate in the
German Reichstag following the Rosenberg s) each, Herr Stresemann, the Geroan
Populist leader, advocated somthing anproaching the Bergmann scheme as a Oa-
sia for further ne,,otiations. Herr Stresem-nn stated that Germany's capacity
and not allied requirements, :lust prove in the long run the standard of
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measurement upon which any reparation payment is based. He suggested that the
Allies agree amongst themselves to give France priority by renouncing their
Snares in favor of Prance. As put by Herr Stresenn, so far as Great Britain
was concerned, her policy should be dictated by a question of financial calcu-
lation: whether the restoration of Germany's purchasing was not more val-
uable than the receipt of reparations. His scheme was that Germany should maim
a direct offer to all the Allies in which not the total sum, but principally the
method of paynent should be the main consideration. The purpose of this offer
shoUld ce for the restoration of the devastated areas. "France placed her
needs for this purpose at 26 billion gold marks, Belgium hers at 5 billion
gold marks. Germany must jive an International Syndicate of Lenders a guaran-
tee for the interest and sinking fund of the loan. Bogard must be had for Ger-
many's capacity to pay, and an end must be made to the policy of sanctions.
The sums re:,:uired by France and Belgium together so closely approximate the
sum Germary had been ready to offer in January thet it must be possible to mAce
a new concrete offer after German industry had been sounded and brought into
the service of the guarantees necessary for the flotation of a loan."

Herr Liueller, the Socialist leader,_ took the position that
the socialists were in agreement with the Government; taA the Peace Pact of-
fered at the end of last year need not be regarded as too rigid. As to se-
curity, Herr laieller declared that for the period of a generation Germany
should undertake not to wage war of any sort, and that the Socialists were ready
to back this security with their whole political and parliamentary influence.
In common with all the other speakers in the debate, Herr LIueller, on behalf
of his Party, rejected in advance any proposals for neutralizing any sections
of territory, or otherwise interfering with Ge,..nnn sovereignty.

As to the general position of the German settlement question,
the following obviously inspired wuai d'Orsay communication has just appeared,
viz:

"From an authorized source we are informed that the
French are in fact ready to talk with the Britida Govern-
ment and to communicate all information of importance.
France is grateful to Great Britain for the attitude she
has observed; not only has she none nothing to hinder
France, but she has aided Prance within the limits she
originally lid down. 77honever Germany decides to make
a direct offer France is ready to listen to it, but the
offer can not be made to Great Britain alone, or to any
other country alone. Should it be uirected to France,
Great Britain, and Belgium, and indeed to other coun-
tries, Prance would be content out Prance will not consid-
er any communication which is not made to Prance at the
same time as to the others. Individuals more or less
oascure and pretending to represent this or that in-

terest have been prowling around Paris for two months,
out Prance 11:-.s nothing to say to them. France can afford
to be pLtient. it is not Prance wnich is embarrassed, but
Germany. -s for the problem of security, it is not urgent.
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"France will never evacuate the lihineland except in accord-
ance with the terms of the peace treaty. dhatever eeheee
is proposed in substitution for occupation it would be de-
sireole to institute some 'reeimee' which would protect us
in 10 or 15 years time. But until France is oplised by the
Treaty to go, erence will remain in the ithineland."

The foregoing is a veiled invitation for British support. It is also an in-
timation to Germany that the French do not restrict the presentation of a Ger-
man plan to France and Belgium alone, out are willing to accept a plan sieDmit-
ted by Germany to any Goverment the latter see fit, provided that simultane-
ously such plan De submitted direct to ooth France and Belgium.

It is interesting to follow certain changes of tone in the
French p7ess reeardine Great Britain. An editorial in the "Temps", which for
some months past hee been hypercritical of the British attitude, is interest-
ing. This editorial starts in by discussing the British oudget and the diffi-
culties of the British Government's financial position. It then refers to such
portion of the speeches in the Reichstag as proposed the cancellation by Great
Sri twin of future participation in reparation payments. It concludes by very
flattering reference::: to the British Government's financial effort and states
that "it would neither be just nor proeer to ask Great Britain to abandon si-
multaneously and completely her equity in either the debts owed her by the Al-
lies or the credits due her from Germany on reparation account."

M. de Lasteyrig, the French Minister of Finance, has :lust
returned from a visit to the Rehr, and in an official interview, ives the fol-

lcwin; details es to cash receipts accruing to the French .nd 3elgiis since
their occuoat ion of the Ruhr:

"uur receipts were practicaay zero at the start on
account of .jerman boycotting. Such situation could not

last indefinitely.
to come
ing from
of exchange

:Feu.

Few.
Mar.
Mar.

:Mar.

The k.ieemans must live and are forced

to us. Receipts in aupreciated currencies result-
export taxes, transleted into francs at the rate

of April 9, show receipts from
7 to 20 as 2,640 Francs
20 to 28 91,016 "

it1 to 10 213,638 "
It10 to 20 204,385 "

'I20 to 31 432,358 "

The French Znister of -Public eorKs, 1. le Troceuer, also
just returned from the_RUhr, has issued the following statement amncerning coal
and coke secured in the Ruhr:

"On April 17, 8650 tons of coke were loeded on

railway cars. Before 8 days we will be loading 10,000
tons of coke a day. It will not be long before we will
have reached and even eassed the figure of 12,000 tons
per day we received in 1922. Transport of coal has also

ueen commenced."
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No figures are given for this latter item. The records of the Coal 'Bureau

of the Reparation Oom:lission show an effective delivery to France and Belgium
of coal and coke from the ItUhr during the List ten days of between q and 6,000

tons per day. Reports of the same Office show that these deliveries are ue-
ing made from pithead stocks which are not ad yet being replenished by German

miners.

Faithfully yours,

JALAtJG

The Honorable lienj_rxdn Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

Lew York City.
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Need of Solution

Possible Schemes

From a Di*matie Correspondent.

There is at Last ono redeeming feature about the present
grave outlook in the .ueir the undoubted fast that it is oompelling the more
serious elenents of political opinion in all the countries affootedobbe in 'ar-

ticular hero and in Freres, to realise that an surly solution must be found to
the twofold problem of Aeparution and beourity, if h eurepeur catastrophe is

to be Avoided. Jespite the financial oddities surd hardly disguised annexation-
ist schemes which still appear to find favour with so many of our Paris contempo-
raries, the movement towards u practical solution is gracing apace in official
as well as unofficial circles in France, where appreelation is now exprosaed of
the consern so widely menifested in this (*entry for France's future security.
I have reason to believe that leading etuteemen and soldiers on the other side
of the Channel have heartily weloomod thin renewed token of our friendship for
erance, and that, in the case of the statesmen, it has ambled them to consider
the issues at stake from a broader and more business -like standpoint than hi-

therto, The following are lndicatiems of the trend of thought now being pursued
by the more open and abler minis is influential spheres, not excluding see, of
the highest in WIWASO.

I.- fikrtUATICCA,

Priority for the devastated recions has repeated4 been
urged by suocessive Froreh Ouvornments, Sines it is agreed oh all bards that
the total inflemetiti meet now be roduoed to a relatively modest figure, the ar-
gument is pot forward with some cogency that the bulk of the payment* and
deliveries should be devoted to the retruilding of the regions in question, /rano&
redwood and sleds= claim under this head is one for 46 milliard sole marks.

on the other hand, it is proposed that the indebtedness of
the Lntente iewers to theUnited States should be transferred to Germury, It is

oontends't that by moans of this prom' ro the British claim Against our Allies
for an abount proportionate to the liabilities Greet britalb has contracted
towerdn America would be satisfied, albeit by the Hsieh. At the "lame time,

our total renunolation of Separations proper (in respect of pensions, is hereby
postuletel, The quention flay also b << asked whether America, eho on more than
one oocusion has declined to accept from the Allies Gorman Asprations bonds in
lieu of direct repayment of debt, would acquiesce in the transaction now sugges-
ted. One of the mowers Given is that, inane eh as the deiohes liabilities of
either category would be diseherged (so far as sash payments ass OSIMormed) by
means of a series of international loans; their commreialisation would furnish
all the requisite security, better security, indeed, thi.S the credit of ary
single State. It would be dangerous, homier, to tank on the assumption, still
freely entertained b Frenehen, that the Mated States will at no distant date
proseed to Nodose the Prensh, and 411911 the halemse of the Altish, indebted-
ness, on the ground of the dames, to Ameriema trade which full repament would
omission.

rresamolotlp the Freeeeds of the series of International
loans woald be utilised eonourrently, although in varying proportions, for
reparations and debt repayments to tee United States, For it such repayments
were entirely deferred until after all the ..sparLtione claims had been satis-
fied, it would be impossible to reduce the cupitelised valve of the amount to

be thus repaid to some lb milliard gold marks, instead of well seer 40 milliards,
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The combined joint total for -leparations and debt repsyment ender the Scheme
outlined would seem to approximate to that mentioned in the British, French,
and Italian memorand4 submitted to ti* Parte Confereece in January last, viz,,
O milliards,

:he German industrialists would be required to give subs-
tantial marmots**. while Berlin itself has already admittee, the need ter fer-
riage/dog interaatica01 supervielon of the Selohis finances. Germamy weal, of
operse, be granted a solostantiii nesatterium.

II,- SWUM!.

It is un beater matter to summarise the views which as to
prevail under this head, There -.4ould be a gra:ival but rapid franoo-BelAnn
military evaeuation of the ;uhr eat other recently occupied districts on the
right bank of the Alm, Frovided that the German :syments and deliveries showed
regularity, So special regime weal& be established on the right bank beyond the
neutral gone stipulated by the Versailles Treaty, The %:iestisrs iihinelendo however,

would become a federal State, an the seise tooting as the iiepublio of Baden or of
:.urtemoerg, within the deich, the idea being to end the hitherto irussis admi-
nistration, to which the Frvnen ascribe the teaching of hatred of Frames and
ideas of revenge. Ale distinction between the krussian said the South Gems' one
be um illusion on the part of our Allies, but they cling td it, even is regard
to the Bavarian, now the Jupiter per emselleneel 21sellestern hineland UopUblie,
as constituted in this fashion, would be an integral part or the politi-
cally, economically and administratively. Bat it would be demilitarised under
the supervision of the Leaeue, no German troops being either maintained or re-
cruited there.

Finally, the Reich would. enter into a solemn mewmagrreesies
peel with the other nesters Rowers, preferably in the shape of a °regional
understanding" desirnea to wily in this inst4nce Article I of the C./Manta
In this wok:, always assnmiog the regularity of her perorate and deltverps by
Germame the Allied evocation of oven the **stern Itinsland Mehl be serried
out at earlier Asters the! these stipulated in the Treaty of Versailles.

Mere remains the quesoion of the Jerre onelave, lie mot
natural course would be to assimilate it to the proposed t=eat lawn eh ;Mite
within the NUN while perpetuating rrance's riCht to the seal 1ecally preduesd4
But its immediate eenatitution into an autonomous State under the UMW* is sive-
WIWI, instead of allowing the enolave's future to be decided by plebissite after
the lapse of fifteen years.

The detf.ils of resits. scheme as that outlined. would 4110e6t-
less require the Mil earoful scrutiew and threshing eat, But, at sog rats,
its main fe.tures, as alres4 sketched, mould perhaps warrant its earnest and
sympathetic considerstieu on this side of the Channel,

-I -I": -1-1-i-t-t-i
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JAMES A. LOGAN On.

Paris, 20 April 1923.
13 rue de Tilsitt.

Personal & Confidential.

dear Lien:-

.1aurice Frere, the Chief of the Research and Intelligence
3ureau of the lieoaration Comaission, w_s recently asked by i. 3arthou, the
President of the Reparation Uommiosion, to prepare a note for the latter
showing to what extent and for how long the German Government would be sole
to offset the effects of the occupation of the Ruhr and continue its policy
of passive resistance. This note was handed to Li. Barthou on April 19 by

Frere. have beer informally and confidentially handed a copy of this
note by Frere. The note is drafted in French and is a very vollimAnous
one. Aaile we wound not care to subscribe to all the ooinions exTressed
and the deductions drawn, we nevertheles3 feel this document of such inter-
est to warrant our transmitting the following briefed summary of its contents.

Frere in his note treats Germl.ny today* as divided into two
distinct countries (Occupied and Unoccujed Territory) in which conditions
of existence are entirely different and in order to she's the repercussion up-
on the economic life of Germany as a whole he divides his gaper into two main
headings, "Private Economy" and "Public Economy". Under these he attempts
successively to expose the damages resulting from the occupation suffered by
Unoccupied and by Occupied territory and the possibility for each of these to
adapt itself to the new order of things. The salient points of interest in
the note follow.

PaIVATE EWE=

A. Unoccupied Territory.

The bruss,ue stoppage of Ruhr exports produced a sudden increase
of in coal demands in Germany, trance and Belgium, with a conse,iuent
rapid rise of prices in the production centers of England, Czecho-JlovaRia,
and ?oland, which .4)read to other markets. The Ruhr blockade has thus caused
an increase in the prices of manufactured products throughout Europe and the
question now arises as to whether German industrials, in view of present high
prices, can obtain elsewhere the products previously sup)lied them by the iiuhr.

3. Combustibles.

Durimg 1922 the unoccupied territories received from the Ruhr
approximately 33;7,; of their total consumption of 96,2Z6,000 tons, or appro-
ximately 34,600,000 tons. The occupation transforms this quantity into a
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a deficit which Frere, however, reauces to 21,000,000 tons or approxiaately
a monthly deficit over 1923, of 1,750,000 tons, which must be imported. He ac-
counts for his reduction by reserve coal stocks on hand, proximity of summer
aonths, and estimated 10,:; reeuction of her 1922 totel coneumetion through rig-
id economy measures, etc., etc. Ali is satisfied that Germany can purchase her
deficit from Ene1and, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, and even the United Stetes. He
argues that, should France succeed in satisfying her needs in combustibles out
of the Etihr, this will result in an seeing of the English merest and make avail-
able for shipment to Gereane, eeelish coal now doing to France. He concludes
further that by coke imports and the coking of imported coal, the unoccupied
territory can meet her ocrxs needs.

C. :Jetallurey.

eeseite the lack of dependable statistics, he deduces from
the feet that no .erious industrial troubles are announced end the Jhortege of

raw materials and half-finished articles has not been such as to shut doom in-

dustry, that her eetallureical needs are covered to date. '.;hat non-employment

there has been is attributed to the stabilization of the .nark. i. Frere be-
lieve,. that the mineral resources in unoccupied territory, the use for home
consumption of products previously exported and the importance of half-finish-
ed articles from available sources, such as England, Czecho-Slovakia, and Swed-
en, will prevent the Ruhr blockade from stopping industry.

In the metal industry, as in the coeeerce of combustiules,
the outstanding effect of the blockade is increased prices. He considers that
these increased Prices will in some eay prove less serious for German industr-
ials than for their Swiss. Dutch, Belgian, French and Enelish competitors. His
conclusion is that until throughout the ehole of Europe equilibrium between sup-
ply and demand is established, German industry will eaintain a satisfactory ac-
tivity; that the Rhine olockade does not promise to hit the industrials of un-
occueied Germany eny harder than those of any other country which depends upon
its imports from the Ruhr; that German industry will eventually suffer from the
inevitable stabilization of the mark but teat the resulting expenditure upon
unemployaent subsidies will be more than compensated by the increased gold val-
ue Of tax returns and exports.

D. Occupied Territory.

Industry here is adapting itself to the occupation consejuenc-
es less rapidly than in unoccupied territory. The latter regions are unable to

absorb the camecity of Ruhr production. Y. Frere erophesiees considerable un-

employment soon which will necessitate government aid. He compares the situa-
tion of Rhineland industrials today to those in Belgium under the German occu-
pation, and points out that the latter had the adventage of having her credits
furnished from outside sources while those of the Rhineland are drawn from the

balance of Germany herself.

In conclusion, Frere points out that the personal damage
to Rhineland industrials is undeniable but the resistance to the occupation is
due to the moral attitude of the population, str-nethened by government supeort,
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and these factors render vain Ln attempt to estimate the duration of this re-
sistance which does not depend ueon economic factors.

PUBLIC ECONOMY

ee The Economic eituution.

The preliminary consequence of the blockade was a diminution
of the country's production, felt especially in occupied territory. This ag-
gravated an unfavor-ole trade balance since the occupied territory was ooliged
to continue ieportine foodstuffs without ability to effect counteracting ex-
ports, while the unoccupied territories must now export from abroad instead of
the Ruhr. The resulting increased deficit can be net only in one of two ways:
by direct or indirect foreign credits, or the sacrificing of a ?art of the
country's wealth. The latter method war) adopted when the mark was stabilized
by the intervention of the Reichsbark. The duration of the present stabiliza-
tion he considers impossible to foretell and it depends, in his opinion, upon
the deficits in the trade balance over the next few months and the possibility
of t_e German Goverment acquiring the foreign currency reserves held abroad by
German nationals. He repeats the common fact that the day that stabilization
becomes impossible "the flight of capital" will begin anew, and its effects will
be added to the existing need of foreign currency to eet the trade balance de-
ficit.

I. Frere, however, is not certain that a new depreciation would
break the German resistance. He cites the successive years of depreciation which
German economy has withstood and the fact, which must not be overlooked, that
the depreciation assures to industry at least the apeearance of eroseerity. eere-
over, it woula be satisfying to certain categories of citizens who today are
very powerful.

There is no doubt as to the harm done to German economy by the
reduction of production due to the blockade. It dissipates her administrative
funds and an increasing quot of the reel wealth of the country, and the longer
the present situation endures the more difficult will be the restoration of Ger-
many's credit and the establishing of a regular ,,nd favorable trade balance.

3. Financial ;situation.

A financial statement shoving clearly the assets and liaoili-
ties of the Reich is not possible. It is known that the Government instituted
a series of measures for increasing receipts of the Reich aryl for enabling her
to meet her difficult financial situation but what the cost to German finances
of .eeting her deficit is, is not known.

The liability of the Reich results directly from two factors:
the diminution of receipts and the increase of expenditure. ii. Frere estimates

the former at aeout 20 to 25 million gold marks per month, or slightly less than
1/4 of tee total monthly revenue of the German state in 1922. He accounts for
this conclusion by deficits in the returns from taxes in general, customs duties
and the coal tax in occupied territory. The exact amount of these deficits is
difficult to calculate. He considers that in addition to the deficit in the ex-
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port tax returns in occupied territory, a further decrease of income from that
source is to be anticipated with the increase of prices as th., tendency of the
German market is to approach world market figures strengthens. Interested German
nationals are bitterly hostile to export taxes and it will not be surprising to
se them diminished and eventually abolished.

The increase of expenses is due to the :naintenance of ordinary
expenses which have ceased to be productive and to new expenses arising from the
Ruhr occupation and the resistance of the Reich. The dovernment, for inst nee,
continues to pay railway functionaries and employees in occupied territory after

she operation of the lines has ceased. A very roue estimate under this heading
is 17,700,000 gold marks. Amongst new expenses are items representing specific
allocations to certain functionaries, unemployment do es, subsidies to small
"rantiers-, indemnities for damage resulting from the occupation (requisitions,
expulsions, etc.). Others are advances to industrials in the form of provision-
al credits eventually to be reimbursed to the Reichsbank which seems to be charg-

ed with these operations. These advances are for financing industrials in man-
ufacturing, for stock _aid for enabling them to continue oroduction for Which

there is no present sale.

The Reich solemnly pledged itself to pay in full the salaries of
all ..leritmen in occupied territories and guaranteed that there would be no unem-
ployment in the Buhr, and that Ittihr employers would neither have the right to dis-
charge help nor lower salaries. The State assumed the paying of the difference
oetween full time salaries and the amounts actually due for effeotivo work.

According to W. Frere, French estimates establish the decrease of
labor in the Ruhr at 30%, representing in the four main ltuhr industries State un-
employment doles of 135 milliards paner marks per month and app-oximately 70 mil-
liard paper :aarks per month for unemployment suesidies to their industries. The

total amount of unemployment doles Frere estimates at approximately 40,000,000

gold marks per month. To these amounts and under thj heading of unemployment must
be added the cost of 600 truck loads of foodstuffs paid for by the Reich and Which
daily enter the Ruhr. The credits advanced to industrials, as mentioned above,
are unknown in amount; however, Frere cites statistics tending to show that
the credits nece.sary to proviJe for the stocks envisaged by the Reich would be
a figure sometning in excess of a trillion a year.

,;hile a part of the expenses just mentioned is in principle re-
imbursable, its reimbursement seems e2..tremely problematical, to se effected after
the lifting of the olockade and at a time When the du-aping on the international
market of these accumulated stocks would orovoke a decrease of prices and conse-

quent loss.

C. Assets.

Lionentary diminution of reparation charges.

The Reich peid during the first quarter of 1922, 427,924,266 gold

:larks. She has paid during the first quarter of 1923, including all amounts en-
tered to her credit to that period, 176,122,688 gold marks in cash and kind, in-
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eluding reparation recovery _.et receipts, paper marks requisitioned _nd reim-
bursement of n.c.I.T.a. exeanses. This economy, .which J. Frere prefers to call
"a failure to expend", amounts to 259,601,538 gold marks, or 83,933,846 gold marks
a month.

Increase of Resources.

The Reich had realized that while the policy of inflation might
offer advantages to certain speculators, it was disastrous for the general pop-
ulation and financial measures designed to increase receipts were decided upon,
consisting of two phases: checidne the depreciation of the mark, end the crea-
tion of new sources of income to permit budget equilibrium without inflation.

I. Frere then outlines the mechanism employed for stabilizing the
mark, viz: the limiting by the Reich and other important institutions of mark
advances against foreign currencies, thus obliging holders to unload. During
the appreciation of the mark following the appearance upon the ern market of
quantities of foreign currencies, the Reich made extensive purchases. although
limiting the appreciation of the mark to a degree by her own ourcheses, she
nevertheless euilt up a reserve of foreign currencies for future use on the mon-
ey market. In his ()Anion, the stauilization operation can for the moment at
lest be considered a success.

Index figures show a steady decrease of 4holesele emites since the
eeginnine of the stabilization policy, ead chile retail prices are still rising,
there ie eromdse of a favorable turn in the nee.r euture. The important result
of this decreed, of wholesale prices is the limitation of the increase of the
cost of the Reich's resistance to the occupation (salaries, food vents, subsi-
dies, etc.).

The recent internal gold loan floated by the Lerman Lgovernment
seems to have produced about 'e25,000,000 or 100,000,000 gold mares. These re-
ceipts, added to the one milliard eold marks (metal reserve of the Reich) con-
stitute a relatively important fund for supeorting the mark. Gold deposits held
by Germany abroad, which since I.:ay, 1922, have amounted to 50,052,000 gold marks
in the 3ank o f gland, were incre,sed 'elarch 7, 1923, by 14,900,000 gold marks.
The last state.aent of the Reich, aril 7, 19L3, shows aounts held under this
heading at 164,952,000 gold marks, Ahile being increased by a deposit of 100,
000,000 gold marks in Switzerland.

Creation of new sources of Income.

Ho estimates the expenses of the Reich during February, 1923, as
aeeroximately 2,250,000,000,000 paeer marks which, at 5,000 P.:1. for 1 G.M.

gives an aperoximate figure of 500,000,000 gold marks. His figures show a mark-
ed increase in 'larch. For one month he estimates the total expenses at 900,000 ,

00u gold marks; and on the basis of February and :.:arch, he estimates the total
annual expenses of the Reich at 10 eilliards of gold marks, of which, unclear pre-
vailine conditions, only 17 would be covered by taxes and receipts from public
utilities.
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jeth the adaption of taxation schedules to mark depreciation and
the increase of return resulting from mark stabilization, this figure of l7;(7)
would be increased. revertheless, an enormous effort would be necessary to bal-
ance Germany's budget by taxation. The law of larch 20, 1923, adaoting direct
taxation tariffs to currency depreciation will have a favorable effect. This
law, furthermore, provides for the total collection of direct teces for 1922,
of Which only 10% have been received. The estimate of return from these a-
mounts due is 500 milliards of paper marks, and it is no exaggeration to esti-
mate the receipts from direct taxation alone, for the month of April at apero-
ximately 700 milliards paper marks. But, admitting such a return and adding
400 milliards paper marks from puolic utilities - giving a total receipt of
1,100,000,000,000 paper marks, the total receipts of the Eeich during the mon-
th would be less than 1/3 of the sum needed by the increase of the floating debt.
The question arises as to whether, until definite amelioration hee taken
place, the Beichsbenk can continue to maintain the mark at its present quotation.

The mark stabilization over the last two months enabled the
Government to erocure foreign currencies by inflation witeout provoking a new
depreciation.

The mark was stabilized about the middle of February at a rate
such that the gold. value of the money in circulation was largely inferior to the
needs of the country, end the German Government profiting by momentary restora-
tion of internal cre:At, ivs able to increase its issue without influencing the
mark quotation. Thus, in two months, the goad value of the currency circulation
of the country increased from 579,000,000 gold marks to 1,110,000,000 gold marks
-3ithout the ?afar mark having increased in value, signifying internal loans in
the form of bank notes to the amount of 500,000,000 gold marks. This operation
was similar to that effected by the Austrian Government immediately following the
stabilization of the crown. The stabilization of the :nark has also }emitted
the Government to renew the placing of short term treasury bonds to the public.
'ahile on February 15, treasury oonds issued amounted to 2,135,962,000,000 marks,
they represented on April 7 a sum of 6,999,115,000,000 marks, or an increase of
4,363,000,000,000 marks, while the increase of treasury bonds helu by the Reichs-
bank was only 2,873,000,00,000, shaein, absorption by the public of 1,489,000,

000,000 marks worth of oonds.

In conclusion LI. Frere states tnet in spite of eany evident sym-
ptoms of financial amelioration the situation of the country remains extremely
critical and from his point of view the future is dependent upon the length of
time during which the Government will be able, in spite of the economic deficit,
to maintain stabilization; to that extent the foreign currencies Which :Armen na-
tionals will be obliged to seel in order to live, will compensate for the German
economic deficit; and further, for how lone the Reichsbank, without injuring the
mark, can continue to issue oenknotes.

In reality, all these possibilities depend in great measure ueon

esychological factors. They depend upon the confidence which German and foreign
capitelists will have in the result of Germany's resistance, and tn the conclu-
sion of a definite reparation arrangement which win permit the rehabilitation
of Germany. If an arrange :rent were possible today, the reform measures on the
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point of being fulfilled would constitute a first step in the recuperation
of the country. Through resumed production in occupied territory end throui
the freeing of the Government from enormous unproductive expenses, German e-
conony would ameliorate rapidly. The financial policy, beg...n for purposes of

resistance, could as well serve as a starting point for a reparation policy.
If, on the contrary, the resistance is 1.oloneed, the present effort for re-
form can with great difficulty succeed and a new depreciation of the mark will

sooner or later occur. It should, nevertheless, be noted that, if the present
eolicy of stabilization should have to be abandoned, it must not necessarily
be deduced that Germany's capacity for resistance is exhausted.

If one considers that Germun economy has today adapted itself
to a great extent to the depreciation of the mark Lead that the LIconveniences
to German nationals resulting from depreciation are diminishing, one must not
exclude the possibility of the German state resuming the policy of inflation
when it sees fit. This policy holds the advantage for aereany that it permits
her to procure without any difficulty financial resources which she needs for
supporting the enterprise bf the Ruhr, end the debt she is obliged to con-

tract for this operation automatically amortises itself. It is possible that
Germany may consider that the advantages to be derived from such a policy are

superior to the disadvantages. At any rite, the relinquishing of the present
stabilization effort would lake any new effort of this nature much more trou-
blesome oecause of the increased difficulty in establishing confidence in it.

Germany's restoration will perhaps not be realizaole except
by means of foreign credits, as is the case with :iustria - credits which will
necessarily have to enjoy priority over reparations.

The foregoing completes the brief of ..:. Frere's sttement.

F.ithfully yours,

JAL/AJG

The Honorable een,aain Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve 3am: of New York,

l'ew York City.
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September 19, 1923.

Dear Sire:

In Mr. Strong's absence, I have for acknowledgment the

English translation of the Reply of the French Government to the lOte

of the British Government of August 11, 1923 Relatin7 to Reparations,

for which please accept thanks.

We are desirous of obtaining the English translation of

Documents Relatier Aux Notes Allemandes Des 2 Mai et 5 Juin Sur Les

r.eparations, and if you have a spare copy we should greati7 appreciate

receiving it.

lours very truly,

Secretary to
Mr. Benj. Strong.

French Bureau of Information,
598 .adison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
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MISC 4. 1-120 M-1-20 FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
0111110CE CORRESPONDENCE

OF NEW YORK

Governor StrongTo SUBJECT-

FROM Mr, Bever

DATE Sept. 19_,_ 1923 192_

__Loose in file
I am not certain whether you have received copy of the Diplomatic

Correspondence - Reply of the French ',:iovernment to the Note of the British

Government of August 11, 1923 Relating to Reparations, although I recall

sending you a document which might have a bearing on the German notes of

May 2 and June 5 regarding reparations. As two copies of the enclosed-

document have been received from the French Bureau of Information, i am

retaining one for the Reparations file, and I am asking that they send

us another copy of the Documents relating to the German notes of May 2 and

June 5.
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GASTON LIESERT. DIRECTOR TELEPHONE PLAZA 0027-0028
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS. TREBEILET

FREN BUREAU OF IN FORM Arm ON
BUREAU FRANCAIS DE RENSEIG N EMENTS

59S NIADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK

My dear Sir:

0'0
September 20th 1923

A1
7

'/'In reply to your lett°e) o recent date

I greatly regret to inform you that I have not on

hand the English translation of the documents relative

to the "Notes Allemandes des 2Mai et 5 Juin Sur les

Reparation&!, which you are desirous of obtaining.

Regretting that I cannot be of use to you

in the present matter, I remain,

Very truly yours,

George Beyer, Esq., Secretary to v;r. z.btrong, R DRCCIN
rederal deserve Bank of New York, New York City. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
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JAMES A. LOGAN JR.

/aria, 28 September 1923.
18 rue de Tilsitt.

Personal & Confidential.

dear 3en:-

as reported in our preceding letter of Septe.aber 14,
the aa.intenance of passive resistance on the part of the Reich was rab-
idly beco-ally. imbossible,, and. Herr Stresemann was endeavoring to find.
some bridge by which he could meet the French demand while at the same
time preserving his internal posi tion. Herr Streaem :nn's internal po-
sition was, z:nc.1 is, difficult. The Conmunistic elements in Germany,
particularly in Prussia, have gained greatly in strength, with the re-
sult that the Nationalistic elements, in an endeavor to hold the Commu-
nist in check, have marshalled their forces and thus a situation of .ix-
treme political tenseness has been created in Germany. The Communist
elements have a club in the shape of sh t they claim was the futile
waste on the part of the Cum) Government of hundreds of millions of
dollars for passive reaistance.

The difficulties of the Stresemann Government were par-
ticularly eraohasizea by the attitude of both the Communist and Nation -l-
ist Parties &I/x.1n- this ten.e period in Germany's internal affairs. On
oeptember 21, the Executive Committee of the Communist Party proclaimed
war against the Stresemann Government in large type on the front page
of the "Rote Fahne": the Communists declared that the Government was
surrendering unconditionally to French militarism and capitalism, and
"that an agreement which obviously would soon be arrived at between the
German alli French bourgeoisie would mean ruin to German workers". The
Communists "therefore called on workers, employees, officials, .,easa.nt s,
and the middle claas, to collaborate in a grand effort, the aim of which
war the removal of the Streaema.rm-Hilferding Government, the establish-
ment of workers' Lnd peasants' Government, control of production, the
closest association with Soviet Rusaia, and the ending of the Ruhr con-
flict at the expense of the bourgeoisie". On the other hand, the 2;a-
tionalists claimed to be "highly indignant at the idea that Germany
should submit to France, a.nd in,,isted that Germany should fight to re-
gain independence"; they "al.° prophesied famine in Germany during the
cumin_; winter, and asserted that the country was already engaged in civ-
il war, though at present only skiraishing is taking place". Speaking
at a Nationalist Reunion at idecklemburg-Shwerine, Herr Herat, the Chief
of the Nationalist ?arty, declared that he felt that the Franco-German
conflict should be solved on purely political lines: he st.ited, "It is
not that we desire war with France, but France is running a formidable
risk in endeavoring to penetrate further into Germany. If France holds
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"to thin policy the day will come when one will appreciate the effects of
the risk she is taking. .7e Nationalists, and this I declare sole:miy and of-
ficially, will not be parties to any capitulation". In addition, Herr Strese-
mann's Government was faced with the problem of the occupied area, th., pos-
sible Separatist movement there, the condition of those expelled from this
territory by the French, as w 11 as those conde:mied by French Military Tribu-
nals. The foregoing, in brief, presents the problems directly facing Herr
Stresemann in his endeavor to reach some agreement with the French which,
while submitting to the French on the question of "passive resistance", would
nevertheless leave him something to pacify and thus maintain his own posi-
tion w itn German public opinion.

In our letter of Seutember 14 we reported the first overture
Herr Stresemann made to reach a aettlement through his conferences in 3erlin
with the French and Belgian ,tinbassadors. This proposal was, in brief, that
his Government was prepared to formally give up the policy of passive re-
sistance, but with the condition tied to it that the Franco -Belgians would
simultaneously and ostensibly force his acceptance of a plan not infringing
the territorial integrity or Germany, and affording some guarantees for those
expelled and condemned in the Ruhr. Herr Stresemann explained at the time
that he could only preserve his internal position by stopping passive resist-
ance coincident with the acceptance of the proposed forced Franco-bel,ian
plan. This Stresemarri overture was accepted by I. Poincare as evidence of
a desire on the part of Herr Jtresemann to come to terms, uut any German con-
ditions were unacceptable to ..i. Poincare and, according to our information,
the two aabs.ssaciors ..ere instructed to inform Herr Strese iann accordingly.

On Se.)te-aber 16, Poincare made the following speech at
Dun sur Meuae:

2eincare outlined the period of fighting at Dun sur
Meuse in August, 1914, the .;erman occupation, the fitting be-
fore Verdun, ard then the offensive of the liberation. He con-
cluded:

",,hen Peace was siegied the Allies rautaally promised, and de-
feated Germany herself .wore, that such crimes should not rest
unpunished and that all the damages caused by the invasion, whe-
ther to persons or to property, mould be repaired. These damages
were carefully enumerateu, and there were included in the list
not only pensions to combatants and their faailies, out also pay-
ment for forced labor imposed on you during the occupation. To
some people, nevertheless, all these preacriptions are today a
dead letter. Jeeause the Ger.lans have repudiated their engage-
ments and because we have thought to remind them of their en-
gagements, certain people load us with criticism and maledic-
tion. :illy not abandon these out of date claims? Sty are we so
attached to the treaties:? '.1hy not consent to have our credits
revised by nations who stayed out of the war or by financiers in
a hurry to resume their lucrative operations? If we do not ac-
cept some combination to relieve Gerauny from the necessity co
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"pay her debts we are considered as disturbers, we are blam-
ed for our exigences, we are reproached for our importunities.
All that Germany did to ruin France is forgotten: it is the
past, and in the giddy course of things the past no longer
counts. All that Germany ha, done to dodge her obligations
is likewise forotten; it is the post also. and the past of
yesterday is itself already far away.

Page 3.

"It is not to neutral commiSsions, nor to international
experts, nor to an international fideicommisaary association,
nor to the League of Nations itself (whose role is great but not
in this case), that the Treaty of Versailles haa confided the
duty of fixing the German debt and of drawing up the conditions
under which it shall be paid. It is to a special commission,
called the Reparation Commission, of which Germany has expres-

sly recognized the powers. If it is thought to relieve this
.;omission, it is without doubt because the Commission is be-
lieved to little favor new concessions. But new concessions
would be contrary to engagements entered into with us, and it
is Sufficient that we do not lend ourselves to them. hold

gages; we will keep them until we Shall have received satis-
faction."

On the same day as the preceatn,- speech he made the folloaing speech at
3rieuilles sur U use:

'de must insist on the amount of our reparations, and we
must also watch over the maintenance of our security. 3ut nei-
ther in the one nor the other of these two orders of ideas must
we let go of the suostance to grasp at the shadow.

"Germany beguiles us today with words which she believes to
be tempting, and with promises from which she expects marvels.
Certain of her publicists and of her politicians h_ve tan up
an idea of which we are awana with the hope of seeing us adopt
it. -dhy, say they, do net the reparian States of the Rhine as-
sociate themaelves together to guarantee between them for a de-
termined period, the status quo in this region? ;iould not such

an accord permit the world to breathe during a certain time?
The promoters of this ingenious combination take care to add
that there are among our Allies many sensiule people who find
it perfect, and who are prepared to recomnend it to us.

"Let us thank them quickly .and in advance, but let us not
permit the friends of France to go a.tray along perilous roads.
In creating the League of Nations, the Treaty of Versailles has
provided, in principle, that all Nations forming part thereof
covenant mutually to respect each other's territory. The day

that Germany shall have at last fulfilled the obligations which
She has undertaken, she will be free to request admission to
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"the League, _lad when she shall become a member, France and
she will reciprocally guarantee, by that fact itself, eech o-

ther against any aggression. A special paot k,plying to the
frontiers on the Rhine would add nothing to the text of the

Treaty. It would even have the grave inconvenience of weaken-
ing the general pact, because applying neither to the frontiers
of Czecho-Slovakia nor to those of ec:_end, it would seem to
leave to Germany more liberty to the east or to the south than

to the west. And it goes without saying that the day when the
Reich would have re-developed a militarist appetite it would
comlence to direct its attacks far from the Rhine, except to

return to us if we would go to the Lid of our Allies. This is

the observation that I made last year to Lloyd George when
we spoke of a pact of guaranty which would not apply except to

the Rhine, and for a few years only, and which in addition was
not accompanied by :my military secu.ity. dith how much more

reason must we make the same reply to the Germans ..ho would t-
aay offer us this same camouflaged canvas.

"A pact of guaranty, whoever may be the signatories, wound
have for us no practical value if it did not assure us in case
of attack rapid ,nd efficient military aid. before the .tar

Great Britain had not promised us any military cooperation; she
was free not to intervene even if France was the object of an
unprovoked aggression, and nevertheless her military .nd naval
general staffs had established general accords with ours which
would permit them in case of British intervention to coordinate
their efforts. The day that Great Britain took the side of Bel-
gium and of France we Knew by these conventions where and in
what measure she was going to _et immediately. .de were not the

less forceu to support during long months with French troops
and on French soil the heaviest burden of the war. Pacts of

guarantee which do not even represent technical understandings
similar to these, risk us to be left alone or almost in face of

an invasion. -nd as soon as signed they would be represented
everywhere as symbols of peace, and we would be repeatedly told
that having nothing to fear we must hasten to disarm, are we
would be exposed at the opportune time to being assailed by an
enemy more numerous, better prepared and better esiuipped than

we. No, thanks. If we are offered for our security nothing
but pacts of this kind, the flour covering the stone in place
of bread, they are of no value to us.

Page 4.

"In addition to this offer is made us in general with the ad-

dition in a discrete tone: ',.hen you shall be protected by a
bouquet of signatures you will cons nt, will you not, to eva-
cuate the left bank of the Rhine before the expiration of the
delay fixed by the Treaty?' Thus, for the mirage of an illu-

sory guaranty, they count on our giving up a positive guarenty.

It is well known that Germany not having executed any of the
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"clauses of the Treaty, the successive Governments in France
since 1919 have all declared that the delays of the occupation
of the left bank of the Rhine have not yet commenced. It is
attempted nevertheless to shorten them. If they succeed in
this we will be obliged before the contractual dates to re-
tire our so,diers from the slopes where they mount guard to
defent the peace of the world; and German militarism will be
able to prepare at ease new wars of magnificence and of con-
quest.

"It is a game to which we will not lend ourselves. de

are keeping the sureties which the Treaty has given us. ith-

Out douut, as they are not eternal, and as those promised us
in 1v19 have not been given us, we will look voluntarily, with
our allies at the proper time, for others for the future; but
no more in this question than in that of reparations will we
be content with vain a:pear noes. have been taught in the
apprenticeship of pair, It has given us an education which
we will no more abandon. A have suffered too much not to A
in the future attentive and circumspect. A will not let our-
selves be decoyed by a bird-call. a people warned is equal to

two".

Page 5.

On or about September Stresemann the

BeliJan Ambassador in Berlin, repeated his previous declaration that the fi-
nanCial and economic position of Germany was intolerable, AVi set:eased the
formal relineuishamt of ",passive resistance" conditioned only on a most gen-
eral Franco-Belgian assurance of a "serious investigation _lad consideration
of the position of those German nationals of the occuoied area who had been
expelled or condemned by the French Military authorities." It is understood
that the Belgians were willing to give favorable consideration to this Ger-
man offer. However, eoincare declined to accept way conditions.

On Sunday, September 23, 1. Poincare delivered three ad-
dres.es: the first at Chambenoux, the second at Touh and the third at 3ois
Lepretre. During the course of these spe.ches he m.Ade the definite state-
ment that Germany would have to give up the policy of passive resistance

without any conditions whatsoever. In the course of these speeches he re-
ferred, first, to the military operationse the war in the immediate vi-
cinity of the places where he spoke; then referred to the history of the
war leading up to the time of the armistice. He then referred to the ar-
mistice as the act which has saved Germany from destruction. On this point

he added:"whether the -11ied Governments were wrong or right in
stopping at this decisive moment the elan of the victorious
armies, is a question that I do not wish to discuss. But

whatever opinion one might have in this connection, it is cer-
ain that by continuing the hostilities for several days the

Allies were certain of crushing the last German divisions
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'The German Lationalists feign however to be troubled. with
loss of memory, and they tell us without smiling that their
country wa. not vanquished by the .qlied troops, but paraly-

.ed by the revolution. if the mutinies and the troubles

were not at that time the consequenoe of defeat: ja if the

convulsions in which Germany .a. strugglin.: were not the ev-

iaent sign of her military agony: 13ut there are still on the

other side of the iihine people who have eyes so as not to
see and ears so as not to hear. In their obstinacy not to
take account of realities they are leading their country to
new catastrophes; in fijrting the Treaty that Gennany signed,

they are wasting laaly resources which they could have employ-
ed in executing it; they resemble unhappy people afflicted
with trio malady of suicide. ,lhat can be acne to prevent

them from making a chasm under their feet? ,then one reasons

with them, when one reminds them without bitterness that it
is necessary that they respect their engagements, they are as-
tonished; they complain and they become irritable. Let them

1..alk, and let us wait until they reali.e the truth. ;Then

they have reached the very edge of the precipice they will

still have sufficient control of themselves, thank God, not

to fall over it. They will only have to recognize the vanity

of their resistance and at length to show us that they have
the sincere will to hold to their promises. 3ut let them

wake care: The Slope i. steep, and it is not we via. are

to slip."

Page 6.

Towards the end of his speech at Toul, M. Poincare argued that history
offered few examples of the moderation with which Germ.ny had been treat-

ed after the war, out s_id Poincare:

"so that the peace of tomorrow may be better .nd surer than

that of yesterday, it is neces.ary that the Germ.ny of to-
morrow shall not be the Germany of yesterday; she must get

rid of her old. Imperialist habits; she must have the clear com-
prehen_ion of the harm she has done, and a sincere resolve to

repair it. I very much fear that her eye. are not yet entire-

ly open to ;he truth. She bargains, she equivocates, and in the

execution .7 her engagement s she shows no goo d will. 3y her

geographical situation, the fertility of her soil, the abund-

ance of her waterways, the importance and quality of her coa_-

fields, her resources in lignite _nd potash, and by the wealth
of her metallurgy, Germany is one of the richest nations in the

world. On the eve of the 'air she was far ahead of France, not

only in her industrial, commercial, and mining resources, but

also in her agricultural wealth. The war has not seriously

encroached upon this astonishing propperity. The crisis thru

which the Reich is passing suspends its capacity of payment

without diminishing it for the future. Germany keep. her ad-

mirable plains, her coalfields, and her potash deposits, her
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"electrical epera, her factories, and her power of labor.
The only thing she lacks is the desire to discharge her oo-
ligations."

Page 71

tla showing hi. determination that France would remain in the Ruhr until Ger-
many fulfills her obligations, Poincare continued oy stating:

It is not from gaiety of heart that we went into the
Ruhr or that we have given to the seizure of pledges the char-
acter of a military occupation. If we had had to deal with a
loyal flci well-iisposed debtor we should not have dread of
sending the bailiff to him. It is he who has worn out our '3 a.-

tience and who has demonstrated to us the necessity of ineasures
of constraint. Therefore let the talk cease of a militarist
France who is pleased to sot out on expeditions at the sound
of the bugle. dhatever she 'ay do or wish, Frame, who is
spending every day millions for t-le account of Germany, can-
not continue to raake these advancew, which are ruining her;
she can not interrupt any more the work of reconstruction in
her devastated communes and leave the cruelly tried popula-
tions without shelter. She has already paid more than one
hundred milliard francs in the place of Germany, and Germany
would indefinitely accustan herself to this unjust and para-
doxical regime if we had not awakened in her the sentiment of
her defeat. She embarked on the war without n any way being
provoked; she lost it, and she has only now to carry out her
engagements. as long as she delays we shall remain where we
are. There is not a pacific people, there is not a man of
good faith, vt.o can say that we are wrong."

During his ..peech at 3ois Lepretre, he returned again to the subject of:
the occupation of the Ruhr:

"He drew a picture of German resistance, outrages, and
acts of sauotage which, he declared, Germany hoped would have
ended in conflicts for which France walla ue help. responsible.
.then the Reich was deceived it depreciated its mark more and
more, and when the Ruhr population began to show .it,ns of tir-
ing or a powerless resistance it intrigued near Allies of Fr-
ance in the hope of obtaining concessions. 3ut, emphasized

Poincare, the diplomatic documents exchtnged with "our
:1lglish friends" showed Germany that France did not intend to
flinch. ',Ivan if reaistance was financed some time longer the
Premier was certain that it would fall of itself. Germany had
only one reasonable course to take, that fiats to withdraw
the decrees ordering passive resistl_nce, but instead of doing
this she wanted advantage. which would be equivalent to a dis-
avowal of French policy. The Reich held out the fear that un-
less these advantages were obtained a catastrophe would follow,
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"since the country would become a prey to nationalism or to
a 3ol..hevik revolution the effect of which would be felt on its

neighboro. E. 2oincare made it clear that France would not -f-
low herself to oe terrorised by prophecies of this sort, and
that there must oe a surrender of the policy of passive resist-
ance without any conditions. The paosage on this point of his

speech is sufficiently emphatic:

"Even supposing that Gerra,ny were menaced with such a cat-
aclysm we should have nothing to fear from the repercussion.
Our country is happily safe from my attempts of military or
Cimunist dictatorship. It is, on a disturbed Continent, the
model of a peaceable and well-ordered democracy; it is firmly
attached to Republican institutions and Parliamentary liberties.
Peasants imoued with a passion for work and love of their soil;
workien, however justly attached to social progress, who hve
the sharp sense of realities; a bourgeoisie which has roots

in the people and draws its vital force therefrom; a nation%1
unity consecrated by centuries- -there are decisive guarantees
of good sense and rea.on. A are immune from contagion. How-

ever, we do not desire the death of any sinner, and no matter
what bad faith Germ-ny may have shown, we sincerely hope that
he a_y be able to falsify the lugubrious prognostications with
which it is sought to disturb us....NOne more than France da-
sireo a settlement of the reparation probleau...A are more in-
terested than anyone in this settlement, but it is not for us
to bear the cost ....Yds, indeed, we are eager to settle, as eag-
er ao the Germans, aa eager as our allies. 3ut first of all

let an end be put to subterfuges, to the last spasms of pas-
sive resistance, ard to the vain attempts to obtL.in conditions.
.4 will not accept any conditions. We shall hold to the oro-
tocois of Brussels, to our Yellow 3114,1c and our public declara-

tions. We ho.ve nothing to add to the -1, _aid nothing to with-

draw."

after the foreL;oing speeches, Which constituted .1. Poin-
care's public reply to lierr.jtresemann's overture through the Belgian am-
baasador, Herr 6tresemann called a _leafing of the leaders of the various
German 2artieo and German representatives from the occupied areas, with the
result that on Wednesday, 3c3ptemter 26, President Ebert of Germany issued
the followinr proclamation.

"On Janu_ry 11, ?reach and Belgian troops occupied the
German Ruhr territory against right and treaties. Since that
period the Ruhr district and the Rhineland have had to endure
the most grievous oppression. 'lore th-n 130,000 4ermans-men
and women, old men and children- -have been driven from their

homes. For millions of Germans the idea of individual liberty

no longer exists.
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"The occupation was accomp_nied by numerous acts of violence.
More than 100 of our countrymen have lost their lives. Hund-

reds of others are still languishing in prison.

"The sentiment of justice and patriotism was stirred by
the illegality of the invasion. The pepution refused to work
under foreign .,ayonets. The whole German people is grateful
for the fidelity to the German Reich and the steadfastness
that steed the test of th- hardest times.

"The Government of the Reich undertook to watch over its
distressed compatriots so far as it w_s able. There was thus
an ever-increasing drain upon the resources of the Reich. The

funds in aid of the Riihr and the Rhineland last week reached
a sum of 3,500 trillions of marks.

"An expenditure of at least double that sum is to be
foreseen for the present week.

"The former )roductione the Rhineland .aid the Ruhr has

ceased. Economic life in occupied and non-occupied Germany is
disorganized. It is most seriously to be feared that, should

the s..15 line of action as hitherto ue )receeded with, the
creation of a regular currency, the maintenance of economic
life, and existence it.elf are becoming impossible for our :as-

pic.

Page

"In the interest of Germ.ny's future a. in that of the
Rhine and the Ruhr this danger :mist be removed. In order to ore-

serve the life of the people and of the State, we are today fac-

ed by the moire necessity of relinquishing the struggle.

"40 know that in doing so we are calling upon the inh-oi-
tants of the occupied territories to m-ke sacrifices of a moral
character still greater than those they have acquiesced in up to

now. Their struggle has been heroic and their self-control in-
co,nparable. shall never forget what the occupied territory
has achieved, and what has been given up oy tho.e who preferred
Lo leave their native country rather than be disloyal to the

Fatherl

"The first duty of the Government is to see that :irisoners
are relea_ed and that the expelled persons return. The fight

for the lementary rights of humanity comes before all economic

and material concerns. Germ-ny has declared her readiness to

assume the most severe material sacrifices for the liberty of
German subjects and German soil, but that liberty is for us not

an object of negotiation or barter.

"The president of the Reich and the Government solemnly pro-
claim before the German people and the world that they will lend
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"themselves to no arrangement that deprives us of the smallest

piece of German soil.

"It depends on the towers vhich have invaded our territory
and on their allies, by adhering. to this idea, to give peace
to Germany, or to bring about by the rejection of this peace
all the consequences which would ensue for the relations between

peoples.

"oe invite the German people to stand closely together in
the days of dire moral and moral strife Mich are to cere. Only

thus shall we frustrate all projects for the dismemberment of
the Reich, preserve the nation's honor and life recover the

liberty which is our imprescriptible right."

At this writing the attitude of the French and Belgian Gov-

ernments with regard to tho Euert proclamation is not clear. jhile the
proclamation constitutes an unconditional surrender of passive resistance,
the tone of the proclamation is far from satisfactory to French public op-
inion. This latter public opinion asks the question:

"Now that we have gained The Victory what
have we got?"

The natural reaction from this question leads to expressions of bitterness

with the terms of the Ebert proclamation. Obviously inspired em_nations

from the d'Orsay appearing in the French Press last night and today
point to the fact that the proclamation in itself constitutes only a notifi-
cation of the cessation of passive resistance to the German public, drafted
in terms designed to mollify such opinion, and that French public opinion
must await the terms of the formal notification by the 45 man Government to

the French and Belgian Governments. These same enunations indicate that When
this formal notification comes, and if it be in proper terms, the question
of the future course of Reparations will _utomatically come before the Re ,a-
ration Commission, "the organization constituted for such purpose by the

Treaty of Versailles ". In addition, the .uai d'Orsay 3.2.14nations int imate

that the French and Belgians "will continue holding such securities", and
"will enforce other conditions as sanctions which are outside the province
or ihe Reparation Commission", adding in general terms that such securities
and sanctions will follow the lines of those laid down in the French Note f

January 25, 1923.

As showing some basis for the French fear, the following ar-
ticlo which appeared on September 27 in the Berlin"Zeit", which is po_ular-
ly supposed to be the mouthpiece of Herr Stresemann:

"if iI. Poincare imsgines that the end of pas.dve resist-

ance throws open the p..th to the realization of his program,
he is greatly mistaken. Just so long as those Who have com-
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"mitted no other crime than to respect the ordinances and
laws of their own country remain 12rison or expelled from
their homes no German Government can work with the French,
nor sign ;ny agreement. A Government which abandons the vic-
tims of arbitrary .cts would lcae its prestige, nd even its
existence. The Utresenann Cabinet has taken the action it
ha- so as to liberate the Ruhr and the Rhineland without any
illusions as to the difficulties. In absolute confirmity
with its past attitude, it will demand certain conditions
from the French before entering into negotiations with them.
It is ridiculous to pretend, as i. Poincare has tried to make
it -ppear, that we will capitulate without conditions. It la
also ridiculous to suppose, aa certain German pa Hers have tried
to do, that t_e German Government is ready to cede everything
without conditions. The 'kit reserunn Cabinet will not capitu-
late, even now when force of circumstances has made it nec-
essary to give up passive resistance."

At no time in our experience has the German situa-t ion been
so nebulous as it is todai, and we would not care to venture arc/ forecast as
to future developments. There is quite a group of European opinion out-
side of France that feel that the security rather than the Reparatian phase
is now the dominating influence in Poincareta mina, ...ni that the latter
nk.s no great desire for an early settlement of the Reparation ,juestion, wish-
ing to Drocrastinate in the hope that in the :noontime Germany will become so
weak, or perhaps so broken up, as to be of negligible importance from the
3ecurity angle. However, against this thesis is the undoubted Franco-Bel-
gian fear of radicalism and disorder in Germany resulting from the policy of
procrastination, rand its possible ultimate effects on the Franco -Belgian so-
cial and economic situati n. .iith this latter phase the 'lore conservative
French opinion is deeply concerned.

One somewhat reassuring indi cat ion ha s just appeared: we
are informed toci,ty by the Belgians that both the 3ritish Govern-
ments have formally ._eed with the Belgian Governi:-ent to instruct their rep-
resentatives on the Reparation Commission to oush within the COTraiiisiOn in
the next fortni._;ht for the ornsideration of a reparation settlement plan on
the ba-is of the Belgian proposal of last June (see our letter of June 15,
19126). .de are not informed what the attitude of the French Government is
on this question. In view of past experiences with the Belgians we remain
somewhat dubious as to whether -1. Theunis will rem:in in line on this scheme
orovided it be seriously opposed by -1. Poincare. While the Belgian plan
is, in our jucignent , unsound in many of its ph :ses, nevertheless a progres-
sive step will De made by a British-3elgian-Italian line-up forcing its con-
sideration. The Belgian proposal has the merit of oeing s elastic that
there is a strong possibility of some constructive plan developing from its
con-ideration and this particularly in. the event of it being possible to
maintain a British, Belgian and Italian line-up against Poincare.
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A meeting was finally arranged between Mr. Baldwin ard M.
Poincare and they had a conversation together at the British Embassy_ in Pa-
ris the evening of September 19. At the close of the meeting' the following

communi .sue was issued:

"A Islet ing of the Prime Ministers of France and Great
Britain took place this afternoon, of which they took ad-
vantage to proceed to an exchange of views on the general
political situation.

"It is not to be expected that in the course of one
Poincare and Mr. Baldwin would be able to -tittle

upon any definite solution, but they were happy to establish
a common agreement of views, and to discover that on no ques-
tion is there :may difference of purpose or divergence of prin-
ciple which could impair the cooperation of the two countries,
upon which depends so much the settlement and the peace of
the world."

The statement in the foregoing communique to the effect that the two sta-
tesmen "are happy to establish , common agreement of views and to discover
that on no question is there any difference of purpose or divergence of
principle which would impair the cooperation of the two cr,:untriea" was

widely heralded in the French Press. The impression
Baldwin hid receded from his past position ,aid piepared to orient British
policy on lines approaching the Poincare thesis. Sir John Bradbury in-
formed us confidentially that the British Government wag' embarrassed by
the popular impression, particularly given out through the French Press,
that any chonge in orientation of British policy had resulted from the
meeting. According t Sir John Bradbury, the Baldwin- Poincare conversa-
tion wall; confined to a most general and entirely amicable presentation of
their past divergent positions on the German question and without any com-
mitments or even expressions if hope of any change in past orientation

of policy on either side. He said that one of Mr. Baldwin's secretaries
was responsible for the blunder in approving the text of a communique pro-

pored by the French which was subse,uently published and which, according
to Sir John Bradbury, was entirely misconstrued by the public. The first
result of the impression given out by the French Press was a marked streng-

thening of the French franc. However, French enthusiaam was somewhat dam-
ened by reading quotations from the 3ritish Press obviously inspired by

Downing Street and today the franc is again slipping.

Faithftlly yours,

JAL/AJa 4"-"Cx...-

The Honorable Benjamin Strong,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of hew York,

Lew York City.
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